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GUIDE “ECONOMICS OF POWER QUALITY” 
 
 
GENERAL EDITORIAL/TECHNICAL QUESTIONS TO BE DISCUSSED IN SAN FRANCISCO 
1 Title being adopted is provisional 

Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to ratify or discuss new/definitive title 
2 References belonging to each chapter have been placed all together at the end of the Guide, in an 

appendix called “BIBLIOGRAPHY” - One consecutive numbering system been applied to all 
references 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): ratify or discuss  

3 Added new clause 2.3 “CASE FOR OTHER PQ DISTURBANCES”. Text extracted from 
document C4.107 075 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to discuss  

4 Part 2.4 “PREVENTION AND IMMUNITY COSTS. EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS” – Should it be 
separated from Chapter 2 and to be implemented as a new Chapter ?? - See document C4.107 
068 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to discuss  

5 Added new chapter 4 “STANDARDIZED PROPOSED METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS COST OF 
POWER QUALITY”. Text extracted from document C4.107 073 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to discuss  

6 Added new chapter 5 “LPQI SURVEY PQ COST MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY”. Text 
extracted from document C4.107 074 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to discuss  

 
 
FOREWORD 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): text extracted from C4.107 001 Terms of 
Reference  
Actual situation (Feb 2008): comments would be welcome 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to revise  
 
Various independent studies have been undertaken by utilities, manufacturers, consultants, regulators, 
and research organisations, to estimate the cost of power quality problems to the power systems and 
their customers. A good understanding of the basis for determining these costs is important in 
assessing appropriate interventions (either by the power network operators or by the customer 
themselves).      
 
A joint working group C4.107 has been established in CIGRE, in conjunction with CIRED, with the 
purpose to study and analyse economics related to power quality. The JWG initiated work in 2006. 
 
The scope of the proposed JWG would be to:  
 
 Review and document the economic implications of the power quality parameters: voltage dips, 

short interruptions, and voltage waveform quality. 
 Review and document methods of assessing these costs that have been used to date, including 

aspects such as: 
 Direct and indirect costs to customers (e.g. production losses and plant damage). 
 Energy losses associated with poor power quality. 
 Cost of energy not supplied 

 Methods of collecting customer costs. 
 Actual customer costs collected to date for various industry sectors. 
 Propose a standardized method of collecting the above information, based on the experience of 

various international studies. 
 Recommend a methodology of using this data to cost and motivate power quality interventions on 

the power system or within the customer plant. 
 Provide indicative costs for specific industry sectors, where possible. 

 
Long interruptions will not be considered as part of the scope of this WG, as this has been extensively 
addressed by the previous Cigré study committee 38 - (published as TB 191) in 2001. 
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Time schedule: Initiation of the JWG: 2006; Final deliverables: end 2009. 
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CHAPTER 1.- BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS OF POWER QUALITY 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): text extracted from C4.107 002 clauses 3 to 
5 
Actual situation (4March 2008): received new text from DAVID 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to revise 
 
1.1.- SCOPE 
 
This objective of this Report is to provide guidance on the assessment of the economic impact of 
power quality (PQ).  
 
Many professionals, including industry regulators, consultants, system and installation designers, 
maintenance managers, production managers and financial mangers are concerned about the impact 
of the costs of poor power quality on businesses and how these costs can be managed.  Techniques 
for avoiding or reducing the impact of power quality issues are well known and the cost of their 
deployment relatively easily determined.  However, assessing the potential cost impact of PQ issues is 
difficult because, for example, the incidence of problems, the response of equipment and the effect on 
process continuity are statistical in nature and are difficult to quantify.  Although there have been 
numerous case studies, there has been, so far, no consensus on how the calculation or assessment of 
these costs should be approached. 
 
This Report provides a methodology for examining the economic framework for PQ.  It will enable all 
interested parties to establish costs and benefits of PQ improvement and mitigation measures in a 
consistent and open manner.  
 
1.1.1.- The importance of power quality 
 
‘Power Quality’ is the term generically used to describe the extent to which the electrical power 
available at the point of use is compatible with the needs of the load equipment connected at that 
point.  The effects of a lack of compatibility are termed ‘PQ problems’ or ‘PQ issues’. Compatibility is a 
two-sided equation as both the characteristics of the electrical power supply AND of the sensitivity of 
the load equipment are important variables. 
 
There are a many parameters for which compatibility is necessary, including supply voltage level, 
voltage stability, waveform distortion due to harmonics and interharmonics, voltage unbalance 
between the phases and long and short-term availability of the supply.  
  
When there is a lack of compatibility, end user equipment may cease to function, operate erratically or 
incorrectly, may operate outside its normal envelope at reduced efficiency or in such a way that its 
operating life is reduced.  The situation is further complicated by the fact that many PQ issues are 
caused by the operation (or mis-operation) of end-use equipment that is connected to the network. 
 
Electrical and electronic equipment rarely operates in isolation.  Even the simplest of commercial 
operations requires the interoperation of several items of equipment – the use of a personal computer 
usually requires the aid of some communications equipment, a network and a printer, for example.  In 
other words, the failure of one piece of equipment usually results in the failure of a process that may or 
may not affect other processes.  Regardless, however, when process equipment ceases operation, 
the result is financial loss.  Depending on factors such as the nature of the business, the organisation 
of the work flow (whether continuous processing or batch production) and the value of the product, this 
loss may range from the trivially small to the extremely large.  
 
There are two obvious approaches to ensuring 100% compatibility between electric power supply and 
end use loads: Either design and construct a perfect electric power delivery grid, or make all end-use 
devices perfectly tolerant of common PQ issues.  Unfortunately, for a number of reasons, neither of 
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these approaches represents the economic optimum.  Firstly, some loads are relatively insensitive to 
many PQ phenomena while being rather sensitive to others.  Incandescent lighting is insensitive to 
harmonic distortion, but overly sensitive – in combination with the human response - to flicker.  On the 
other hand, electronic equipment is not disturbed by the scale of voltage instability that causes flicker 
while it is very sensitive to voltage dips and to higher levels of harmonic voltage distortion.  Making 
every supply suitable for every load would be expensive and is unnecessary.  Secondly, although the 
cost of designing and manufacturing any individual piece of equipment to be ‘immune’ is not large, that 
cost is multiplied by the total number of pieces of equipment in use and represents a very large 
economic burden on consumers.  Thirdly, the option of building a very robust, very clean, system 
would be extremely high and it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to guarantee a minimum 
performance level at all points of common coupling.  In the near future, increased penetration of 
distributed generation will make this even more difficult as generation is added at medium and low 
voltage levels.  Lastly, many PQ issues arise within the consumer’s premises, due to the 
characteristics of the installed equipment, sub-optimal installation of equipment and cabling, poor 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) performance of earthing systems, etc., so perfection at the point 
of common coupling is no guarantee of perfection at the point of use. 
 
1.1.2.- Basic Definitions and Concepts relevant to the Study of Economics for Voltage Quality 
 
The electricity supply system exists to distribute energy to industry and commerce to enable it to fulfil 
its commercial function and to society to meet its social needs.   
 
Ideally, the electricity system provides power that is always available, always within voltage and 
frequency tolerances and with a pure voltage waveform. How much deviation from this is tolerable 
depends on the attitude of the user and how he uses power. How closely the supplier can approach 
the ideal is a question of technology, history, geography and, above all, money. In developed 
economies a compromise position has been reached which is good enough for most purposes, but 
leaves others – those running ‘24/7’ and critical facilities - with a voltage quality that is below their 
perceived needs. 
 
Suppliers are obliged by regulation or commercial pressure to maintain a reasonable standard of 
supply quality. Currently, published figures relate to interruptions and are reported at the simplest level 
in terms of ‘customer minutes lost’ – i.e. the number of customers affected multiplied by number of 
minutes interruption. More subtle deviations – e.g. voltage dips and harmonic distortion - are controlled 
within the standard EN50160. This standard, written in statistical terms, covers the voltage quality of 
LV supplies.  It is not a very challenging standard and is easily met by developed systems. 
 
Users have different expectations. Domestic users relatively tolerant of interruptions provided that they 
are not too extended, too frequent – they are an inconvenience but do not, in general, have economic 
or safety consequences. Commercial and Industrial users may face serious economic consequences 
as a result of poor voltage quality and many also face safety issues. Users are compelled to build their 
systems from available sub-systems, all of which ought to comply with relevant standards. 
  
The extent to which users systems can function on the public supply network, their immunity to 
disturbance, determines the compatibility between the network and the equipment it is used to 
power. 
 
Immunity issues. All equipment is sensitive, to some degree, to reduced voltage supply for a period 
of time.  The ability of an item equipment to continue to operate during a dip, or to ride-through a dip, 
is the equipment dip immunity. It can be plotted on a voltage-time graph, but will depend in practice, 
e.g. on the pre-dip voltage level and the instantaneous operational state of the unit.  
 
However, the immunity of a single item of equipment is rarely the most important criterion. Commercial 
and Industrial processes rely on the interaction of a very large number of items of equipment, 
especially where processes are highly automated or continuous in nature.  In these cases it is the 
immunity of the whole process that is important. Determining the process dip immunity is a difficult 
task, but is necessary in order to determine what steps are to be taken to improve the immunity or 
harden the process against dips.  
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Compatibility issues. All networks are subject to faults. To prevent damage to other network 
elements, faults are isolated by circuit breakers, which detect and break excess current within a short 
but finite time.  There are two major consequences. Firstly, customers beyond the operated circuit 
breaker are without power until the fault is repaired or self-heals, and secondly, other users who are 
electrically close to the fault experience a voltage dip. 
 
Dips that arise at high voltage level tend to be shorter (because the protection systems are faster) and 
lees deep because the network is stiffer), but affect more customers. Dips at the low voltage level are 
longer and deeper (the network is less stiff) but affect fewer users. The number of dips and 
interruptions varies enormously according to the type of area (rural or urban) and the structure of the 
network. At any particular point of common coupling there will be a characteristic profile of voltage 
dips. Compatibility addresses the extent to which the equipment or process is immune to the 
network dips.   
 
Experience shows that in the vast majority of cases there is, to a greater or lesser degree, some 
incompatibility between network and equipment or process and that some protection or mitigation 
measures are needed.   
 
Protection and mitigation opportunities. There are several approaches to mitigation and protection 
for which the cost varies greatly.   
 
Network improvement. The ability of the network to deliver a higher quality is increased by, for 
example, multiple feeders, division of loads or additional equipment. The cost is likely to be high and 
the benefit limited to one or a few sensitive users.  
  
Plant- or Process-wide mitigation.  The incoming power supply to a plant or as process is 
conditioned in some way to improve the voltage quality at the equipment level. Often this means 
relatively expensive UPS equipment. 
 
Local mitigation. Sensitive elements in the plant are individually treated, by applying some form of 
power conditioner or by more careful equipment selection. The overall capital cost is likely to be lower, 
but the technical and management expertise required is greater and costs more. 
 
Questions 
 
In assessing the economic argument for improving voltage quality, what is the base case?   
 
How do we value improvement measures already undertaken by users against alternative measures 
undertaken by suppliers?   
 
In an area with poor voltage quality, how do we assess the value of the improvement in economic 
activity that might result if the voltage quality were improved? 
 
 
1.2.- COMMON PQ PHENOMENA 
 
PQ phenomena are well documented elsewhere; the following paragraphs give a brief description of 
the most economically disruptive phenomena. 
 
1.2.1.- Voltage dips 
 
A voltage dip is a short-term reduction in voltage.  It is specified in terms of duration and magnitude of 
retained voltage.  Voltage dips are the result of increased voltage drop in the system caused by 
increased current flow either as the result of the addition of a large load, for example the starting 
current of a large motor, or due to a fault current.  Those caused by large loads are generally 
localised, often within the same installation, while those due to network fault currents can be widely 
distributed and affect a large number of consumers.  The characteristics of network dips - magnitude 
and duration - depend many factors, including the voltage level at which the fault is located, the 
response time of the protective devices, the degree of network meshing, the number and configuration 
of transformers, etc.  Most fault-induced dips are caused by single-phase or two-phase (phase to 

Comentario [djc1]: Can 
anyone suggest a single 
authoritative reference, suitable for 
non-specialists? 

Comentario [BH2]: We should 
reference a CIGRE document here 
if we can. There must be a 
document with PQ definitions. 

Comentario [djc3]:  Retained 
or lost? 

Comentario [BH4]: I mostly 
encounter the “retained” 
perspective, i.e. voltage down to 
80% or 20% on nominal. 
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phase) faults. Because three-phase faults are less common than single- and two-phase faults, so too 
are three phase dips less likely. 

 
 
1.2.2.- Voltage fluctuations 
 
The primary cause of voltage fluctuations is the time variability of the reactive power component of 
fluctuating loads such as, for example, arc furnaces, rolling mill drives, main winders, etc.  In general, 
these loads have a high rate of change of power with respect to the short-circuit capacity at the point 
of connection to the supply. 
 
The magnitude of the fluctuations is usually such that the supply voltage remains within the permitted 
voltage tolerance band but the cyclic nature of the variation, combined with the characteristics of 
lamps and the response of the human eye and brain, lead to a sensation of flicker.  Flicker is an 
impression of unsteadiness of illumination that can cause loss of concentration, headaches and, in 
some cases, epileptic fits. 
 
1.2.3.- Harmonic distortion 
 
Harmonic frequencies are integral multiples of the fundamental supply frequency.  Current harmonics 
are generated within the system and in consumer loads by the non-linear behaviour of magnetic 
materials, rectifiers and electronic converters.  Although harmonic frequencies have always been 
present in the electricity system, the increase in the number of equipments using electronic power 
control in recent years has lead to increased levels. Voltage harmonics are created by harmonic 
currents as they flow through system impedances. Non-linear loads draw harmonic currents from the 
supply, so producing a corresponding harmonic voltage drop in the impedance of the supply network.  
As a result all consumers see harmonic voltage distortion on the supply voltage.  Standards have been 
introduced to limit the emission of harmonic current by individual items of equipment and by 
installations in an attempt to limit the overall level of harmonic distortion on supply networks.  
Fortunately, the design of networks tends to mitigate some of the effects of harmonic load current – 
delta transformer windings sink the third and ninth harmonic currents emitted by single-phase loads, 
for example. 
 
Electronic converters also introduce other frequencies into the supply, known as interharmonics.  So 
far, the magnitude of interharmonic voltages is small. 
 
1.2.4.- Unbalance 
 
A three-phase supply system is said to be balanced if the three-phase voltages and current have the 
same amplitude and are separated by 120 degrees with respect to each other.  If either of these 
conditions is not met, the system is said to be unbalanced.  Unbalanced supply voltage usually arises 
because of unequal loading of the phases at the low voltage level where most of the loads are single 
phase.  Other causes are the asymmetry of the distribution system and the connection of large non-
three-phase loads, such as railway connections and arc furnaces. 
 
1.2.5.- Transients 
 

Comentario [djc5]: Is a 
picture useful here?  If so, what 
should the time scale for voltage 
dips be? 
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Transient disturbances are high frequency events with durations much less than one cycle of the 
supply.  Causes include switching or lightning strikes on the network and switching of reactive loads 
on the consumer’s site or nearby sites.  Transients can have magnitudes of several thousand volts 
and so can cause serious damage to both the installation and the equipment connected to it.  Non-
damaging transients can cause severe disruption due to data corruption.   
 
 
1.3.- RESPONSE OF EQUIPMENT TO PQ EVENTS 
 
1.3.1.- Data processing and communications equipment 
 
This type of equipment operates internally from a low voltage dc supply derived from the ac supply by 
a rectifier and electronic converter.  It is insensitive to moderate levels of harmonic distortion and can 
be made immune to most transients but it is sensitive to voltage dips.   
 
When the supply voltage drops during a dip, the amount of energy delivered to the load is reduced.  
The ability of the equipment to ‘ride through’ the dip depends on the amount of stored energy available 
from the internal power supply capacitor and the instantaneous energy requirement of the device.  A 
personal computer (PC) will have a better ride through capability while processing than it would have 
while writing to an optical drive, for example. 
 
IT equipment dip performance is described by curves such as the Computer and Business Equipment 
Manufacturers Association (CBEMA) curve and its more modern Information Technology Industry 
Council (ITIC) replacement.  These curves show the safe operational envelope of the equipment on a 
nominal voltage/time plot.  If the duration and retained voltage during a dip lie above the boundary, the 
equipment is likely to continue to operate normally. 
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Figure 2 - ITIC Curve  (Better quality graphics are available for final document) 
 
In reality, these curves simply specify typical equipment performance; they do not imply that the 
equipment will survive the dips that typically occur on the network. 
 
1.3.2.- Variable speed drives 
 
Variable speed drives (VSD) use an electronic converter to produce a variable frequency motor drive 
voltage from the fixed supply frequency.  Using VSDs is much more energy efficient than using belts 
and gearboxes to change speed or using throttle valves to control fluid flows.  They are used 
extensively in industrial processing, materials handling and building management.   
 
During a dip the amount of energy supplied by the electrical system is reduced and may be below that 
required by the process, resulting in loss of control.  Since motor controlled processes rarely operate 
in isolation, this can result in loss of synchronisation with other parts of the process and uncoordinated 
shut down.   
 
VSDs usually include a number of measures in order to protect the electronics and the motor from 
abnormal conditions, such as under voltage or loss of a phase voltage, that may trigger shut down in 
the event of a dip.   
 
VSDs draw harmonic currents from the supply.  Many drives are designed to minimise or eliminate 
these currents.  VSDs are not affected by normal levels of harmonic distortion. 
 

Comentario [djc6]: Variable 
speed in UK, Adjustable speed 
elsewhere? What is the majority 
view? CIGRE standard 
terminology?
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1.3.3.- Lighting 
 
Any change in supply voltage magnitude may causes in a change in the luminous flux or spectral 
distribution of a light source.   
 
Incandescent light sources are particularly sensitive, as the luminous flux is approximately proportional 
to the cube of the applied voltage.  They are susceptible to ‘flicker’ which is a subjective visual 
impression of unsteadiness of a light’s flux, when its luminance or spectral distribution fluctuates with 
time.  The human eye-brain response to variation of luminous flux produces fatigue and loss of 
concentration for relatively small variations in light intensity at frequencies of about 2 to 20 Hz.   
 
Gas discharge lighting is less sensitive to traditional flicker, partly because it is often electronically 
controlled, but are affected by a flicker effect due to jitter caused by voltage variation due to 
interharmonic voltage distortion.  Gas discharge lighting is sensitive to dips: if a dip is deep enough to 
extinguish the discharge, a hot lamp may not re-strike when the voltage returns to normal. 
 
1.3.4.- Solenoid operated contactors 
 
Solenoid operated contactors and relays are used in large numbers in process control systems and 
they are particularly sensitive to voltage dips.  ‘Hardened’ devices are available, but are relatively 
rarely used.   
 
1.3.5.- Transformers  
 
Transformers are affected by harmonic currents.  Part of the load loss of a transformer is due to eddy 
current losses in the windings – usually around 5 to 8% of the loss is due to eddy currents and the 
remainder due to conductor resistance.  Eddy current losses are proportional to the square of 
frequency so harmonic currents have a serious effect on the heat generated within the transformer, 
leading to higher operating temperatures and significant reduction in transformer lifetime.   
 
 
1.4.- ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 
 
From the descriptions of equipment responses it is apparent that the economic consequences of poor 
PQ fall into three categories: 
 

• Complete or partial loss of one or more processes (e.g. loss of control following a dip) 
• Poor long term productivity or product quality (e.g. as a result of operator fatigue due to flicker) 
• Increased costs due to reduction of equipment lifetime resulting in premature failure (e.g. 

overheating of transformers due to harmonics). 
 
These consequences take effect over very different time scales.   
 
A process failure, triggered by a PQ event such as a dip, has immediate consequences followed by a 
period of recovery during which further costs may be incurred.  It is relatively easy to identify the costs 
that result from a single event or to predict what the costs might be. 
 
Continuous or prolonged conditions, such as flicker, can reduce long term productivity.  If the problem 
is prolonged and widespread the business may become uncompetitive and may require additional 
borrowing to sustain it. 
 
Premature failure of equipment will usually result in process failure with similar consequences to those 
caused by single PQ events.  The difference is that the causes are in the past and were unrecognised, 
suggesting that predicting these costs is difficult unless a survey procedure is put in place.   
Depending on the type of operation in question, the economic consequences may range from trivial to 
catastrophic.  The user can take several approaches: 
 

• Do nothing, and suffer the consequences 
• Take responsibility by adding mitigation equipment or hardening measures within the 

installation 
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• Working with a supplier to improve the level of PQ by local measures specifically for, but 
external to, the installation  

• Negotiate with a supplier for a guarantee of a defined level of PQ, along the lines of an 
insurance policy. 

 
‘Doing nothing’ – business as usual - is only viable for those enterprises that use batch processing for 
manufacturing and data handling.  Process interruptions are limited in their impact and be relatively 
easily mitigated by, for example, reorganising work schedules.  The economic consequences are not 
zero, but are acceptable to the business. 
 
In every other case the first steps in analysis of the economic impact of PQ on a particular 
organisation or part of an organisation include: 
 

• Obtaining a thorough and continuing measurements of relevant PQ parameters 
• Logging of process failures and their costs and relating their occurrence to PQ events 
• Assessing the likely failure modes and failure rates of processes and items of equipment, 

bearing in mind the different time scales involved 
• Considering options for redesigning processes to reduce interdependence and reduce the risk 

of cascading failures 
• Investigate options for hardening process equipment against PQ events and conditions 

 
The following sections of this report provide guidance on how to approach the assessment of the cost 
of PQ, the cost of improving equipment, supply networks, etc to achieve adequate performance at 
optimum cost. 
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CHAPTER 2.- ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL LOSSES POINT OF VIEW OF 
USERS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): text extracted from doc. C4.107 055,  
authors JOVICA + PAOLA  
ROMAN: to add some input on new methodologies – standardized procedure -  to be implemented 
in Chapter 2 - Added in new Chapter 4! 
JOVICA: to include a questionnaire – similar to that presented by Elena Fumagalli 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): See implementation and corrections Chapter 2 made by Bill, 
Jovica, Roman (extracted from doc. C4.107 055A) 
 Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): actual text to be discussed / reviewed 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. Methods and Experiences with the Assessment of Financial Losses 
due to Inadequate Quality of Electricity Supply.  
 
The section provides general overview of established and new methodologies  used to assess the 
financial losses incurred to industries by voltage sags, short interruptions and harmonics..   The 
first part focuses on quantifying the economical damage suffered by industrial customers due to 
nuisance process trips induced by voltage sags and short interruptions. For this purpose, guidelines 
provided by IEEE Standard are discussed and critically assessed to reveal their major strengths and 
weaknesses. Next, methodologies recently proposed by researchers for financial loss assessment of 
voltage sags and short interruptions are gathered and discussed. It is generally found that accurate 
assessment involves careful consideration of three major factors; voltage sag profile at the busbars 
involved, customer load susceptibility, and calculation of the losses resulting from unplanned 
process interruption. Finally, representative studies conducted in Europe, US and Asia are 
investigated, with their findings and reported losses presented, to demonstrate the scale of the losses.   
 
The second part of the section deals with methods and techniques used to economically quantify the 
effects of harmonics on electrical systems. The economic evaluation includes the increased losses, the 
premature aging and the misoperation of the end-use equipment present in the customer system. The 
economical value of the losses and premature aging versus the harmonic pollution level can give 
indications of the amount of costs for equipment to be met/saved for given increase/decrease of 
harmonics. Regarding the misoperation, its economical value requires computing the economic 
consequences of the misoperation on the process in which the equipment is applied. The analysis in most 
cases can be conducted adopting the methods valid in case of other disturbances, like micro-
interruptions or voltage sags. 
 
 
2.1.- CASE FOR VOLTAGE SAGS AND SHORT INTERRUPTIONS  
 
2.1.1- Introduction . Voltage Sags and Short Interruptions 
 
Voltage sags and short electrical power interruptions are common power quality issues and are major 
contributors to financial losses of modern industrial and commercial electric power end users Although 
individually not as detrimental as long duration outages, voltage sags and short interruptions occur 
more frequently. Most often, economic, losses are incurred when the disturbances ccause nuisance trips 
of sensitive equipments, which in turns halt manufacturing or other business processes. For large 
industrial and commercial customer, the consequence of process disruption can reach millions of 
dollars..  
 

Realizing the potential magnitude of losses due to these disturbances, more and more industrial 
and commercial customers have started to seek protection, both technical and contractual,, from the 
impact of voltage sags and short interruptions. The most common approach is to install mitigation 
devices (also know as custom power) to isolate processes from disruptive events. Others go for higher 
quality of supply through power quality contracts with the electrical utility. However, regardless of 
which option is preferred, the investment must be economically justifiable.. 
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From the electrical utilities’ point of view, reducing the number of voltage sags and short interruptions  
on the electric distribution system would reduce process interruptions and, thereby boost customer 
satisfaction and improve future business prospects. Unfortunatley, it is also enormously expensive. In 
today’s competitive electrical market, the standard of power quality has to be constantly upgraded to ensure 
business survival. The question is: how do we justify for the investments to improve power quality? 
 
Precise information regarding the financial losses incurred by electric power end users due to unmitigated 
voltage sags and short interruptions is essential to effective management. This information provides the 
very basis for cost-benefit analysis for all potential investments. Unfortunately, actual financial losses 
due to less than perfect power quality are customer specific and depend on many factors including 
customer category (industrial, commercial etc.), type and nature of activities interrupted and customer 
size. Moreover, financial losses are also event specific, where different severity of voltage sags could 
incur very different losses to customers.. Therefore, estimating the financial impact of voltage sags and 
short interruptions to end users is a daunting task that requires careful consideration of many aspects. 
 
Over the years, numerous studies have been undergone to address the problem concerned.  The 
following sections present general overview of methods currently used around the world to assess the 
financial losses caused by voltage sags and short interruption. The experiences and researches 
conducted in different parts of the world on this topic are also presented. Finally, new methodologies 
to assess financial losses due to voltage sags and short interruptions are gathered and summarized in 
the last section of the chapter.   
   
2.1.2.- Overview of Methodologies in Assessing the Financial Loss Assessment of of End 
Users due to Voltage Sags and Short Interruptions 
 
Assessing the financial cost of voltage sags and interruption to electric power end users is a 
cumbersome task. Over these years, various researches have focused on placing a value to voltage 
sag events. Some of the researches proposed methods to obtain network level [1, 2] losses due to 
voltage sags, while others concentrated on customer plant level losses [3-7]. Regardless of the level 
the studies were focused on, precise information about the end-user cost of a single voltage sag is 
essential for accurate financial assessment.  
 
Generally, to accurately assess the financial losses due to these disturbances, thorough 
understanding on customer plant is necessary. Therefore, a good methodology has to assess the 
aspects involved in supply voltage profile of an industrial plant, equipment and process sensitivity to 
voltage sags and all direct and indirect costs associated with process disruption.  
 
Voltage sag profile at customer busbar provides information regarding the density of voltage sag and 
short interruption events of various severity levels. Normally, this information is obtained from historical 
data or from site monitoring. However, when there are no records available, voltage sag profile has to 
be predicted. Some studies [1, 2, 8, 9] used a method called fault positions to determine the expected 
magnitudes and durations of voltage sags for each simulated fault. Statistical method [5] is also used 
to predict the number of voltage sags in the future.  
 
The sensitivity of equipment used in industrial processes directly influences the response of the processes 
towards incoming voltage sags and interruptions, and therefore has direct impact on the financial 
losses consequent to these events. The sensitivity of industrial equipment is normally expressed in 
terms of the magnitude and duration of voltage sag that will likely result in interruption.. Different 
equipment has different tolerance towards voltage sags. The voltage tolerance curve can be obtained 
from either the equipment manufacturer or standards available. The commonly used standards for 
characterizing equipment sensitivity are the Computer Business Equipment Manufacturers Association 
(CBEMA) curve, Information Technology Industry Council (ITIC) curve and the “semiconductor 
processing” (SEMIF47) curve [10].  
 
Due to the reason that different types of equipment exhibit different sensitivities to voltage sag events, some 
studies [11, 12]  used equipment specific voltage tolerance curves developed from laboratory tests. 
 
According to IEEE Standard 1346-1998 [12], there is a range of voltage tolerance where equipment 
behavior in this range is uncertain. To account for this uncertainty, probabilistic methods are being 
developed and used by studies [8, 9, 13] in assessment of equipment sensitivity to voltage sags.    
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On a higher level, process sensitivity depends on many factors, including but not limited to equipment 
interconnections, composition ratio of equipments, function and significance of each equipment type, 
and the relationship between equipment failure modes and process operation. To address these 
factors, various different approaches have been attempted by researchers around the world. The 
approaches include probabilistic methods [8, 9, 13], fault tree analysis [14, 15], fuzzy logic [15], loss of 
voltage during sag [16], loss of energy during sag [16] and one-parameter characterization method 
[16].  
 
With information of voltage sag profile and customer load sensitivity in hand, the number of process disruptive 
sags can be determined. The subsequent step involves estimation of the financial losses due to process 
disruption.  
 
There are studies [17, 18] that proposed detailed formulation to calculate the costs associated with 
voltage sags. Cost calculation involves careful investigation of all direct and indirect costs caused by 
voltage sags. Theoretical and mathematical formulas are derived to represent various causes of 
losses. The cost function of equipments, sub-processes and processes are then incorporated into the 
technical states of the processes to determine the financial costs of each process and the plant.  
 
Determining the cost of voltage sag and interruption from calculations will generate very accurate cost 
estimation for every sag events. However, one may need huge amount of information regarding all 
direct and indirect costs regarding every sub-process and process of a plant. These cost figures are 
difficult to obtain without time consuming and detailed investigation, which sometimes involve 
confidentiality issues. 
 
Alternatively, some studies relate the financial losses incurred by voltage sags with customer 
interruption cost (CIC). CIC is the financial damage on customers caused by power interruption 
(outages) of a specified duration. Customer damage functions due to power interruption are well 
studied and documented, thus provide a convenient reference for voltage sag related cost analysis. .   
 
Basically, CIC can be obtained from survey results. Information is obtained from large number of 
customers of various industrial sectors. This information is then analyzed, aggregated, and average to 
give a general cost per voltage sag or cost per kW of power per voltage sag (normalized cost) [3] for 
various industrial sector. Studies that use cost per event for voltage sag financial analysis include [1, 
2, 8, 9] while [3, 11] uses cost per kW power per voltage sag event for evaluation. Specifically, [19] 
proposed a power quality index that uses CIC/kWh for financial loss assessment. 
 
Some researches consider that the financial loss due to process disruption events varies depending 
on the severity of events. Therefore, weighted cost per sag method is used [10, 13, 14, 20-22] where 
different weighting factors are assigned to different magnitudes of voltage sags. In this way, cost of 
severe sags are equal to cost of interruption, while less severe sags incur a fraction of the cost of 
interruption.  
 
There are also indirect ways to estimate the economical impact of voltage sags and short 
interruptions.  Some studies [7] use the power usage of customer plant as basis for cost evaluation. 
The losses incurred by voltage sags and short interruptions are estimated as a percentage of the 
annual cost of power consumption. 
 
Other common methods of indirect economic analysis are the willingness to pay (WTP) and 
willingness to accept compensation (WTA) methods [23] which will be discussed in Section 1.5.  
 
2.1.3.- IEEE Guidelines for Assessment of Financial Losses due to Voltage Sags and Short 
Interruptions 
 
Guidelines to assess financial losses at customer facilities due to voltage sags are given in IEEE 
Standard 1346-1998 [12]. The aspects considered are voltage sag performance at utility and industrial 
plant levels, equipment compatibility to voltage sags, and financial evaluation of the losses incurred by 
process disruptive sags. A method of representing voltage sag profile at customer facility using 
contour lines and comparing it with equipment voltage tolerance curve to obtain the number of 
disruptive sags was presented. In terms of financial aspect, a list of the all ddirect and indirect costs 
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was given in a standard cost of disruption evaluation form [12] to aid financial assessment of the 
losses incurred. 
 
Initially, the voltage sag profile of the facility concerned is acquired from either utility data, 
measurements, monitoring or prediction. Using this sag data, the supply sag performance contours 
are drawn, where each contour represents the number of voltage sags per year. Next, equipment 
sensitivities (voltage tolerance curves) are overlaid on the supply sag performance contours to form 
sag coordination charts. The sensitivity of process is defined by the most sensitive component, with 
knee point located at the upper most left hand portion of the chart.. The subsequent step involves cost 
estimation of process disruption. All losses involved are listed in a cost of disruption evaluation form 
which should be completed by those who are familiar with the operational impact of process stoppage 
(frontline workers, supervisors), finance, accounting, sales and marketing personnel to ensure all 
aspects of financial losses are considered. Briefly, the costs of disruption in industrial processes are 
made up of downtime related costs (lost production, idled labour, equipment damage, recovery cost), product 
quality related costs (scrap and rework costs)  and other indirect costs (customer dissatisfaction, employee and 
customer safety, fines and penalties and compenstations to personel). Finally, the total financial losses of the 
facility are obtained by multiplying the cost of process disruption and the number of disruptive sags per year. 
 
The method proposed by this standard is useful for estimation of financial losses due to voltage sags. 
However, there are a few important issues yet to be addressed.. These issues include: 
 
1.- The sensitivity of the entire industrial process is determined by the most sensitive equipment in the 
process. This assumption may not be appropriate because the process sensitivity also depends on the 
function and significance of the equipments involved. Tripping of the most sensitive equipment does 
not necessarily disrupt the entire process 
 
2.- The interconnections between equipments and sub-processes have significant impact on process 
operation but are not considered in this standard 
 
3.- It is shown that all equipment types have a range of voltage tolerance. This range is not considered 
in the method when evaluating the number of disruptive sags 
 
4.- The cost values used for financial assessment are based of historical data or experience; this may 
not be useful for evaluation of new industries at the planning stage 
 
2.1.4.- Analytical Economic Analysis 
 
In the past decade, new methodologies have been continually developed with the promise of improved 
accuracy in assessment of the cost of unplanned interruptions to end users. In analytical economic 
analysis, financial losses due to power quality disturbances are often calculated or estimated through 
detailed assessment processes. These assessment processes may consider the probability of power 
quality events occurring, characteristics of events, equipment and process sensitivities to events, cost 
of process disruption, cost and benefit of mitigations and other indirect costs subsequent to event. 
 
2.1.4.1.- Assessment of Equipment and Process Sensitivity 
 
For most power quality disturbances, financial losses are incurred when equipments or industrial 
processes are tripped or disrupted. Hence, equipment and process response to power quality 
disturbances directly influence the magnitude of financial losses. However, predicting equipment and 
process response to disturbances is not entirely straightforward due to various uncertainties involved 
in equipment sensitivity. Therefore, properly representing these uncertainties help reduce assessment 
error.   
     
2.1.4.1.1.- Probabilistic Assessment of Financial Losses due to Interruptions and Voltage Sags 
[8, 9] 
 
This methodology uses probabilistic approach to assess the financial losses due to interruptions and 
voltage sags. The cost of interruptions and voltage sags are assessed separately and then combined 
to estimate the total financial losses in the network. This methodology can be used to assess both 
customer level losses and network level losses. It takes into account the uncertainties associated with 
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voltage sag calculation, equipment sensitivity, interconnection of equipments within an industrial 
process, customer type and location of the process in the network.  
 
A fault positions method is used to obtain voltage sag performance of the system. Process equipments 
are grouped into four categories of equipment types and the voltage tolerance curves of these 
equipment types are obtained through a series of laboratory tests. The main equipment types tested 
are personal computer (PC), programmable logic controllers (PLC), adjustable speed drive (ASD) and 
AC contactors. 
 
The impact of voltage sags at a particular site in the network is estimated through three basic steps: 1) 
fault analysis; 2) voltage sag analysis; 3) economic analysis. 
 
Step 1: Fault analysis 
The fault positions method is used to simulate various types of faults at various locations throughout 
the system network. The corresponding voltage magnitude and duration during each fault is 
determined.  
 
Step 2: Voltage sag analysis 
Voltage sag analysis is performed at the point of common coupling (PCC) between the network and the 
buses of interest. The historical fault performance (fault per kilometre per year) of all network buses, 
overhead lines and underground cables is then used to determine frequency of sags of specified 
magnitude and duration over a period of interest. Sag durations depend on fault clearing times of 
protection devices used in the network. 
 
Step 3: Economic analysis 
First, sensitive equipments are classified into various categories based on device type. The voltage 
tolerance characteristic of four main equipment types, namely personal computers (PC), Programmable 
Logic Controllers (PLC), adjustable speed drives (ASD) and AC contactors have been determined 
through a series of laboratory tests. A general voltage tolerance characteristic is used to represent 
each equipment type. Next, sag performance charts of the network buses of interest are prepared 
using the results from voltage sag analysis (Step 2). The sag performance charts are compared with 
the equipment voltage tolerance curves to determine equipment response (failure probability of 
equipment) to voltage sags. After obtaining the failure probabilities of equipments, the probability of 
process trip is calculated. Finally, the total financial losses can be determined using (1.1). 
 (1.1). 
 

Total financial loss Total process trips Cost per trip= × (0.1) 
 

A major advantage of this method is that the uncertainties regarding equipment sensitivity are 
represented using probability density functions. Probabilistic representation is more realistic and 
efficient as compared to deterministic approach, especially when large number of equipments is to be 
evaluated. Furthermore, this methodology provides the flexibility for different equipment sensitivity 
level to be represented using different probability density functions.  
 
To date, this methodology is one of the most comprehensive methodologies developed, taking into 
account many aspects of the system. An example of its application is given in Appendix A. 
 
However, there are still some problems under such comprehensive methodology: 
 
 The probability distribution functions chosen for equipment sensitivity evaluation are based on 

hypothetical decisions. The actual probabilistic distributions are yet to be determined. 
 

 Interconnections between equipments are often meshed. To accurately represent these 
interconnections using probabilistic method may not be as straightforward. 

 
2.1.4.1.2.- Prob-A-Sag Method [13] 
 
This method manipulates two-dimensional arrays to represent all parameters for financial loss 
management. This method allows equipment sensitivity to be represented using both discrete states 
(on or off state) and probabilistic values. Also, different cost values can be assigned to voltage sag 
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events of different characteristics. This provides more realistic evaluation of losses as costs such as 
equipment damage that only occur at certain levels of voltage sag can be flexibly included. The 
method also takes into account the interconnections between equipments in a probabilistic manner 
and the effect of mitigation devices. 
 
It is worth noting that Prob-A-Sag is more towards a management tool rather than an assessment tool. All 
input values have to be acquired through other means before it can be processed by this Prob-A-Sag. 
Basically, the user has to acquire information regarding equipment sensitivity, annual sag frequency of 
the process and the financial cost corresponding to different voltage sag levels. With this information, 
Prob-A-Sag method can be used to determine sensitivity of the industrial process, the frequency of 
sag oriented plant interruptions and the total financial losses incurred by voltage sags and short 
interruptions. The main advantages of this method is summarised below [46]: 
 
All quantities are presented in a uniform format. 
 
 Applicable to all environments from a single customer to a complete power distribution system. 

 
 Flexible accuracy from a rough estimate to exact numbers. 

 
 Allows for probabilistic processing of data 

 
 Possible to be implemented in power system software platforms 

 
 Includes tools for investigating custom power applications and other means of mitigation. 

 
2.1.4.1.3.- Estimating Economic Impact of Voltage Sags [14] 
 
This methodology is built upon the assumption that different voltage sag levels have different impacts on 
customer load. It is thought that the behaviour of process equipments varies with the severity of voltage 
sags, thus causing different failure modes on customer plant.  
 
First, to characterize process equipment behaviour in a sag event, the voltage tolerance curve of 
equipments are obtained and converted into component behaviour function, which represents the 
state (On or Off) of the equipment when subjected to voltage sag with specific sag magnitude and 
duration. Next, the behaviour of customer load is categorized into different failure modes, where 
certain combinations of equipment behaviours and sag conditions (causes) will lead to certain failure 
modes (consequence). The “cause” and “consequence” are related using fault trees. A cost function is 
assigned to each failure mode. The economic impact of voltage sag is estimated by combining the 
cost function with information regarding voltage sag frequency.  
 
The use of fault tree analysis provides more space for subjective judgement in process sensitivity 
evaluation. The user would not need to deal with complex equipment interconnections to determine 
the consequences of equipment failure. Using different failure modes for different voltage sag level 
would also yield more realistic results. However, it is worth noting that all equipments, even of the 
same type and brand exhibit very different response to voltage sag. So, it is virtually impossible to 
generalize equipment behaviour into a common working state. Also, the number of failure modes 
increases rapidly with size of customer plant, and hence increases the complexity of evaluation.     
 
2.1.4.1.4.- Power Quality Index Based on Equipment Sensitivity, Cost, and Network 
Vulnerability [11] 
 
The idea of load drop index (LDI) and load drop cost (LDC) are proposed with the objective of 
capturing load vulnerability and the cost impact of voltage sags. These indices are calculated using 
customer equipment composition data, load information, equipment sensitivity curves and historical-
derived cost data.  
 
Basically, voltage sag events are categorized into various duration classes (instantaneous, 
momentary, temporary and sustained interruption) consistent with the classification of interruption 
events given in IEEE Standard 1159 [24]. At each duration class, various regions of voltage sag class 
area are defined. Next, historical voltage sag profile of the bus of interest is processed to obtain the 
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number of events that fall in each defined area. With this information, the load drop index for each 
duration class k is calculated using (1.2) [11]. 
 

( )
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=

= =∑
(0.2) 

 
Where Lkj represents load composition ratio and Nkj represents the number of events that falls in the 
area defined by duration class k and sensitivity curve of load type j. r is the number of load type. 
 
Different cost indices are derived for different duration class based on average cost of interruption in 
each duration class. This cost indices are multiplied by the corresponding LDI of each duration class to 
obtain LDC [11]. 
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Where Ck is the cost index reflecting the average cost of interruption in a given duration class. 
 

Table I  Average cost of power interruption. Adopted from [11] 

K IEEE 1159 class Average cost 
(US$/kW) 

Cost index 
Ck 

1 Instantaneous 0.078 1 
2 Momentary 0.176 2 
3 Temporary 1.22 15 
4 Sustained 3.63 47 

 
LDC is particularly useful for assessment of financial losses due to voltage sags and interruption 
events. As power quality index, it can be easily translated into cost figures for evaluation of all general 
industrial plants. The merits of using LDI and LDC also include: 
 
Instead of using the most sensitive equipment to define process sensitivity, the impact of voltage sag 
on all equipment types is considered. 
 
 Composition ratios of equipments are considered. 

 
 Capable of processing probabilistic values of equipment sensitivity. 

 
 Different financial impacts of different voltage sag severities (sag duration) are considered. 

 
 Only involves data processing and does not require additional instrumentation. 

 
It is worth noting that the effects of equipment interconnections and the importance level of individual 
equipment in process operation are not modelled in LDI and LDC. This might prevent accurate 
assessment as equipment interconnections and importance are significant factors that affect process 
vulnerability to voltage sags. 
 
2.1.4.1.5.- Unified Reliability and Power Quality Index [25] 
 
The method proposed intends to combine the costs incurred by interruption, voltage sag, voltage 
deviation and harmonics into a unified reliability and power quality index. In terms on voltage sag cost, 
the factors considered include voltage sag rate, the load size at customer busbar and sector customer 
damage function for voltage sags (SCDF(sag)) at customer busbar.  
 
The sag rate is calculated utilizing sustained interruption rate and momentary interruption rate at 
customer busbar. Two types of system configuration are considered (loop and radial), both protected 
by reclosing system.  
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SCDF(sag) depends on the sector which the cost is to be assessed. Seven sectors are classified, 
namely large user, industrial, commercial, agricultural, residential, government installation, and office 
buildings. 
 
This methodology is suitable for fast estimation of financial losses at network level. Due to the fact that 
many important factors are not considered, the accuracy of estimation is highly compromised.  
 
2.1.4.2.- The Cost of Process Interruption 
 
Regardless of the type of disturbance in an industrial process (transients, short, or long interruption), 
financial losses is incurred every time the process trips. The financial losses for industrial customer 
can be determined using (1.4) [26].  
 
 CL MV CM CE AC= − − +   (1.4) 
 
Where MV is the market value of goods that could be manufactured during the time of 
production/process outage (Opportunity lost: sales and profits forfeited), CM is the cost of materials 
which could be used up in a production process, CE is the cost of energy that could be used up in a 
production process and AC is additional costs connected with a loss of supply. 
 
Alternatively, the total loss from power quality event can be determined using (1.5) [26]. 
 

 ( ) ( )L EE RL VE r s FC= + − ⋅ + +
 (1.5) 

 
Where EE are extra expenses incurred because of the failure (€/per failure), RL are revenues lost per 
hour of plant downtime (€/per hour). VE are variable expenses saved per hour of plant downtime 
(€/per hour), r is the repair or replacement time after a failure (hours), s is the plant startup time after a 
failure (hours) and FC are any fixed costs (€/per failure). 
 
The costs of spoiled products and material (SPM) over one year can be estimated using (1.6) [27]. 
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Where AAV is the total annual value-added, h are hours of operation in a benchmark year, n is 
number of loss contributing disturbances per annum, d is the duration of outage, v(di) is value added 
embodied in the SPM expressed as a  fraction of average value-added per working hour and m(di) is 
value of non-factor inputs in the SPM expressed as a  fraction of average value-added per working 
hour.  
 
Opportunity cost in the form of idle capital and labour (ICL) can be assessed using (1.7) [27]. 
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Where AAV is total annual value-added, h represents hours of operation in a benchmark year, n 
represents frequency of loss contributing disturbances per annum, d is the duration of outage, t(di) is 
the restart time for an outage of duration di, k1 is the fraction of normal output not produced during the 
outage and k2 is the  fraction of normal output not produced during the restart 
 
The hours of overtime production (ho) required to make up lost output is given by (1.8) [27]. 
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Where ρ is the fraction of lost output that can be recovered by working overtime, λ is the fraction of 
lost added value that can be recovered by using existing (non-affected) production capacities more 
intensively, n is frequency of loss contributing disturbances per annum, d  is the duration of outage, 
t(di) is restart time for an outage of duration di, k1 is the fraction of normal output not produced during 
the outage and v(di) is the value added embodied in the SPM expressed as a  fraction of average 
value-added per working hour 
 
The opportunity cost of overtime production (COP) can be calculated using (1.9) [27]. 
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Where ho represents the hours of overtime production required to make up lost output, WR0 is the 
overtime wage rate, WRn is normal wage rate, LAV is annual labour value-added and h  represents 
the hours of operation in a benchmark year. 
 
Finally, the costs of outage (CO) including slack productive capacity and overtime production can be 
determined using (1.10) [27]. 
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In most cases λ = 0 and ρ = 0 so (1.10) can be reduced to (1.11) [27]. 
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2.1.5.- Indirect Economical Analysis 
 
When the information required for analytical economical analysis is not available, indirect economical 
analysis is the only option to estimate the financial losses due to power quality disturbances. Common 
ways of indirect analysis include the customer willingness to pay method [27], customer willingness to 
accept method [27], and cost estimation from the size and value of mitigation solutions.    
 
2.1.5.1.- Customer’s Willingness to Pay and Willingness to Accept  
 
The customer’s willingness to pay (WTP) method has been used in several studies [23, 28, 29] to 
obtain the costs of power supply interruptions. Usually, customers are given several hypothetical 
outage scenarios and asked to express the amount of money that there are willing to pay in order to 
avoid each outage scenarios. In terms of power quality, customers are asked to express their 
willingness to pay for different levels of power quality improvements. Though the WTP method may 
not be as technical as the analytical approaches, it reflects the value customers place on electricity 
supply and power quality.   
 
However, one should anticipate the amount a customer is willing to pay to be lower than the actual 
financial damage caused by power quality disturbance [23]. This is because economical benefit could 
only be achieved if the financial damage due to power interruption is more than the amount paid to 
avoid the damage. Therefore, from the customers’ point of view, the WTP amount will always be less 
than the actual damage due to power quality disturbances. 
 
Besides, the WTP method only makes sense when customers understand the damaging effects power 
supply interruption on their processes. Usually, the effects of total power interruption are more 
apparent and well-known. However, the effects of other power quality disturbances such as voltage 
sags that cause partial disruption of processes are not straightforward. In most cases, customers do 
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not know the financial damages due to power quality disturbances, and therefore cannot place an 
accurate WTP value on them.    
 
In the customer’s willingness to accept (WTA) method, electricity users are given various imaginary outage 
scenarios and asked to estimate the amount of compensation that their willing to accept for each outage scenario. 
The WTA are similar to the WTP method as they both require customers to place a monetary value on 
hypothetical outage scenarios. However, in most cases, the WTA method gives substantially larger 
values compared to the WTP method. According to [23], the reason behind this is that customers 
consider electricity supply as a social right rather than a market commodity. It is also recommended by 
[23] that the two methods can be used together to produce upper and lower limits for power 
interruption costs. 
 
Both WTP and WTA methods are heavily dependent upon customer’s subjectivity in placing a value 
on power quality costs, and may be influenced by other considerations, such as customer’s perception 
on electricity supply, their knowledge on power quality disturbances, and their ability to pay. 
    
2.1.5.2.- Cost Estimation from Historical Events  
 
Over the years, numerous surveys have been done around the world to gather information regarding 
financial losses of various industrial, agricultural, commercial and even residential customers. By 
reviewing the studies till date, the financial loss information can be gathered and aggregated to 
represent different customer types and sizes. This information can be conveniently used to estimate 
power quality related costs of a particular customer.  
 
To obtain realistic cost estimation from historical events, one would have to use historical values from 
the customer type that best resembles the customer of concern. Ideally, the historical values used 
should be obtained from customers of similar nature and size, and within the same geographical 
region as the customer of concern. Unfortunately, information gathered from historical events till date 
is still insufficient to meet the abovementioned requirements. Most studies produced cost values for 
total power interruption, not considering the impact of other power quality disturbances. Some 
managed to produce cost values of voltage sags but have yet to obtain cost values for different 
severity levels of voltage sags. Overall, cost estimations from historical events without considering 
customer’s equipment and process sensitivities will not produce accurate financial loss values.         
 
2.1.6.- Experiences around the World  
 
In the past decade, many studies have been done by researchers around the world to determine the 
cost of voltage sags and short interruptions. The experiences gained in these studies are most 
invaluable. This section summarizes the major findings of these researches. A few studies that 
focused on obtaining the cost of interruptions (outages) are also included as the information is 
required in assessment of voltage sags and short interruptions. 
 
2.1.6.1.- Studies in Europe 
 
A survey [30] conducted by UMIST, UK since October 1992 assessed the outage cost of various 
customer categories due to electricity supply interruption. The survey covered three regional electrical 
company areas and customer sectors are categorized as residential, commercial, industrial and large 
user. A customer interruption cost (CIC) was defined as the perceived individual customer or average 
sector customer costs resulting from electricity interruption [25]. The survey provided CIC values for 
each customer sectors for various duration of interruption, as given in Table 1, Appendix B. 
 
A separate study by researchers of UMIST investigated the influence of process equipment 
composition on financial losses due to voltage sags [18]. Detailed formulas were proposed to calculate 
the direct and indirect damage costs associated with industrial process disruption due to voltage sags. 
The study was simulated on a generic distribution system consisting of 295 buses. Four types of 
sensitive equipments are considered, namely personal computers (PC), programmable logic 
controllers (PLC), adjustable speed drives (ASD) and AC contactors. It was observed that different 
load compositions at customer plant sites result in significant variation in sag costs. 
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In year 2000, researchers from Helsinki University of Technology, Finland conducted studies [1, 2] to 
estimate the annual frequency and cost of voltage sags for customers of five Finnish distribution 
companies (3 rural and 2 urban networks). Customers were divided into five categories of domestic, 
agricultural, industrial, commercial services and public services. The method of fault positions [1] was 
applied for the calculation of voltage sag frequency. Economic consequences were obtained by 
multiplying the sag frequency, the cost of a single voltage sag and the number of customers. The cost 
of a single voltage sag was taken from a survey in the mid 1990s in three Nordic countries. Different 
cost values were used for different customer categories. Results obtained indicated much higher 
losses than expected. It was also suggested that more accurate results can be obtained by more 
precise representation of customers’ sag-related inconvenience and actual economic losses. Results 
of the study is given in Figure 1, Appendix B.   
 
A report by STRI AB, Sweden, [31] presented a structural way to investigate voltage sag immunity of 
industrial processes, and their related costs. Basically, a cost index and a fault index are assigned to 
each industrial process. Cost index indicates process contribution to the overall cost due to voltage 
sags, while fault index represents the fault frequency of the process. A process box is used to 
represent the process, with information regarding cost index and fault index clearly stated in the box. 
The financial losses of a process due to voltage sags can then be evaluated using (1.12) [26]. 
 

 ( )
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Where Ci  is the cost index (€/voltage sag) of process i, Fi is the fault index of process i, and k is the 
processes affected by tripping of process i.  
 
This method can be effectively used to determine the financial losses of processes due to voltage 
sags and identify the most sensitive or the most expensive process. It can be further used to include 
the interconnections of sub-processes inside a process. Besides presenting methods to calculate 
costs, the report also summarized general voltage sag related cost for different industries, as 
presented in Figure 2, Appendix B.  
 
Literature published in year 2000 by researchers from Italy [7] provided estimates of the costs 
associated to poor power quality. These estimations were build on survey conducted by a 
semiconductor and pharmaceutical facilities construction company. The survey concerned around 30 
industries located in Europe, USA and the Far East that do not have any means of mitigations against 
power quality disturbances. Having analyzed the results from the survey, three categories of voltage 
sag profile were determined as most meaningful for estimation of costs. The categories are: 
 
 Category A – includes 10 or less voltage sags per year with residual voltage less than 40% of 

nominal and sag duration shorter than 100ms 
 
 Category B - includes 10 or less voltage sags per year with residual voltage less than 40% of 

nominal and sag duration shorter than 100ms, and 5 or less voltage sags per year with residual 
voltage less than 70% of nominal and duration ranging from 100ms to 300ms 

 
 Category C – includes 1 interruption with duration of 3 minutes or more 

 
Estimated costs for the industrial sectors considered in the survey are given in percentage of the total 
yearly power cost, as can be seen in Table 2, Appendix B. 
 
In Italy, researchers performed a survey [3] in different areas of North-East Italy between year 1999 
and 2002. The survey focused on 200 small industrial customers of various sectors. The costs due to 
voltage sags are presented in normalized cost per voltage sag per kW power to ease comparison 
between industrial sectors and sizes. It was found that most sensitive plants have normalized cost per 
sag in the range of 0.25-1.5 Euro/kW. Detailed results is given in Figure 3, Appendix B.  
 
Based on this survey, the same group of researchers proposed a method for computation of the 
interruption costs caused by supply voltage sags and interruptions in small industrial plants [17]. The 
assumption made is that industrial plants have only one shut-down model, and that each voltage sag 
or interruption that trips the process requires equal re-start time. This further implies that severe 
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voltage sags and momentary interruption cause equal interruption costs. The error introduced by these 
assumptions is thought to be reasonably low. 
 
A large portion of the paper focused on producing equations for cost calculation. The costs considered 
include cost of lost production during supply disruption and restart time, cost of wasted materials, 
imperfect product, damaged equipment and extra maintenance resulting from the disturbance. Also 
considered are the savings on raw material, energy not consumed and recovery of lost production. 
Using this method, a production plant in the plastic sector was investigated [3, 17]. It was found that 
the cost of a nuisance voltage sag is 517.5 Euro. This value is about 66% of the losses due to a one 
hour unplanned interruption.  
 
Based on a report by the Copper Development Association sponsored by the copper producers and 
fabricators,, [32], a 10-month study carried out by a major generator in Europe on 12 sites of low 
technology manufacturing operation logged a total financial loss of €600,000. Detailed losses are 
summarized in Table 3, Appendix B.  
 
2.1.6.2.- Studies in US 
 
An on-site survey of 299 U.S. large commercial and industrial customers was carried out in 1992 to 
determine the financial losses incurred by interruption and voltage sag events [33]. Interruption costs 
for the following scenarios were investigated: 
 
 A 1 hour interruption starting at 3 p.m. on a summer afternoon without advance notice 

 
 A 1 hour interruption starting at 3 p.m. on a summer afternoon with 1 hour advance notice 

 
 A 4 hour interruption starting at 3 p.m. on a summer afternoon without advance notice 

 
 A 2 hour interruption starting at 7 a.m on a winter morning without advance notice 

 
 A 1 to 2 second momentary interruption on a summer afternoon in clear weather 

 
 A 10% to 20% voltage sag for 15 cycles 

 
Survey results are given in Table 4, Appendix B. 
 
In year 1993, Clemmensen [34] provided the first ever power quality cost estimate for US 
manufacturing sector. The estimate, derived that annual spending on industrial equipments due to 
power quality problem could sum up to $26 billion dollars for the US manufacturing sector. It was 
estimated that for every manufacturing sales dollar, 1.5 to 3 cents are spent to mitigate power quality 
problems.  
 
Few years later in 1998, Swaminathan and Sen [34], in a Sandia National Laboratory report, estimated 
that US annual power interruption cost reaches $150 billion. This estimate was based on a 1992 Duke 
Power outage cost survey in US that manipulated industrial electricity sales as estimate basis. 
 
Later in year 2001, EPRI Consortium for Electric Infrastructure to Support a Digital Society (CIEDS) 
[35] produced a report base on a Primen survey in the United States. The report identified three 
sectors of the US economy that are particularly sensitive to power disturbances. These sectors are: 
 
 The Digital Economy (DE): telecommunications, data storage and retrieval services, 

biotechnology, electronics manufacturing and the financial industry 
 
 The Digital Economy (DE): telecommunications, data storage and retrieval services, 

biotechnology, electronics manufacturing and the financial industry 
 
 Continuous Process Manufacturing (CPM): paper, chemicals, petroleum, rubber and plastic, 

stone, clay and glass, and primary metals 
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 Fabrication and Essential Services (F&ES): all other manufacturing industries, plus utilities and 
transportation facilities 

 
These three sectors collectively loss $45.7 billion a year due to outages and another $6.7 billion a year 
due to other power quality phenomenon. It is estimated that US economy losses between $104 billion 
to $164 billion due to outages and another $15 billion to $24 billion due to power quality phenomena.   
 
In the mean time, EPRI Solutions (formerly EPRI PEAC) [36] conducted power quality investigations 
on continuous process manufacturing (CPM) sector of US industries to identify industry specific cost 
data resulting from power quality disturbances. CPM involves manufacturing facilities that continuously 
feed raw material at high temperature. Results of this investigation are summarized in Figure 4, 
Appendix B. 
 
According to [37], a consulting firm specializing in evaluating technology markets, estimated over $20 
billion of annual voltage disturbance cost by US industries. Estimated losses for various industries per 
voltage sag event are also provided in the study, as shown in Table 5, Appendix B. 
 
A comprehensive summary of outage cost is given in an EnerNex Corporation report  [38] in year 
2004. It includes outage costs obtained from different surveys. Detailed results are given in Table 6 in 
Appendix B. 
 
2.1.6.3.- Studies in Asia 
 
Literature published [39] in year 2001 presented survey results of interruption costs for 284 high-tech 
industries in Taiwan. Six categories of high-tech industries were being studied and that include 
semiconductor (SC), computer and peripherals (CP), telecommunications (TC), optoelectronics (OE), 
precision machinery (PM) and biotechnology (BT). The obtained interruption costs are then compared 
to the interruption costs of other countries. Results are given in Table 7, Appendix B. 
 
The results of this survey were also presented in a separate literature published in year 2006 [21]. The 
cost of interruption was given as customer damage functions, which gives interruption costs as a 
function of interruption duration. These customer damage functions are given in Figure 5, Appendix B. 
 
The same literature also presented results for a power quality survey conducted on the same 
industries. Financial analysis for voltage sag used weighting factors for different voltage sag 
magnitudes. Besides, voltage sag sensitivity factors are derived based on the survey results. It is 
concluded that high-tech industries are sensitive to supply quality, and that semiconductor industry 
suffers the highest losses for in interruption of less than three seconds. The sag sensitivity factors are 
given in Table 8, Appendix B. 
 
In Korea, interview survey on 172 industrial customers [40] of various sizes and sectors resulted in 
successful estimation of interruption costs for the industries surveyed. Particularly, a Korean 
semiconductor factory reported losses of $20 million caused by a single event of short interruption. 
The industries surveyed are given in Table 9, Appendix B while the costs of interruption are 
summarized in Table 10, Appendix B. 
 
Literature published in year 2004 describes a case study on two industrial plants in Egypt [4]. It was 
reported that each voltage sag costs 5800 dollars to a manufacturing plant (size of 1MVA) and 8060 
dollars to 200kVA polyester factory.  
 
2.1.6.4.- Other Reported Losses    
 
Information gathered by ABB [41] concluded that the financial consequence of sensitive loads due to 
voltage disturbance can be summarized to the values in Table 11, Appendix B.  
 
Information obtained from EPRI’s Power Quality Applications Guide for Architects and Engineers are 
summarized in Table 12, Appendix B. 
 
Information from [26] regarding the cost of voltage sag and outages is given in Table 13 and Table 14 
in Appendix B. 
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2.1.7.- Conclusions 
 
Major studies around the world concluded that voltage sags and short interruptions cause significant 
financial losses to customers of various sectors. Over the years, customer surveys  have been  the 
most common method used to economically quantify the losses incurred by voltage sag and short 
interruption events. New methodologies are being continually developed to consider more and more 
factors that contribute to financial losses. Although theoretically, these methods promise better 
process/system representation and improved accuracy, their effectiveness is yet to be proven due to 
the fact that none of them are being tested in actual processes/network.          
 
 
2.2.- CASE FOR HARMONICS 
 
2.2.1.- Introduction. Harmonics 
 
Economically quantify the effects of the harmonics in an electrical system require to compute all the 
consequences the harmonics of current and of voltage have on all the equipment and components. . The effects 
of the voltage and current distortion on any equipment or component fall in three classes: the 
additional energy losses, the premature aging and the misoperation. The term “additional” means that 
these losses are superimposed to the ones at the fundamental; the term “premature” refers to the 
possibility of aging rate accelerated by the rise of stress level with respect to the nominal service 
conditions. The misoperation is intended as the loss of the equipment performance in respect to the 
nominal conditions.  
 
For each of such class, the methods to be followed can be of two types: deterministic or probabilistic. 
Deterministic methods are adequate when all the items of the analysis, from the operating conditions 
of the system to the discount rate value, are known without uncertainty. This can be the case of ex-
post analyses performed on existing systems whose operating conditions are repetitive and well 
stated. Some real cases can refer to industrial systems. Probabilistic methods are instead needed 
when some of the problem variables are affected by uncertainties. This clearly happens for not 
existing systems or also for existing systems where some expansions have to be planned.  However, 
technicians are often involved in estimating the costs to face for the future operation of existing 
systems when both cash flows and operating conditions of the system vary over a range and thus 
introduce a degree of uncertainty. 
 
First proposals of methods to economically quantify the harmonics in a system [39-41] dealt with the 
deterministic evaluation of the cost to the electric utility to contend with the harmonic pollution. The 
costs include the total active power losses value as well as the capital invested in the design and 
construction of filtering system. Even if these first studies recognize the premature aging of the 
equipment's can lead to potential additional costs, it was not included. Several successive studies [42-
44] proposed probabilistic methods also extending the costs due to harmonics to take into account 
also the premature aging of the equipment. Unfortunately, few contributions can be found regarding 
the economics of misoperation [45, 46] that recently [47] has been addressed approaching it like 
reliability costs. 
 
2.2.2.- Overview of the Methods 
 
The effects of the voltage and current distortion on the equipment that can be economically quantified 
are the energy losses, the premature aging and the misoperation. The related economical value 
represent the searched quantities. In the paragraphs form 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 the deterministic methods are 
recalled. In the paragraph 2.2.4 the main steps need to perform probabilistic analysis are outlined 
 
2.2.2.1.- Economical values of energy losses 
 
To compute the economical value of the additional energy losses arising for an operating period it is 
required: 
 
 the knowledge of system operating conditions in the study period, i.e. network configurations, 

typical duration of system states, and so on 
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 the knowledge of type, operating conditions and absorbed power level of linear and non linear 

loads 
 
 the assignment of the variation rate of the electric energy unit cost and present worth discount rate 

 
As aforementioned, when uncertainties affect some of the variables involved in the economical 
analysis, probabilistic approach is needed. In the following, we firstly recall deterministic methods 
since they offer the frame of study also useful for probabilistic methods, outlined in paragraph 2.2.4. 
 
The present worth expected value of the operating costs of harmonic losses, referred to the whole 
electrical system period of NT years, is: 
 

1
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,  (2.1) 
 
 
where Dwn is  the sum of the operating costs for the whole system in all the time intervals ∆Tj 
occurred in the generic year n. 
 
The complete procedure to achieve (2.1) is reported in the Appendix C-I. 
 
The recalled relation evidence that computing the economical values of losses due to harmonics 

impose the knowledge of several quantities; among them, the harmonics 
maxh1h G,...,G  on each 

components refer to currents and/or voltages. It is worth to evidence that for most real cases the main 
contributions to the total economical value of harmonics interesting a system comes from current 
harmonics flowing into series components of the system like cables or overhead lines. However, 
dielectric losses linked to voltage harmonics can play a not negligible role for example in transformers 
or also in medium voltage (MV) cables when the thickness of insulation material is particularly large 
[42, 48- 50]. 
 
2.2.2.2.- Economical value of premature aging 
 
To compute the economical value of substituting damaged components for their premature aging it is 
required: 
 
 the knowledge of system operating conditions in the study period, i.e. network configurations, 

typical duration of system states, and so on 
 
 the knowledge of type, operating conditions and absorbed power level of linear and non linear 

loads 
 
 the knowledge of life models of equipment and components to estimate the failure times of their 

electrical insulation 
 
 the assignment of the buying costs of the components together with their variation rate 

 
The premature aging caused by the harmonic pollution involves incremental investment costs to face 
during the observation period. Also for this analysis, it is useful to firstly recall deterministic methods 
assuming all problem data are known without uncertainty. 
 
Referring initially to a single component, let these incremental costs be defined as the aging costs 

kDa ; it is:  
 

s,kns,kk CCDa −=
 . (2.2) 
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In (2.2) Ck,s and Ck,ns are the present worth value of the  total investment costs for buying the kth 
component during the system life in sinusoidal and non sinusoidal operating conditions, respectively.  
 
The values of Ck,s and Ck,ns can be at once evaluated when the useful lives Ls and Lns are known. 
In fact, once they are known, both the number of times the component has to be bought in the system 
life and the years in which the purchases have to be done are fully estimated. 
 
The useful lives Ls and Lns of an insulated electrical apparatus can be estimated summing the relative 
life losses ∆L, which come in succession until reaching the unity.  
 
It is important to highlight that electrical power system components are subjected to different service 
stresses (electrical, thermal, mechanical, and so on), which can lead to degradation of electrical 
insulation. The degradation (aging) of solid type insulation, like it is for MV/LV distribution system 
components, is an irreversible process, involving failure and, thus, breakdown or outage of the whole 
component.  
 
However, electrical and thermal stresses (i.e voltage and temperature) are, in general, the most 
significant for insulation in MV/LV power systems. Moreover, the interaction between electrical and 
thermal stresses can lead to a further increase of electrothermal aging rate with respect to the effect of 
these stresses applied separately; such phenomenon is called stress synergism [48]. Aging rate can 
be accelerated by the rise of stress level with respect to the nominal service conditions. This can be 
due just to voltage and current harmonics, that may lead to an increase of electrical and thermal 
stresses on the insulation, thus shortening insulation time-to-failure, i.e. component useful life. 
 
In distorted regime the life models of equipment and components can take into account only thermal 
stress, leading to Arrhenius law based models, or can take into account also electrical stresses, 
leading to more complex life model.  
 
Let first us assume that the useful life of an insulated device is only linked to the thermal degradation 
of the insulation materials. Thermal degradation can be represented by the well known reaction rate 
equation of Arrhenius [48, 49] when the absolute temperature of the materials is constant. From the 
Arrhenius relationship, in [54, 55] it has been demonstrated that the thermal loss of life of the k-th 

component  t
kL∆ in a time period Tc characterized by different operating conditions, each at given 

temperature and of given duration, can be expressed as the summation of relative losses of life: 

( )   = 
=
∑

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡q

1i k,i

k,it
k

t
L

θΛ
∆

,  (2.3) 
 
where q is the number of operating conditions in Tc; tik is the duration of operating condition of the k-th 

component at constant temperature θi,k; finally 
( )k,iθΛ

is the useful life of the k-th component at 
temperature θik, obtained from Arrhenius model. The temperature of each insulated components θi,k 
can be determined considering the heat balance relationships, in which the losses at the fundamental 
and at the harmonics are the forcing terms. 
 
The present worth value of the additional aging costs arising in the whole system for N components, is 
computed as the sum of the cost of each component; it is: 

∑
=

=
N

1k
kDaDa

, (2.4) 
 
where the value of Dak is calculated, via (2.2), starting from the knowledge of the useful lives of the 
various components.  
 
When both thermal and electrical stresses have to be accounted, the procedure does not modify, but 
the life models to be used in relation (2.3) change in electrothermal model. In such a condition the 

Comentario [JLGI64]: I think 
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relative loss of life of the MV/LV power system component in the time period Tc, 
 et

kL∆
, can be again 

expressed as the summation of fractional losses of life: 
 

( )∑ ⎥
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⎣
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 = 
θ

∆
 (2.5) 

 

where ( )ii ,EL θ  is the life that the component would experience if constant values of electric and 

thermal stresses iE  and iθ  were continuously applied until failure. 
 
In literature, the electrothermal models of the most common equipment and components of MV and LV 
systems can be found; in particular, the electrothermal models that explicitly account for voltage and 
current harmonics are in [42, 57-59]. 
 
2.2.2.3.- Economical value of misoperation 
 

The economical evaluation of the misoperation is the most complex subject and, may be, the less explored 
one.  
 
The complexity of the cost estimation is strongly linked to the absence of exact knowledge of the 
cause-effect linkage between harmonics and degradation of performance of equipment for the real 
difficulty of the concrete discrimination of harmonics as the only cause of the disturbance. The 
harmonics as the origin of several degradations of the equipment performance remain obscure for all 
the equipment life. Indeed, in [52, 53] there are reported some categories for which the performance 
degradation due to harmonics can be more easily discriminated: electronic equipment operating with 
voltage zero crossing, meters, lighting devices.  
 
Generally, the economical impact of misoperation involves financial analysis of all the effects that 
misoperation has on the process/activity where the equipment is inserted. Typically, the misoperation 
costs can be estimated for existing systems whose duty cycle is well known.  Unexpected tripping of 
protections, for example, can result in stopping a whole industrial process. The cost of such an event 
includes several items, like cost of downtime, cost of restoring/repairing, cost for replacing the 
equipment, where applicable.  Some interesting values can be found in [60] mostly referred to existing 
systems in Spain where extensive investigation was carried out among a wide range of commercial 
and industrial sectors. The findings of the research confirm that to estimate the misoperation cost 
require deep knowledge of: 
 
 the equipment malfunctioning in presence of harmonics 

 
 the process/activity where the equipment is inserted 

 
 the economical value of all the items involved in lower productivity 

 
Looking the problem of evaluating the misoperation costs with this point of view, it is evident that 
several analogies arise with the problem of evaluating the economical effects of micro-interruptions or 
of voltage sags. At least for all the cases where the lower productivity is due to partial or complete 
stoppage of the process, the methods and the components of the financial analysis are the same.   
 
Recently [47] proposed to include the supply unreliability costs into the category of misoperation. This 
interesting proposal is based on the concept of sector customer damage and allows estimating the 
misoperation cost in function of well stated figures in reliability studies, like sustained failure rate and 
momentary failure rate. The model is particularly suitable for distributors that, in planning stage, can 
use the economical metrics to choice the best solution among future alternatives. 
 
2.2.2.4.- Main steps of methods for probabilistic evaluations 
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When faced with uncertainty, that often unavoidably affects the input data in real systems for changes 
of linear load demands, of network configurations and of operating modes of non linear load, it is 
needed to translate the economical models on a probabilistic ground. This implies to introduce random 
variables and to apply probabilistic techniques of analysis, in other terms to introduce probabilistic 
methods. 
 
First step in probabilistic approach is to recognize that output economical figures to be computed are 
statistical quantities. In the most general cases, their probability density functions (pdf’s) completely 
describe their statistical features. However, for the sake of estimating the economical value of losses 
and premature aging due to harmonics, it is adequate referring to the total expected value as: 

)( + )( = )( DaEDwEDE , (2.6) 
 
where symbol E(.) indicates the expected value of the quantities already introduced in the paragraphs 
2.2.1 and 2.2.2. When estimating expected values for a period of time, it is needed to consider their 
present worth values as: 
 

pwpwpw )( + )( = )( DaEDwEDE .  (2.7) 
 

The present worth expected economical value of losses due to harmonics losses,
pw)(DwE , referred 

to the whole electrical system life of NT years, is: 
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where ( )pw
nDwE is the present worth expected value of the harmonic losses in the nth year, 

nDwE )(  is computed summing the economical value of harmonic losses of each component in each 
jth combination characterized by mj components operating in the same time period �Tj: 

( ) ( )∑
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=
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1k
j,kj DwEDwE

. (2.9) 
 
For the gncombinations taking place in year n, it is: 
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m

1k
j,kjn )Dw(E)Dw(EDwE  

 (2.10) 
 
It is clear from relation (2.10) that it is necessary to compute the expected value of harmonic losses for 

each component of the system, that is j,k)Dw(E
. Considering each single electrical component 

continuously subject to a hmax harmonics of voltage or current harmonic 
maxh2h1h G,..,G,G  

characterized in the time interval T∆  by the joint pdf  
maxh1h G,..,G

f
, j,k)Dw(E

. 
For the most common components of industrial energy systems, the harmonic losses 

)G,..,G(P maxh1h
j,k ,with their expressions reported in (B-12), can be obtained by summing up the 

losses due to each harmonic. 
 

The present worth economical value of premature aging in (2.7), 
pw)(DaE , is evaluated summing 

the present worth expected value of the aging costs of each of the N components of the system: 
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where the value of 
pw
k)Da(E

 is calculated  starting from the knowledge of the useful lives of the 
various components by the relation: 
 

pw
k)( - )( =)( s

pw
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pw
k CECEDaE
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where 
 )( pw

ksCE
and 

pw
k)( nsCE

 are the present worth expected value of the costs for buying the 
component during the system life in sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal operating conditions, respectively.  
 
The actualization of the costs can be effected in similar way as in (B-3) and (B-4) considering both the 
discount rate and the cost variation for buying the component; the expected value of cost to be met for 
buying each component at year n in sinusoidal and non sinusoidal regime is linked to the expected 
value of the component life in these conditions, respectively. To estimate these figures again the 
cumulative damage theory can be applied, as in the case of deterministic methods. In such a case, we 
have to refer to the expected value of relative loss of life in the study period, E[∆RL]. A more complete 
analytical formulation is reported in Appendix C-II. 
 
2.2.3.- Conclusions 
 
The harmonics can increase operating and investment costs of a power system. In dependence on 
data and system information availability, deterministic or probabilistic methods allow the cost 
quantification. The reported methods fall in the category of analytical methods that need about deep 
knowledge of the system structure, electrical components, electrical devices characteristics and 
functions.  
 
 
2.3.- CASE FOR OTHER PQ DISTURBANCES 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): ROMAN volunteer to implement some 
new experience related to other disturbances 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): implemented text by Roman. See C4.107 075 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to comment / decide 
 
There have been no major surveys or studies on cost of different than already mentioned cost of PQ 
phenomena other than the Leonardo PQ survey already mentioned above. 
  
Individual case studies however do exist which prove that such phenomena as: 

- Interharmonics 
- Unbalance 
- Overvoltages 
- Transients 
- Flicker 

- Problems with earthing and high frequency phenomena 

are responsible for substantial PQ cost within particular sites and regions. The approach here is 
however limited rather to analyse historical events recording the consequences mainly in terms of 
damaged equipment and associated costs. 
 
Already quoted many times, the CEIDS/EPRI study grouped all PQ phenomena so far mentioned 
under one category, including voltage dips, and EPRI did not specify dips separately when inquiring 
about outages, clearly referring to total loss of electricity (zero voltage) and other PQ phenomena. 
However when respondents were asked about 1 second interruptions and recloser effects, some deep 
dips are included by default. The summarized PQ cost in question amount to 6,7 bln €; they account 
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for approximately 10% of the total surveyed PQ cost (dips plus interruptions) and for approximately 
20% of the total surveyed PQ cost attributed to the fabrication and essential services category.          
 
Below are two examples about non-interruption PQ cost findings from EPRI/CEIDS survey. These 
examples include voltage dips impacts. In our opinion voltage dips, even if represent almost 50% of 
root causes are underestimated in EPRI/CEIDS survey, especially for continuous manufacturing 
sector. 
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Figure 1: The division of non interruption PQ cost per surveyed sector 
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Figure 2: Root causes of non interruption PQ cost 

 
2.3.1.- Information based on Leonardo Power Quality Application Guide about typical 
consequences - impacts of power quality. 
To see more: http://www.lpqi.org [10 - which reference??] 
 
2.3.1.1.- Transients and short duration disturbances 
 
Most transients arise from the effects of lightning strikes or switching of heavy or reactive loads. 
Because of the high frequencies involved they are considerably attenuated as they propagate through 
the network so that those occurring close to the point of interest will be much larger than those 
originating further away. Protective devices in the network ensure that transients are generally kept to 
a safe level and most problems arise because the source of the transient is close to or within the 
installation.  
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The damage that results may be instantaneous, such as the catastrophic failure of electrical plant or 
appliances, or the corruption of data within computers or in network cabling, or it may be progressive 
with each event doing a little more damage to insulation materials until catastrophic failure occurs. The 
cost of replacing the failed equipment and the cost of the downtime involved must be considered.  
 
2.3.1.2.- Voltage fluctuations - flicker 
 
Voltage fluctuations in the power systems cause a number of harmful effects of technical and 
ergonomic nature. Both kinds of effects involve additional costs in the production process. Several 
selected adverse effects of voltage fluctuation are shortly described. Also, frequently occurring, 
irregular operation of contactors and relays should be mentioned, as their economic effects could be 
damaging. 

• Electric machines: Voltage fluctuations at the induction motor terminals cause changes in 
torque and slip; as a consequence they influence technical processes. In the worst of cases 
they may lead to excessive vibrations and therefore to a reduction of mechanical strength and 
shortening the motor service life. Voltage fluctuations at the terminals of synchronous motors 
and generators give rise to hunting and premature wear of rotors; they also cause additional 
torque, changes in power and increase in losses. 

• Static rectifiers: A change of supply voltage in phase-controlled rectifiers with DC side 
parameters control, usually results in a lower power factor and generation of non-
characteristic harmonics and interharmonics. In the case of a drive braking in an inverter 
mode, it can result in a switching failure, with consequent damage to the system components.  

• Electrolysers: Here the equipment useful life can be shortened and the efficiency of technical 
processes can decrease. Elements of the high-current line become significantly degraded and 
there exists a real risk of increased maintenance and/or repair costs. 

• Electroheat equipment: In this case the efficiency is lessened – for example with the arc 
furnace, due to a longer melt time - but it is noticeable only when the magnitude of a voltage 
fluctuation is significant. 

• Light sources: A change in the supply voltage magnitude results in change of the luminous 
flux of a light source, known as flicker. It is a subjective visual impression of unsteadiness of a 
light flux, whose luminescence or spectral distribution fluctuates with time. Excessive flicker 
can cause migraine and is responsible in some instances of the so-called ‘sick building 
syndrome’. 

 
2.3.1.3.- Unbalance 
 
The sensitivity of electrical equipment to unbalance differs from one appliance to another. A short 
overview of the most common problems is given below: 

• Induction machines: These are AC asynchronous machines with internally induced rotating 
magnetic fields. The magnitude is proportional to the amplitude of the direct and/or inverse 
components. The rotational sense of the field of the inverse component is opposite to the field 
of the direct component.  Hence, in the case of an unbalanced supply, the total rotating 
magnetic field becomes ‘elliptical’ instead of circular. Induction machines face three kinds of 
problems due to unbalance. First, the machine cannot produce its full torque as the inversely 
rotating magnetic field of the negative-sequence system causes a negative braking torque that 
has to be subtracted from the base torque linked to the normal rotating magnetic field. 
Secondly, the bearings may suffer mechanical damage because of induced torque 
components at double system frequency. Finally, the stator and, especially, the rotor are 
heated excessively, possibly leading to faster thermal ageing.  This heat is caused by 
induction of significant currents by the fast rotating (in the relative sense) inverse magnetic 
field, as seen by the rotor. To be able to deal with this extra heating, the motor must be 
derated, which may require a machine of a larger power rating to be installed. 

• Synchronous generators: Synchronous generators are AC machines and one application is 
in local generation such as CHP units.  They exhibit phenomena similar to those described for 
induction machines, but mainly suffer from excess heating. Special care must be devoted to 
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the design of stabilising damper windings on the rotor, where the currents are induced by the 
indirect and homopolar components. 

• Capacity of transformers, cables and lines: The capacity of transformers, cables and lines 
is reduced due to negative sequence components.  The operational limit is in fact determined 
by the RMS rating of the total current, being partially made up of ‘useless’ non-direct 
sequence currents as well. This has to be considered when setting trigger points of protection 
devices, operating on the total current. The maximum capacity can be expressed by a 
derating factor, to be supplied by the manufacturer, which can be used to select a larger 
system, capable of handling the load. 

• Transformers: Transformers subject to negative sequence voltages transform them in the 
same way as positive-sequence voltages. The behaviour with respect to homopolar voltages 
depends on the primary and secondary connections and, more particularly, the presence of a 
neutral conductor. If, for instance, one side has a three-phase four-wire connection, neutral 
currents can flow. If at the other side the winding is delta-connected, the homopolar current is 
transformed into a circulating (and heat-causing) current in the delta. The associated 
homopolar magnetic flux passes through constructional parts of the transformer causing 
parasitic losses in parts such as the tank, sometimes requiring an additional derating. 

• Electronic power converters: These are present in many devices such as adjustable speed 
drives, PC power supplies, efficient lighting and so on. They can be faced with additional, 
uncharacteristic, harmonics although, in general, the total harmonic distortion remains more or 
less constant. The design of passive filter banks dealing with these harmonics must take this 
phenomenon into account.  

 
The devices discussed above are obviously three-phase loads. Of course, single-phase loads may 
also be affected by supply voltage variations resulting from unbalance effects. 
 
2.3.1.4.- Earthing and EMC 
 
The use of a combined protective earth and neutral (PEN) conductor, as used in a TN-C system, 
cannot be reconciled with the principles of good design. 
 
In a TN-C system neutral currents - including third harmonics - and earth currents mix in neutral 
conductors, protective conductors and connected metalwork causing technical problems as the 
‘protective conductor’ must provide a functional earth to the equipment operating on the system. That 
is to say, the protective conductor has first to provide a path for both the leakage currents (at the 
fundamental frequency) and the high frequency noise currents that arise from, for example, switched 
mode power supplies via radio frequency interference (RFI) filters and second to be a voltage 
reference for signal interfaces.  
 
The magnitude of leakage currents varies around the installation. Since the earth leakage current 
originates mainly from single-phase equipment on each of the three phases, balanced components of 
the fundamental from each phase will tend to cancel, so that the current in the protective conductor 
may increase or decrease as circuits are combined along a distribution system. The worst of these 
conditions are often encountered in single-phase, final circuitry supplying IT equipment. Leakage 
currents are harmless while flowing to earth, but can easily reach lethal levels if the connection fails. 
 
It is a fact that most distributed computer systems work but as microelectronic devices have developed 
a number of developments have been witnessed. For example operating voltages and the energy 
required to switch logic states have reduced; the immunity to voltage noise has generally decreased 
making these systems more sensitive to noise. The effect of these trends has been offset by 
improvements in the system design to improve noise immunity. These measures include the use of 
differential interfaces and better software design that include the use of error detecting and correcting 
protocols on networks.  
 
These techniques are very effective, but reduce network throughput by sending redundant (error 
control) data and requiring re-transmission of failed data packets. As the electrical noise increases, the 
error rate increases, and throughput decreases until useful communication ceases completely. 
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To the user it appears as if the system has suddenly failed, whereas in fact it has merely degraded to 
the extent that the available recovery mechanisms can no longer cope. If the electrical noise can be 
reduced to a low enough level, the error rate will also reduce and data transmission will again be 
possible. High noise levels reduce throughput by requiring repeat transmission and further reduce 
efficiency. Clearly, network efficiency is related to data processing efficiency, which is related to 
business efficiency. As with many things, efficiency is worst when the need is greatest and when the 
network is busy. 
 
Consequently, reducing the level of electrical noise in the data processing environment is crucial to 
increasing efficiency.  
 
2.3.2.- Leonardo PQ survey 
 
In 2005 to 2006 the Leonardo Power Quality Initiative team conducted a European PQ Survey. The 
study comprised 62 face-to-face surveys carried out in 8 European countries. Exploring Power Quality 
cost 
 
The main purpose of this project was to estimate costs of wastage generated by inadequate power 
quality for those sectors within the EU-25 for which electrical power is critical.  
 
As far as other disturbances are concerned surges and transients and also flicker, unbalance, earthing 
and EMC problems have been reported in the survey.  
 
To calculate the total cost of each PQ disturbance the following PQ cost categories were considered 
for each disturbance category. 
 
Staff cost 
 
Personnel rendered unproductive through disrupted work-flow / process. This cost can be calculated 
either by: 

- multiplying total number of man-hours of staff who are unable to work and average man-hour 
rate of staff who are unable to work 

or 
- or by estimating the percentage of the plant activity (in terms of added value) which was  

stopped and multiplying with the idle time of such stoppage. This value is then compared with 
the total production time of the plant. 

 
Work in progress 
 
This category includes:  

- Costs of raw materials involved in the production or services which was inevitably lost 
- Labour involved the production or services which was inevitably lost  
- Labour needed to make up for lost production, sales, or services (such as overtime pay, extra 

shifts, etc.) 
 
Equipment malfunctioning.  
 
If the equipment is affected the consequence can be the slowing down of the company activity or part 
of the production running out of specification. In this case both the percentage of such slow down is 
calculated taking into account additional “idle” time, the value of products running out of specification 
and / or the value of insufficient quality of products. 
 
Equipment damage.  
 
If the operating equipment is affected the consequence can be damage to it, the shortening of its 
lifetime, premature components wear out and the need for additional maintenance or repair. The cost 
components include: 
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- Cost of equipment being damaged (completely and scrapped) or cost of its repair. This 
category typically includes transformers, capacitors, motors, cables, contactors, relays, 
protective equipment, electronic equipment and lighting bulbs. 

- Cost to run and/or rent backup equipment if necessary.  
- Additional maintenance costs because of excessive equipment components wear out. Usually 

this includes bearings, if a machine is unbalanced due to distorted power, insulating, 
disconnecting any protective / signalling components and resets or reinstallation. 

 
Other costs. 
 
This category usually includes:   
 

- Penalties due to contract non-delivery or late delivery  
- Environmental fines / penalties 
- Cost of evacuation of personnel and equipment (this can also include ensuring the safety of 

external communities) 
- Costs of personnel injury (including the on-costs incurred through inability to work) 
- Increased insurance rates (equipment, personnel, corporate liability) 
- Compensation paid out 

 
 
Specific costs 
 
For some disturbances some specific cost categories can be distinguished:    
 

- Extra energy losses - electricity bill. By operating electrical equipment in a non-linear and 
unbalanced environment, additional eddy currents, heat dissipation and consequent energy 
losses may be experienced.  

- Flicker can cause migraine and can be responsible for so called “sick building syndrome” 
which reduces personnel productivity. This can be defined for example as a comparison of 
staff error rates between flicker-free and flicker environments. 

 
Savings 
 
To make the total calculation fair and complete also “savings” resulting from PQ disturbances have 
been calculated. These usually include:  
 

- Savings from unused materials or inventory 
- Savings from wages that were not paid 
- Savings on your energy bill 

 
These savings were deducted from the gross PQ cost. The final result represents the total cost of PQ 
for the plant in question. 
 
The following chart presents the cost extrapolations of wastage caused by the range of PQ 
phenomena throughout the sectors investigated in EU-25: PQ cost is characterized by disturbance 
type (absolute value in € bln and % value of total cost) and cost components. 
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    Figure 3: Extrapolation of PQ cost to EU economy in LPQI surveyed sectors  
 
The cost of wastage caused by poor PQ for EU-25 according to this analysis exceeds €150bn. 
“Industry” accounts for over 90% of this wastage. That the proportion of these total PQ costs/ losses 
accounted for by “Services” is so relatively is possibly explained by cost underestimations by service 
sector organisations that often experience PQ problems in, say, an office environment, where 
distinguishing between the cause of a given PQ issue and other root causes may be difficult. 
 
Other disturbances and particularly surges and transients fairly contribute too overall picture of PQ 
cost.  
 
2.3.2.1.- PQ cost in detail 
 
Profiles of economic impacts by sector 
 
The general structure of PQ cost for each sector is presented below: 
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Figure 4: LPQI survey, PQ cost components 
 
It is noticeable that in typical continuous manufacturing sectors the losses incurred by lost work-in-
progress (WIP) is quite significant and responsible for about one third of the PQ costs recorded. 
 
The slowing down of processes, which sometimes integrates WIP, and labour cost where these are 
not visible as independent components, is understandably even more significant. 
 
In other sectors the situation is less clear with either labour cost or equipment related costs being the 
most important source of economic losses. 
 
Finally, in relation to public services like hotels and retail sector, PQ impact is measured as slowing 
down their business activities, in terms of revenues that are irrevocably lost. 
 
The figure below presents PQ cost structure for the group of surges and transients: 
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Figure 5: LPQI survey, PQ cost components per disturbance type 
 
The specific observation for transients and surges is that production outage is a major source of 
economic losses and is responsible for two thirds of total PQ cost and consequential losses. One 
interesting observation from one of continuous manufacturing companies – see the figure 14 – to change 
reference number (the bottom one with protruding bar) was that 90% of transient/surge cost was claimed 
successfully (presumably to electricity supplier). 
 
The breakdown of costs of by different PQ disturbances is presented below  
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 Figure 6: LPQI survey, PQ disturbances cost structure in the survey sample 
 

- On average the absolute share of impacts of the 6 categories of disturbances taken from the  
total survey sample is as follows: 

- Voltage dips 23,6% 
- Short interruptions 18,8% 
- Long interruptions 12,5% 
- Harmonics 5,4% 
- Transients and surges 29% 
- Other (unbalance, flicker, EMC and earthing 10,7% 

 
These shares can be further summarised as: 
 

- Voltage dips are the most important source of impacts in the continuous manufacturing sector. 
- Short interruptions are most significant for food, metallurgy and newspaper publishing. 
- Long interruptions are most costly for hotels and other “public services” sectors 
- Transients and surges are the most destructive for the telecommunications sector and, 

perhaps surprisingly, for the pharmaceutical sector. 
 
2.3.2.2.- Frequency of disturbances 
 
This section now summarises the PQ Survey results relating to the frequency of different PQ 
disturbances by individual industrial sector as illustrated by the following bar chart: 
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Figure 7: LPQI survey, PQ disturbance frequency, dips, interruptions, surges and transients 
 
These are annualised data giving the frequency of disturbances per sector. In this figure one 
metallurgical company claiming short interruptions every day has been filtered to avoid distorting the 
overall picture.   
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Figure 8: LPQI survey, Frequency – annual time occurrence in %, harmonics, flicker 
 
The Survey also analysed the frequency of harmonics and flicker expressed in time percentage per 
year as illustrated by the above chart. 
 
The Survey has also enabled the analysis of the average (yearly) values of disturbance frequencies 
broken down by the two categories “industry” and “services”.  
 
Table 1: LPQI survey Frequency of PQ disturbances 

number of events annual % Frequency 
of PQ 
disturbances 

Voltage 
dips 

Short 
interruptions

Long 
interruptions

Surges 
and 
transients

Harmonics

Industry 15,7 6,9 2,2 13,0 9,0% 
Services 7,7 5,4 2,1 6,7 7,5% 
Average 13,2 6,4 2,2 11,3 8,5% 

 
 
2.3.2.3.- Cost per event of PQ disturbances 
 
The cost per event identified by the Survey are shown in the following chart:  
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Figure 9: LPQI survey, PQ cost per event for different disturbances 
 
To avoid potential distortion, 2 out of the 62 companies surveyed (semiconductors and retail) have 
been filtered out. 
 
The average values of cost per event, that is the real losses incurred by the respondents as a result of 
PQ disturbances are presented in the following table: 
 
Table 2: LPQI survey, PQ cost per event 

Cost per 
event € 

Voltage 
dips 

Short 
interruptions 

Long 
interruptions 

Surges 
and 
transients

Industry 4 682 15 484 95 478 186 260 
Services 2 120 19 447 80 326 122 602 
Average 4 177 16 539 91 021 175 871 

 
Assessing the generic cost per event for surges and transients is more problematic because of the 
lack of other research into these PQ phenomena. For this Survey it spans between 120.000€ and 
180.000€. 
 
Flicker case - A high proportion of the companies interviewed (46 out of 62) agreed that Flicker 
generates PQ costs in terms of losses generated in employee efficiency, losses which can amount to 
10% of annual employment cost. These costs are related to vision problems with symptoms like 
fatigue, increased error rate. These consequences relate to reduced productivity / inefficiency in work 
and in extreme cases employee compensation. These costs would amount 167 mln € which is 
equivalent of approximately 1,5% of all hypothetical (mitigated) and real (unmitigated) cost. As this is 
an area of current and as yet inconclusive debate and although respondents affirmed that their 
employees’ efficiency was reduced by the levels of Flicker experienced, the Flicker Cases at this stage 
have all been treated as „hypothetical”.    
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As conclsusion consequences of other disturbances, especially in monetary value are not well covered 
in technical literature. However some observation exists that short and very short disturbances like 
transients and surges may play higher role in PQ system immunity. Flicker, although some opinions 
suggest that it affects equipment, is still mainly considered as restricted to causing vision problems 
only. However actual cost consequences can be up to 10% percent of an organisation’s employment 
cost. 
 
2.3.3.- Supplement– literature survey – reference papers on other disturbances  
[1] Assessment of Power Quality Cost for High Tech Industry 
Two surveys on PQ cost in Hi Tech Industry 
IEEE, Yin S. , Su Ch. , Chang R., 2006 
 
This paper presents two survey results of interruption cost andpower quality requirement for the high-
tech industry to identify the type of disturbances that generate productivity losses and to estimate the 
relevant damage. PQ costs for six categories of the high-tech industry are presented. The PQ costs of 
the whole hightech park and a semiconductor company under different disturbance conditions are 
evaluated. Test results have indicated that the PQ costs of the high-tech industry are great and 
sensitive to the duration of the disturbance event. With the study results in hands, the level of PQ cost 
for the high-tech industry can be identified and the utility can determine the appropriate mitigations to 
reduce the cost loss for power quality issues. 
 
 
[2] Compatibility Saves Money 
Specification guidelines to improve power quality immunity and reduce plant operating cost 
IEEE, Lawrence R. , Moncrief B., 2004 
 
The goal of this article is to provide information that will allow end users successfully to integrate 
electronic industrial equipment with existing electrical systems. Cost-effective solutions to improve 
system reliability and performance are included. The intention is to eliminate both disruptions induced 
by PQ-related problems and those caused by incompatibilities between process equipment and the 
electrical environment. Most of these techniques can be used either at the specification stage, where 
solution costs and production losses are lowest, or on-site, after a problem has been identified. 
 
[3] Induction Motor Thermal Aging Caused by Voltage Distortion and Imbalance: Loss of Useful Life 
and Its Estimated Cost 
Effects of harmonics and unbalance on induction motors 
IEEE, Policarpo J. , Abreu G. de , Emanuel A. E., 2002 
 
This paper reports the effect of voltage distortion and imbalance (VDI) on the thermal aging of the 
insulation of lowvoltage induction motors. The study is based on a detailed thermal modeling of actual 
motors in the 2–200-hp range. 

 
Figure 10 - Total yearly capital lost in U.S. versus THDv . 
 
The susceptibility to VDI is dependent on size and design of the motor. Smaller motors are less 
susceptible than larger motors. The ultimate factors that control the thermal aging of the stator 
insulation are the type of insulation, the equivalent motor impedance, stator resistance, and the 
equivalent thermal resistance. The thermal aging of the motor insulation is significantly affected by 
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subharmonics. This result should alert all the engineers responsible for standards, recommendations, 
or 
guidelines for harmonic limitations. 
The results discussed in this paper point to the fact that VDI is a liability that costs end users a 
significant amount of money. The exact calculation of the cost of the useful life is a challenging task, 
nevertheless, the preliminary calculations reveal 
that VDI costs the U.S. community as much as 1.8 billion dollars per year. The existing 
recommendations for voltage imbalance and distortion are not overconservative and must be upheld. 
 
[4]Power Quality Customer Financial Impact / Risk Assesment Tool 
Calculating PQ cost on 2 examples 
BC Hydro, www.bchydro.com, 2005 
 
This brochure was created to provide commercial/industrial facility managers with 
concepts,parameters and a checklist that spell out how to compile PQ cost data into simple formulas 
and calculate the total cost of power quality operating problems for a wide range of different types of 
businesses. Selected commercial/industrial case studies are presented to illustrate a basic 
spreadsheet format to assist in analyzing the total cost of a power disturbance. 
 
Total Cost of a Power Disturbance (TCPD) = ( A + B + C + D ) in dollars 
where: 
A = Cost of labour for employees affected (in dollars) 
B = Service or product loss due to power disturbance (in dollars) 
C = Cost of restart (in dollars) 
D = Hidden costs (in dollars) 
 
The values of A , B , C and D can be 
calculated as follows: 
A = E x F x ( G + H ) 
B = I x J 
C = K x L x ( G + H ) + M x J 
D = N x O 
where: 
E = number of productive employees affected 
F = duration of power disturbance/interruption (in hours) 
G = base hourly rate of employees affected (in dollars) 
H = overhead hourly cost per employee affected (in dollars) 
I = units of services or products lost due to power disruption 
J = cost per unit of service or product lost/repaired due to power disruption 
K = restart time (in hours) 
L = number of employees involved in restarting 
M = units of equipment damaged due to restart 
N = element(s) of hidden costs 
O = $/hidden cost element 
 
An illustrative example of the proposed framework to calculate PQ costs: 
 
Commercial computer data centre 
Problem description – The data centre provides computer support to 10 remote locations for all 
business computing. Applications include payroll and time-keeping, production and cost control, 
inventory and general accounting. During the last year, 20 downtime episodes occurred as a result of 
electric voltage sags or momentary interruptions lasting from 30 cycles to a few seconds, which 
disrupted work production for an average of 0.6 hours. Typically, transactions in progress were lost as 
well as recent remote transactions. Recovery included rebuilding of payroll files and discovering what 
needed to be reprocessed, then retransmitting the right data from all of the remote sites. Normally, 10 
new sales are recorded each business hour and are valued at approximately $250 income. 
TCPD Case 1 = A + B + C + D 
A = (100 employees) x (0.6 hours) x [($15/hour) + ($7.5/hour)] = $1,350/episode 
B = (200 lost transactions) x ($22.5/transaction) = $4,500/episode 
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C = (0.5 hours/restart) x (100 employees) x ($22.5/hour) + (2 bad disks/power supplies) x 
($1500/repair) = $4,125/episode 
D = (6 lost sales) x ($250/lost sale) = $1,500/episode 
TCPDCase 1 = $1,350 + $4,500 + $4,125 + $1,500 = $11,475/episode 
If there were 20 power quality disturbance episodes per year as characterized above, the yearly power 
quality cost impact on this customer would be 20 x $11,475/episode = $229,500/year. 
 
[5] Surveying PQ Aspects in Italian Industrial Customers 
Survey on perceiving PQ in Italian industry 
IEEE, Prudenzi A. , Quaia S. , Zaninelli D., 2003 
 
The paper has the objective to identify levels of Power Quality (PQ) at industrial customers in the 
various areas of Italian electric system. To this aim, the results of two different questionnaire based 
surveys performed so far in different Italian Districts have been analyzed in comparison in order to 
derive general rules and guidelines concerning PQ aspects. The surveys have involved, as a whole, a 
sample of about 200 industrial eustomers located in central and northern areas of the Country.  
The surveys have concerned even some aspects relevant to costs of PQ problems. The main results 
as obtained from either the surveys are reported and discussed. 
For example, consider a typical Italian 20 KV distribution system, constituted by 8-10 overhead lines 
rated 5 MVA each, located in an industrial area. The overall power of the sensitive industrial users can 
be roughly estimated about 15- 20 MW. Then, assuming a mean specific cost of 0.75 EurokW per dip 
and 25-30 severe dips/year, the overall annual cost due to voltage dips can be expected in the range 
from 300,000 to 450,000 Euro, whereas the overall PQ related cost can easily exceed 500,000 Euro. 
In “industrial parks” with an high percent of sensitive users, these costs can be by far exceeded. 
 
 
 
2.3.x.- Case for Flicker 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): text extracted from e-mail MATHIEU dated 
2Mar07 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): none 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to comment / decide 
 
 
Flicker is generally associated with voltage fluctuations < 10 %, in fact the Pst curve does not even go 
beyond 7 %. The Pst curve also starts with voltage fluctuations that occur at least once every 10 
minutes (at about 7.5 % - see below). In fact, The amended EN/IEC61000-3-3 [122, 123] (amendment 
1 from 2001) permits max. voltage (dmax) fluctuations of 7 %. In other words, anything that causes a 
voltage drop of > 7 % fails the standard, and thus cannot be certified for sale in Europe. In recent 
years, Japan and China have adopted similar standards. The US has no regulatory requirements as 
yet but IEEE-STD-519 [124] provides guidance that is very similar to the IEC standards. Of course the 
IEEE standard for Flicker meters applies. 
 
Conclusion: Flicker has no effect on consumer equipment, or industrial controls, as the “Flicker voltage 
fluctuations” are well within the normal operating range of +/- 10 % line voltage variations.  
The impact on utility distribution equipment is negligible or non-existent for the same reason as above. 
 
Obviously, voltage variations/dips > 10 % still cause Flicker, but these are already (extensively) 
covered elsewhere in the document.  
 
This leaves us with “nuisance” cost, meaning people being irritated by Flicker, and calling the utility 
demanding the problem to be fixed. The “fix” usually consists of finding the offending equipment, and 
asking the owner to cease operation. There are rare cases where the offending equipment is a piece 
of operational equipment in a (light) industrial environment, which in turn leads to the owner having to 
take mitigating steps, such as the installation of a separate transformer.  
 
C4.107 GROUP: to provide some information regarding the overall cost calculation of the steps they 
take when a customer complains, and the proportion of actual consumer equipment that causes the 
issues. 
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The above are the only cost factors that can be associated with Flicker. The “nuisance factor” cannot 
really be quantified, even though one could argue that the consumer loses time and/or is irritated by 
the actions they have to take to get the problem remedied. Moreover, it appears that the quantity of 
“Flicker complaints” is statistically negligible. 
 
C4.107 GROUP: to provide some data, for example what percentage of their overall customer 
“complaint cases” are Flicker related, or can be subscribed to the category of Flicker problems. 
 
The mitigation cost is virtually always borne by the “owner” of the offending equipment, and is 
therefore not directly charged to society in the form of higher electricity tariffs, not does it lead to 
additional losses/greenhouse gases etc. Generally, the solution – as far as information from US 
utilities and the sporadic published paper goes – is either to modify/mitigate the operation of the 
offending equipment, or the installation of a distribution transformer to separate the offending 
equipment from the consumer distribution feeder. These costs can be quantified without too much of a 
problem.  
 
Where the real problem comes in, is to get some quantitative info on the occurrence of such Flicker 
problems. Thus far, I have run into cases where the answer is: “Yeah, we had a case like that back in 
1992 I think” – or “Yes, I have read a report from some event in Florida in the late 1980’s”. Then there 
are perhaps 5 studies that have been published in the last 20 years. Except for one case that involved 
a large arc furnace, which generated voltage variations > 7 %, all other cases involve adjustable 
speed/variable frequency motor drives (see example below). In all reported cases, the problem was 
solved by adding on-site mitigation either by a voltage stabilizer arrangement, or by added distribution 
equipment/filters. Again, just a couple of cases in 20 years – i.e. negligible. In addition to that, just 
about every case has been covered by “interharmonics” as well (see example below). 
  
Electrical products being marketed today meet Flicker standards. In Europe & Japan this is 
mandatory, with regulatory bodies in Japan and Korea working on standards along the lines of 
IEC61000-3-3. Although there is no federal mandate, IEEE-STD-519 provides guidance in the US, and 
manufacturers do make sure their products meet Flicker requirements because they generally build 
just version of the product for worldwide standards. One could try to “allocate” the mitigation aspects” 
in products to the prevention of Flicker, but that would not be the cost associated with the occurrence 
of Flicker, and thus be outside of the scope of the paper in my opinion. 
 
It should be considered the difference between voltage dips/fluctuations and Flicker, and –unless there 
is contradictory information from anybody – it can be concluded that the occurrence of Flicker on the 
low voltage distribution system, is no longer a relevant problem. If Flicker occurs, it has been reduced 
to highly localized events, and of such low occurrence frequency that it is negligible from a cost 
perspective. 
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2.4.- PREVENTION AND IMMUNITY COSTS. EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): The text is extracted from TF 3 BILL 
document C4.107 030 to be updated. 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): BILL and JOVICA have improved this Clause 2.4 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To discuss /review 
 
2.4.1.-  Introduction. Methodology for Assessing True Cost of Power Quality and Reliability to 
End-use Facilities  
 
The costs costs to industrial and commercial electric power end-users from unmitigated PQ and 
reliability phenomena is significant and has been well documented by detailed studies [ref1]. These 
studies have focused principally on quantifying the actual or reported cost to businesses of PQ and 
reliability phenomena that result in unplanned businesses losses brought about by such factors as 
process interruptions, equipment damage, extra labor costs, and increased scrap. Although most of 
these studies also inquire about mitigation equipment employed by end-users to try to minimize the 
business impact of PQ and reliability phenomena, in general, the numbers given for the “cost of PQ 
and reliability” focus only on the impact of unmitigated phenomena and exclude the cost of preventing 
unplanned business losses. As such, an unprotected facility might be said to suffer significant PQ and 
reliability costs, while a facility protected with, say, double-redundant Uninterrupted Power Supply 
(UPS) and N+1 backup generation might be said to suffer no PQ or reliability costs whatsoever – a 
circumstance that does not reflect true business decision making wherein the costs of outages are 
balanced against the costs of mitigation. 
 
2.4.2.-  Cost Analysis  
 
The cost cost analysis approach developed as part of the Quality, Reliability, and Availability (QRA) 
Methodology is intended to facilitate a balancing of the costs of unmitigated PQ and reliability 
phenomena with the cost of preventative measures, with the goal of achieving the highest net present 
value (NPV) of overall benefits and costs. Although complete prevention of all business costs due to 
PQ and reliability phenomena would be a happy outcome for any end user, it is seldom economically 
feasible – only a few highly specialized industries commonly take this approach, with data centers, 
financial, and military facilities being perhaps the best known. Facility planners would like to know how 
the improved reliability translates into more savings (or less expenditure). Therefore, QRA 
methodology incorporates net present worth (NPV) technique for engineering cost analysis. 
 
The costs and benefits associated with a QRA option are spread over the entire life span of the 
equipments used. However, there is a time value associated with money. In order to make a decision, 
it is important to alter the costs and benefits values over the years to reflect at a common point in time. 
In almost all engineering cost analysis, the common point in time is “the present” i.e. the planning year 
[3]. Present worth analysis is used to determine the present value of future money receipts and 
disbursements. 
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Where: 

PV =  Present Value of a series of cost or benefit components, Ct 
Ctb = Benefit component occurring at beginning of time period t 
Ctc = Cost component occurring at beginning of time period t 
n  = Number of time periods, usually in years 
e  = Escalation rate of C (Normally same value as inflation) 
r   = Discount rate adjusted for inflation  
i   = Inflation rate  
t   = Time period 

                                                           
1 Shawn McNulty, EPRI Solutions, "The Cost of Power Disturbances to Industrial and Digital Economy Companies," (June 2001), EPRI 
IntelliGrid Initiative, 1006274; and Kristina Hamachi LaCommare, Joseph H. Eto, LBNL, "Evaluating the Cost of Power Interruptions and 
Power Quality to U.S.  Electricity Consumers," (May 2004), LBNL, to name but two 
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Cost component Ctc includes O&M cost per year. 
 
Benefit component Ctb includes savings due to reduction of business losses due to long interruptions 
and voltage sags.  
 
Once present worth of receipts and disbursements is found, NPV is given as: 
 
NPV of using a QRA / PQ mitigation device =  Present worth of benefits for the device – Present worth 
of costs for the device 
 
Note that for the NPV analysis in this paper, a discount rate of 5% has been assumed. The analysis is 
performed assuming 10-year time period. While different equipment will have different time periods in 
practice, assuming same time period for all the equipments simplifies the calculations. 
 
If NPV is greater than $0, the project generates a surplus of funds (taking into account the time-value 
of money) and is a candidate for further consideration. NPV can be compared for different QRA/ PQ 
options. In general, the QRA/PQ option with the largest NPV would be the most beneficial choice. 
 
2.4.3.- Case Study 
 
This section illustrates application of the QRA Cost Analysis with a hypothetical case study based on 
an actual facility. The example considers a semiconductor wafer fabrication factory located in the 
United States. Wafer fabrication requires a high level of power quality and reliability due to the 
sensitivity of the equipment and process controls and therefore is a strong candidate for applying the 
QRA analysis. For purposes of this case study, each unmitigated voltage sag is assumed to cause an 
overall business loss of $500,000 from various factors. Losses due to unmitigated protracted power 
interruptions are expressed as a constant $/hr rate of $750000/hour. The actual measured rates for 
PQ and reliability phenomena for this case study are shown in Table I, and were obtained from power 
quality monitoring and/or statistical analysis of historical data. Although this facility was subjected to 73 
voltage sags for the year; only 12 sags violated the lower ITIC curve (Fig. 1), and this lower number 
was assumed to be the voltage sag rate for purposes of this case study. 
 

Table I  
Rates of PQ and Reliability Phenomena at the Facility 

Type of failure Failure rate Repair time 
Long term utility interruption 
(feeder) 

2/year 4 hours/interruption 

Voltage sags 12/year N/A 
Transformer and local equipment 
failure 

0.1/year 3 hours/interruption 

 

Total Events: 73
Events Violating ITIC Lower Curve: 12
Events Violating ITIC Upper Curve: 0
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Fig. 1. Process Susceptibility to Voltage Sags at the Fabrication Facility 
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The analysis below employs different scenarios, or cases, to allow a comparison of facility benefits / 
costs with different combinations of mitigation. 
 
A. Case 1: Base Case 
 
The first step is to know the existing power quality and reliability at the fabrication facility without any 
mitigation. The base case QRA is summarized in Table II. Note that the facility losses US$12.2 M/year 
due to poor QRA when no mitigation is employed. 
 

Table II 
Existing QRA at the Facility 

Failure type λ Unavailability 
(hr/year) 

Availability
(nines) 

Losses 
(M$/yr) 

Interruptions 2.1 8.3 0.99952 6.225 
Sags 12 12 0.99863 6 

 
Note that although the utility supply availability will not be affected by voltage sags; there will be some 
down time associated. Therefore actual availability will be less than unity. In this example, down time 
associated with the process is assumed to be one hour i.e. a voltage sag causes the plant to be down 
for one hour. 
 
B. Case 2: Redundancy in the Utility Supply 
 
One option to improve the existing QRA and reduce business losses due to PQ and reliability 
phenomena is to have an alternate feeder with a fast switch. The alternate feeder is assumed to have 
the same reliability and PQ characteristics as the primary feeder (see Table I). The costs associated 
with the alternate feeder are shown in Table III. Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) analysis for 
this case is given in Table IV. 
 

Table III 
Feeder Cost Information 

Initial cost of building the feeder + 
mechanical switch 

$ 525,000 

Installation cost 10% of initial cost 
O&M cost of the feeder + 
mechanical switch 

5% of initial cost 

Useful life 10 years 
 

The two-feeder system introduces redundancy in the power supply. Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) 
for interruption failure is shown in Fig. 2. For the reliability calculations, common mode factor of 0.05 is 
assumed. The QRA analysis results are shown in Table V. For the cost analysis equipment life of ten 
years is assumed. 
 

Table IV 
FEMA Analysis: case 2 

Failure mode for interruption Effect 

Feeder 1 failure Supply would switch on to feeder 2. 
The critical load won’t be affected. 

Feeder 2 failure Supply would switch on to feeder 1. 
The critical load won’t be affected. 

Feeder 1 and 2 both fail Critical load is interrupted. 
Transformer or cable failure Critical load is interrupted. 

Voltage sags from the utility side. Critical load is interrupted. 
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Fig. 1. QRA Methodology NPV calculation for adding a Redundant Utility Feeder 
 

Table V 
QRA Results: Case 2 

Failure 
type λ Unavailabilit

y (hr/year) 
Availabilit

y 
(nines) 

NPV 
(10yr.) 

Interruptions 0.304 1.11 0.999873 $40.8M 
Sags 12 12 0.99863 $-5.5M 

 
 
Assuming a discount rate of 5% and a period of study of 10 years, adding the alternate feed would 
prove beneficial to the facility. However, the alternate feed does not provide any protection against 
voltage sags. Benefit in this case will be the savings due less number of interruptions. Including the 
loss of productivity due to voltage sags as loss, net NPV comes out to be -5.5M$, i.e. the facility will 
still lose nearly six million dollars per year due to voltage sags.  
 
C. Case 3: Using UPS for Sag Mitigation 
 
From Case 2, it is evident that any cost effective QRA option will likely include a sag mitigation 
solution. Therefore, we consider battery UPS for sag ride-through. Details of the UPS configuration 
and cost are given in Table VI. 
 

Table VI 
UPS Information 

Failure rate of each unit 1 failure/yr 
Repair time per unit 6 hours/yr 
Redundancy 2 out of 3 
Common mode factor for 2- out- of- 3 and 3-out-of-3 failure mode 0.01 
Initial Cost of 3 Units $500000 
Installation Cost $50000 
O&M Cost/yr $10000 
UPS life span 10 years 

 
FEMA analysis for this case is shown in Table VII. N-1 redundancy is assumed. Therefore the UPS 
system would protect the load even if 1 unit (out of 3) fails. Common mode failure factor of 0.01 is 
assumed for the redundancy calculations. RBD for the UPS configuration is shown in Fig. 3. 
 

Table VII 
FEMA Analysis: Case 3 

Failure mode for voltage sags Effect 
1 out of 3 UPS units fails Critical load will still be 

protected 
2 out of 3 units fail Critical load would be exposed 

to sags 
3 out of 3 units fail Critical load would be exposed 

to sags 
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Fig. 3. QRA Methodology NPV calculation for adding Redundant UPS 
 
As shown in Table VIII, adding redundant UPS to protect critical loads reduces the average number of 
unmitigated voltage sags from 12 to 0.0135 per year resulting in substantial savings and a positive net 
present value. 
  

Table VIII 
QRA Results: Case 3 

Failure 
type λ Unavailability 

(hr/year) 
NPV 
(10yr 

period) 
Sags 0.0135 0.5646 $43.52M 

 
D. Case 4: Using Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and UPS 
 
From cases 2 and 3, it is evident that the optimum QRA solution should include mitigation of most 
voltage sags as well as interruptions. This case is built upon case 3, except that Distributed Energy 
Resources (DER) (in this case, on-site generation) is considered for protecting against long 
interruptions. The QRA analysis for sags is the same as in Case 3. DER information is given in Table 
IX. 
 
The facility is assumed to have two DER units with N-1 redundancy. FMEA analysis for this case is 
shown in Table X. NPV for long interruptions is shown in Fig.4. The block of “Local DGs” represents 
the equivalent parallel combination of two DER units in parallel at the facility. 
 

Table IX 
DER Information 

DER failure rate (λ) 2/year 
DER repair time 6 hours 
Redundancy 1-out-of-2 
Initial cost of DER $1000000 
Installation Cost $100000 
Fuel Cost/yr $95278 
O&M Cost/yr $50000 
DER life span 10 years 

 
 

Table X 
FEMA Analysis: Case 4 

Failure mode for interruption Effect 
The utility feeders fail Backup generator should come online. Critical load won’t be 

affected 
Utility feeders fail and the DERs fail to 
start 

Critical load will be interrupted 
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Fig.2 QRA Methodology NPV calculation for Utility and DER System 
 
The results of the QRA analysis are shown in Table XI. For the cost analysis it is assumed that DER 
provides ancillary benefits such as CHP and peak shaving. The savings due to these are assumed to 
be 5% of the total initial cost. Positive NPV indicates that DER can be an economical option for the 
semiconductor fabrication process. Note that DER will not provide any protection against voltage sags. 
The NPV in Table XI does not include the losses due to twelve voltage sags per year. If losses due to 
voltage sags are considered, NPV come out to be -0.88M$. Therefore, installing DER without any sag 
ride-through technology is not an effective QRA solution.  
 

Table XI 
QRA Results: Case 4 

Failure type λ Unavailability 
(hr/year) 

Availability 
(nines) 

NPV 
(10yr period) 

Interruptions 0.101 0.3 0.999965 $45.45M 
Sags 12 12 0.99863 $-0.88M 

 
2.4.4.- QRA calculator 
 
A case study illustrating the QRA methodology has been presented in section III. From the case study 
it is apparent the methodology involves a large number of calculations. Also, it would be nice to 
compare different options in terms of availability and cost (NPV). As a part of this project, the EPRI 
team developed a QRA calculator in Excel-VBA. The main objective of this calculator is to compare 
different QRA options by providing a visual comparison of availability and NPV values.  
To illustrate the usefulness of the calculator, same example in section III is used. The different power 
conditioning and reliability options considered are given in Table XII.  
 

Table XII 
Sr.No. Option Description 

1 Alternate feeder + battery UPS 
(Alt. feeder + BU) 

Utility has two feeders for redundancy. The 
facility has battery UPS (BU) for sag 
mitigation. 

2 Alternate feeder + Flywheel 
 (Alt. feeder + FW) 

Utility has two feeders for redundancy. The 
facility has flywheel (FW) for sag ride-
through. 

3 
Utility + Combustion turbine + 

battery UPS 
(Utility + CT+BU) 

Utility is the primary supply (single 
feeder).The facility has combustion turbine 
(CT) for backup supply and battery UPS for 
sag ride-through. 

4 
Utility + Internal combustion 

generator + battery UPS 
(Utility + IG+BU) 

Utility is the primary supply (single 
feeder).The facility has internal combustion 
generator (IG) for backup supply and battery 
UPS for sag ride-through. 

5 Fuel cell + Utility 
(FC + Util) 

Fuel cells (FC) are the primary source of 
supply. Utility provides backup. There is no 
protection against voltage sages. 

6 
Internal combustion generator + 

Utility 
(IG + Util) 

Internal combustion generators are the 
primary source of supply. Utility provides 
backup. There is no protection against 
voltage sages. 

7 Utility + Internal combustion 
generator + Flywheel 

Utility is the primary supply (single 
feeder).The facility has internal combustion 
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(Util. + IG + FW) generator for backup supply and flywheels 
for sag ride-through. 

8 
Utility + Combustion turbine + 

Flywheel 
(Util. + IG + FW) 

Utility is the primary supply (single 
feeder).The facility has combustion turbines 
for backup supply and flywheels for sag ride-
through. 

 
Availability and NPV of each option is shown in Fig. 7 and Table XIII. 
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Fig. 3 Availability and NPV Values for Different Combinations of Mitigation 
 
NPV values are in US M$/MW. Voltage sags and long interruptions have been considered in 
availability and NPV calculations.   
 

table XIII 
Comparison of Economic Performance of different qra options 

 

Mitigation 
Scenario 
Number

Mitigation 
Scenario 

Description

Availability 
(Fraction of 

year)

Downtim
e 

(hr/year)
Sag Failure 

Rate(events/yr)

Interruption 
Failure 

Rate(events/yr)

NPV (10yr 
period, US 

M$/MW)
Payback 

Time 

NPV of 
Residual PQ 
Events/MW

0 Base Case 0.9977 20.3 12 2.1 -11.8 NA -11.800
1 Util+IG+FW 0.99991711 0.73 0.013 0.101 9.92 2 -0.424
2 Util+CT+FW 0.99991588 0.74 0.013 0.101 9.84 2 -0.431
3 IG+Util 0.99991117 0.78 0.439 0.110 -0.47 >10 -0.457
4 FC+Util 0.99991117 0.78 0.439 0.110 -1.77 >10 -0.457
5 Alt.feeder+FW 0.9998245 1.54 0.013 0.304 9.34 2 -1.011  

 
Notes: Cases 3 & 4 included benefits of on-site generation. Case 4 includes high maintenance costs 
for fuel cell systems.   

 
Key:  
IG - Internal Combustion Generator 
CT - Combustion Turbine 
FC -  Fuel Cell 
Alt. feeder -  Alternate utility power feeder 
BU - Battery UPS 
FW - Flywheel energy storage 
Util - Existing utility feeder w/o modifications such as an additional feeder, etc. 

 
NPV values indicate economic feasibility of the options. Positive NPV values indicate net benefit while 
negative NPV values indicate net loss over the period of study. 
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Several points are noteworthy in these results of these scenarios: 
 

 Among the eight mitigation scenarios examined, the lowest cost / highest NPV is offered by 
Scenario 5 – adding an alternative utility feeder and flywheel energy storage. This option 
produces a NPV of nearly US$8.6 million per each MW of service. 

 
 Although Scenario 5 is the most economically attractive mitigation scenario from a 10-yr NPV 

standpoint, it does not minimize the impact of PQ phenomena. In fact, it is 5th out of eight. 
This illustrates the importance of weighting additional economic factors when considering the 
cost of PQ. 

 
 All of the scenarios except 3 and 4 examined eventually recoup their cost in constant dollars 

(simple payback). For the scenarios 3 and 4, pay back period is more than 10 years. The 
exact payback period could not be calculated because the QRA calculator stops NPV 
calculation after life-span of the scenario (which was assumed to be 10 years for all the 
cases). 

 
 Note that utility as primary supply with some sort of on-site backup generation and sag 

mitigation provides maximum availability. Some options (for example, IG+Util) although 
reliable, are not economically viable for the facility. 

 
2.4.5.- Conclusion 
 
This paper presented a subset of the results of research performed by EPRI examining and 
developing a “QRA method” for quantifying the reliability of electric power supply to end-user 
processes, and focusing on determining overall cost of PQ events and mitigation costs. The QRA 
methodology provides a means to determine PQ mitigation approaches that optimize economic return 
by mitigating only the subset of PQ and reliability phenomena that can be cost-effectively resolved. 
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CHAPTER 3.- ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL LOSSES POINT OF VIEW OF 
UTILITIES 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): see note below title chapter 3 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): JOSE LUIS implementing doc. C4.107 059. MARIO included 
corrections by end January 2008.  
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To discuss 
 
 
3.1.- INTRODUCTION. ECONOMICS OF POWER QUALITY. VIEWS FROM UTILITIES 
 
Improving voltage quality of networks imply a large amount of costs, and consequently benefits should 
have to be equivalent. Thus, a cost-benefit analysis is the only appropriated way to conduct such an 
action. 
 
Analysis of costs involved in PQ (voltage quality) at public network level may be focussed according to 
the two following approaches. 
 
- By analysis of cost involved for improving / upgrading PQ of networks; or 
- By analysis of costs involved for solving negative effects that PQ network events (disturbances) 
causes at equipment of customer. 
 
Both approaches aforesaid might lead to the assessing of trade-offs costs between involved parties. 
 
Consequently, an obvious main question is: Who is responsible of incurring on extra-costs? How to 
sharing responsibilities between involved parties?  
 
This is a difficult task to do. Thus, before analysing trade-offs between various costs, these costs must 
be accurately and carefully analysed. 
 
It is, therefore, basically needed to get consensus on the use of a common methodology to evaluate 
the impact of PQ and to measure costs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.- BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
 
According to previous considerations above, to perform a PQ cost analysis should imply the need to 
provide information and data either regarding PQ improvement at design stage or implementing a 
mitigation system. Both cases should be performed at: 
customer (equipment/installation) level; and 
utilities (network) level.  
 
In the first case, i.e., for the case of equipment or customer installation, there can in turn be 
considered two ways on how to base the analysis, i.e.: 
 

€ 

0 % 100 % 

tradeoffs 
costs 

utilities 
equipment 

quality vs cost relation 
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 based on the study of increase immunity evaluation  
 
 based on the study of cost mitigation assessment 

 
In other words: Do we insert a mitigation device?, or: Should we proceed to adjust the design of 
equipment? 
 
With respect the case of utilities, cost evaluation involves rearranging and reinforcement of networks.  
 
Investment for change of infrastructure (topology, voltage regulation, protection system, ...) would 
imply not only properly technical cost but other factors as for example time life and other financial 
factors. 
 
3.2.1.- PQ measurement / monitoring 
 
Analysis of PQ costs in networks requires PQ measurement. 
 
Measurement of power quality can be focussed on: 
- the total number of disturbances in networks, for benchmarking purposes. Thus not all disturbances 
affect equipment. 
- only the number of disturbances affecting equipment/processes. 
 
It is necessary to limit the scope for PQ measurement. Are costs accurate and well founded? Are 
based mainly on broad assumptions and only backed up by sparse data? 
 
On the other hand, it is important to valorise to whom address data information. Readers could be: 
customers, utilities, regulators, manufacturers and also standardization bodies and government 
institutions. 
 
Each one of these organisms would manage PQ data based on different criteria and objectives. 
 
3.2.2.- Recent European regulatory initiatives to upgrade PQ public networks 
 
PQ improvement of networks, according to recent initiatives been proposed and emanating from some 
European organizations, involves recommendations related to the improvement of PQ characteristics. 
For example, upgrade of EN 50160 voltage quality characteristics, improvement of PQ measurement 
rules, development of the concept of PQ contract, establishment of PQ monitoring systems for 
benchmarking purposes, definition of duties and rights of involved parties.  
 
All these statements requires such huge technological changes and investments than it would require 
a carefully financial analysis. 
 
3.2.3.- Considerations on PQ network improvement (upgrade) 
 
It is challenge on how to justify investments to improve PQ networks. In fact, extracosts would rise to 
some hundred billions euros in Europe and the complexity involved would take several tens of years. 
The typical life of a network asset is 40 years. 
 
Changes in PQ networks involves three main aspects. 
 
 changes in network infrastructure and maintenance strategy? (ex: equipments maintenance time 

table and tree trimming standards and frequency) 
 
 changes in equipment design and production  

 
 changes in EMC standardization 

 
Previous steps for PQ analysis would involve information on PQ monitoring. This information provides 
the basis for a cost-benefit analysis. 
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For evaluation of PQ economic we have to valorise costs: 
 
 incurred by the electricity supplier 

 
 incurred by end-users 

 
Changes in either group can affect the other group’s cost.  
 
PQ cost, i.e., cost of disturbances has not to be confused with the cost of subset of disturbances 
created or transmitted on the public network. 
 
3.2.4.- Analysis and evaluation of PQ cost for Utilities 
 
Upgrading PQ in networks requires a global economical analysis. For the case of Europe it should be 
performed at global European level. But this is very complex. 
 
Analysis by regional or zonal areas could lead as a result to lack of PQ homogeneity in European 
networks as it could lead to ulterior PQ differentiated regulatory rules, what is opposite to the idea of 
obtaining a unified and homogeneous European PQ policy. 
 
The objective of improving PQ requires to know which PQ parameters want be involved to improve 
their limits. For example the short circuit power at the point of common coupling. 
 
This would firstly require an analysis phenomenon by phenomenon (only those to consider) as for 
example, voltage dips, harmonics, voltage variations. 
 
Also it should be needed be evaluate how many problems and customer groups are affected, i.e., 
percentage of sensitive loads affected in for example kW (expressed in power) and for how long time. 
 
On the other hand it should be taken into account sensitivity of loads to PQ events are continuously 
updating and changing. Does for example actual ITIC curve correspond to reality today? 
 
3.2.5.- Methodology and arguments 
 
The evaluation of network cost for improving PQ would require some proposed changes that need 
investments. 
 
The analysis can be based on the use of the NPV, net present value. 
 
Estimation of the costs and benefits produced over the lifespan of the project (network) involves also 
to come back to consider also evaluation of customer equipment. 
 
Lifespan is a critical element to consider. Networks technological changes takes ten’s of years, even 
60 years for cables. Equipment technological changes involves quite less lifespan time for equipment 
investments.  
 
Consequently, network investments costs will be stranded from the average lifespan time of 
equipment investment. 
 
Network reinforcement have also another cost impact on the rate of the equipment PQ sensitivity. 
 
If PQ tighter limits are adopted, the impact of the extra investment may be marginal because the 
equipment may not be in use when the voltage is within tighter limits. For example by night (customer 
equipment is normally disconnected). 
 
We have to consider how many customers are affected, and which type of customers be present. 
What percentage of customer’s load is sensitive to PQ. 
 
Network reinforcement can mostly provide improvements on a “one size fits all” 
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On the other hand, to consider the cost of all involved equipment malfunction it is important for the 
analysis, but this is difficult to measure.  
 
Thus, it could be consider and useful to take into account the value of “lost load” rather than the 
economic cost to the customer (because this last varies between industries). 
 
Another important topic to consider is to know the percentage of the network reinforcement cost that it 
could be paid by customers receiving benefit.  
 
Many insensitive loads to PQ would paid in an unjustifiable manner the cost of a small part of sensible 
equipment 
 
Tighter standards (PQ limits) could lead to tighter controls on equipment (i.e., to manufacturers), for 
example in the case of harmonics, this will impose extra costs to manufacturers and consequently (in 
turn) to customers.  
 
3.2.6.- Actions on customer side. Comparison of options looking at the best NPV solution 
 
Only a small percentage of customer equipment will be sensitive to PQ, thus a smaller investment 
should be needed. In that case the costs and benefits are borne by the one entity, i.e., there is no 
cross subsidisation. 
 
The NPV of this customer investment would mean no stranding of assets. 
 
The risk of technological change in equipment gives rise to stranding the investment in networks, i.e., 
customers will only see benefits over a short period of time. Once the equipment is placed the 
customer finds no benefit from higher PQ. 
 
Modern equipment is manufactured with more advanced technologies than in the past, i.e., more 
tolerant to PQ events. 
 
For example for the case of flicker, incandescent lamps are most sensitive to voltage fluctuations. 
Nowadays new types of lamps are displacing incandescent technology. 
 
 
3.3.- C4.107 PQ GUIDE CHAPTER: UTILITIES PQ COST ANALYSIS 
 
The aim of the new PQ Guide chapter is to develop a systematic procedure for the study of a cost-
benefit analysis for public networks (distribution and / or transmission). 
 
A first step should be to collect available information of network characteristics. In principle, a sample 
of distribution networks could be examined. 
 
For example, there is a 1996 Hydro-Quebec-IREQ report for Economical aspect of harmonics on 
distribution and transmission system (Authors: Oury Ba and Roger Bergeron),  see in Appendix E. It 
does reference on many publication but up to year 1996.  This document doesn’t cover the sag (dip) 
and short interruptions effect.  
 
Based on this document, information should be gathered for losses and premature aging analysis as: 
 
 Number of transformer their rating and cost (refurbishing or replacing cost) 

 
 Line length and characteristics (Impedance, $/km) 

 
 Number of capacitor bank and their rating and cost (refurbishing or replacing cost) 

 
 Others? 
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On the other hand it could be interesting to present general formula giving global utilities cost for 
sustain harmonics level.  Statistical analysis could also be perform which can give a more precise 
evaluation of utilities cost for harmonic. 
 
To establish a methodology for PQ cost analysis adapted to public networks would involve the 
integration in the analysis of every type of disturbances (discrete events and quasi-stationary / 
continuous variations). 
 
Economic analysis cost of network can be evaluated at: 
 
 individual level, to provide a determined individual PQ guarantee required for a customer or group 

of customers. Normally at PCC level. 
 
 zonal level or global level, mainly for regulatory purposes. 

 
Other economic effects have to be evaluated, as for example the risks in medium and long term 
strategy at an early stage, the permanent use of the latest technologies, the risk coverage by involving 
partner companies. 
 
3.3.1.- PQ factors to evaluate 
 
Some PQ factors mention here concern more or less the aspect of societal or global cost evaluation.  
We however should take into account to analyze those aspects as well, and not to focus in the sole 
aspect of utilities cost.   
 
PQ analysis in networks would involve to valorize the following parameters. 
 
 mitigation costs (filtering, insulation, ...) (utilities side) 

 
 compensation for consequential loss 

 
 contract PQ aspects (evaluate cost of extra-quality) 

 
 costs to prevent PQ problem at PCC level 

 
 costs for customer complain 

 -effort in finding fault cause 
 -network intervention for modifications and improvements 

 
 costs in industry and users in general (end use cost?) 

 
 costs implication in utilities / government 

 
 how much customer is willing to pay to avoid (minimize) events? (societal cost evaluation?) 

 
 what is the total market size for existing solutions? 

 
And it would require to collect information on the following characteristics. 
 
 disturbance profile at busbars 

 
 characteristics of disturbance 

 
 probability of occurring event 

 
 increase of customer installations (and sensibility trends) (end use cost?) 

 
Finally, a methodology for PQ cost-benefit analysis has to be established, with the purpose to evaluate 
benefits that justifies changes in networks. In fact it should be needed to provide the following results. 
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 the cost to rearranging the network 
 
 the time it takes to implement 

 
 the percentage of sensible customers be affected 

 
 the economic value of these customers malfunction operations(end use cost?) 

 
 the risk of technological change to equipment 

 
Another fundamental aspect to take into account is: How would network upgrading be funded? 
 
3.3.2.- Categories of costs to evaluate. Proposed enquiry by C4.107 
 
implementing ALICE + JOVICA input, doc. C4.107 063 cost list 
See Chapter 5B 
 
 
3.4.- EVALUATION OF VOLTAGE DIPS AND SHORT INTERRUPTIONS COST IN PUBLIC 
DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): see note below title chapter 3. Under 
study for evaluation …, in some country - difficult finding information (data cost) 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): JOSE LUIS to implementing part of doc. C4.107 059. plus 
MARIO corrections   
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To discuss 
 
Voltage dips and short supply interruptions represent the power quality phenomenon giving rise to the 
most frequent problems in customers’ equipment and system operation and complaints from 
commercial and industrial customers. 
 
Reduced supply voltages can be classified into: 
 
 Voltage dips. Conventionally the duration of a voltage dip is between 20 ms and 1 minute and the 

reduction of the supply voltage to a value between 90 % and 5 % of the declared voltage Uc 
 
 Short supply interruptions, < 3 mins 

 
 Long supply interruptions, > 3 mins. 

 
Emphasis is given in this clause 6.4 to cost aspects related to damages as well as to remedial 
measures.  
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t

 
 
Fig 3.4.1: Voltage dip and short interruption 
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3.4.1 Some previous considerations on voltage dips [100] 
 
Voltage dips are mostly unavoidable, largely random events, unpredictable in place and time of 
occurrence. The characteristic of each voltage dip is unique and particular to each electrical system; 
whose topology as well as connected loads influence the voltage dip characterization. The annual 
frequency varies greatly depending on the type of supply system and on the point of observation. 
Moreover, the distribution over the year can be very irregular [105, 116, 117]. 
 
As measurement results show [102, 107, 116, 117], the majority of voltage dips have a duration of < 1 
s. 
 
There is a lot of origins for voltage dips, followed by a broad spectrum of voltage dips characteristics, 
due to the kind of origin: 
 
 start of large loads such as large motor drives or resistive heaters, operation of heavy welding 

equipment 
 
 loose or defective wiring such as insufficiently tightened box screws on mains conductors 

 
 faults/short circuits occurring in the customers' installations until the protective devices such as a 

fuse or circuit breaker operates  
 
 faults on distant circuits / in the public distribution system – in overhead lines in around 2/3 of the 

cases caused by lightning strokes -- which in the latter case result into short circuits, which will be 
cleared thereafter by the protection. This will cause voltage dips with duration from 20 ms to 1 s.  

 
For more general information concerning voltage dips and short interruptions effects in equipment of 
customers, see chapter 2.1 of this Guide: “Assessment of Financial Losses due to Inadequate Quality 
of Electricity Supply, case for voltage dips and short interruptions”. 
 
3.4.2 Example of general protection system characteristic against faults in overhead and mixed 
networks [101] 
 
When a fault occurs in a power system, the faulty section must be decommissioned by opening the 
circuit-breaker(s) connecting it to the remainder of the system. For example, in the case of the MV 
overhead or mixed network of radial structure shown in the figure 3.4.2 below, the circuit breaker 
opens after a delay that lasts about 150 milliseconds. When the circuit-breaker opens, the fault is no 
longer energised (MV networks are mainly radial) and the arc is extinguished. An automatic reclosure 
is then possible, and in 90% of cases the fault will have disappeared. 
 
A customer supplied by Feeder 1 endures a severe voltage dip for some hundreds of milliseconds, 
followed by a short interruption of some tenths of a second. A customer supplied by Feeder 2 endures 
a dip corresponding to the delay of the Feeder 1 circuit-breaker opening. This dip similarly influences 
the MV busbar of the substation. 
 
Overhead MV networks are often protected by reclosers that combine several openings and 
reclosings. 
 
The reclosers are useful in the case of overhead networks, where most faults are transient. In the case 
of underground networks, it is dangerous to reclose the protective device because most faults are 
cable insulation failures of the permanent type. It is useless to try to clear the fault in such cases. 
However, in the case of mixed feeders (that is feeders partly made of underground cables, partly 
made of overhead lines) reclosers are used because faults occur more probably on the overhead part 
of the feeder. When a permanent fault occurs on an underground cable, reclosures can result in its 
destruction. 
 

MV

HV

feeder 1

feeder 2
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t0 appearance of the fault 
t0 - t1 detection time of the fault + timing 
t1 - t2 opening of the out-going feeder at fault 
t2 the fault has disappeared (case of a transient fault) 
 
Fig. 3.4.2 – Example of protection system 
 
Reclosing operations can result in multiple voltage dips from the same primary causative event. To 
take account of this effect, the concept of aggregation can be applied for statistical analyses. It 
consists in applying a set of rules which define how to group events occurring within a limited interval 
of time and to characterise the resulting equivalent event in terms of amplitude and duration. For 
example, all events within a 1 minute interval can be counted as one single event whose amplitude 
and duration are those of the most severe dip observed during this interval. 
 
3.4.3 Classification of dips from the point of view of customers [101] 
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From a practical point of view, it is interesting to draw a distinction between five types of dips in supply 
voltages : 
 

A Voltage dips whose amplitude does not fall below 70 % Un. 
 
B Voltage dips whose amplitude is between 70 % and 20 % Un and whose duration is less 
than a second. 
 
C Voltage dips whose amplitude is between 70 % and 20 % Un and whose duration is more 
than a second. 
 
D Very short interruptions (voltage dips whose amplitude fall below 20 % Un and whose 
duration is less than a second). 
 
E Short interruptions (voltage dips whose amplitude fall below 20 % Un and whose duration is 
more than a second, and less than a few minutes). 
 

The following table represents the ranges of each type of disturbance, classified by amplitude and 
duration : 
 

Table 3.4.1 
 10 ms < duration < 1 s duration > 1 s 
90 % > Un > 70 % A  

(dip - 41%) 
70 % > Un > 20 % B  

(dip - 27%) 
C  
(dip - 2%) 

Un < 20 % D  
(dip / short interruption - 22%) 

E  
(short / long interruption - 8%) 

 
The percentages given in the table 3.4.1 is, for each cell, the proportion of the whole table that it 
represents. The sum of the percentages is 100%.  
 
This table is useful for the description of the effects of disturbances. It is not representative of the 
phenomenon encountered on most networks. It is purely experimental and is given for practical use. 
 
One of the many practical examples of distribution of voltage dips is shown in figure 3.4.3 for the case 
in Austrian LV networks (Measurement series 2000 – 2003) [100] 
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Fig. 3.4.3 - Distribution of voltage dips in Austrian LV networks (Measurement series 2000 – 2003) 
 
3.4.4 Characterization and mitigation of dips originating from the supply network [101] 
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The level of quality of a public network is the result of the efforts made by the utility to design, build 
and manage the network. Despite these efforts, there will always be failures of insulation. The 
sensitivity of a few very sensitive customer must not lead to excessive investment in the public 
network. Increased immunity has to be the responsibility of sensitive customers. 
 
When designing a plant, the knowledge of the number and voltage characteristic shape of faults is of 
great importance. Particular measurements being not always available, especially in the case of 
planned networks that do not already exist, it is possible to have an idea of the disturbances level by 
the use of the results presented in this and other publications.  Particularly in Technical Report IEC 
61000-2-8 “Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) - Part 2 : Environment - Section 8 : Voltage dips and 
short interruptions on public electric power supply systems with statistical measurement results”, [118]. 
 
3.4.4.1 Propagation of faults on the network 
 
In order to assess the number and shape of dips that affect a customer during an average year, it is 
necessary to know how voltage dips propagate in the supply system. 
 
The voltages to be considered are the voltages used by equipment. It is normally the phase-to-neutral 
voltages in LV networks for single-phase equipment, or phase-to-phase voltages in LV for three-phase 
equipment. If DELTA / WYE transformers are used for MV to LV transformation, the phase-to-neutral 
LV voltages are equivalent to the phase-to-phase MV voltages. 
 
The table below (table 3.4.2) gives an example of propagation of faults on the network. Voltage dips 
transfer from HV level to MV level. Only the events shorter than one second have been analysed.  
 
The characteristics of the monitored network are : 
- HV network with meshed operation and earth neutral ; 
- MV network with radial operation and isolated neutral ; 
- HV/MV star-connection transformers. 
 
Table 3.4.2: Classification of voltage dips up to 14 seconds on MV networks by phase and by level 
Voltage dips up to 1 s on MV network Faults on HV network Polyphase 
phase number  

% 
one-phase 
% 

two-phase 
% 

three-phase 
% 

faults on  
MV networks 

1 26 5 8 - 13 
2 24 5 - - 19 
3 50 - 4 6 40 
TOTAL 100 10 12 6 72 
 
3.4.4.2 Establishing the direction of dips 
 
A voltage dip can occur on either side of a measurement point (radial). It can be caused by an inrush 
current which increases the voltage drop at the terminals of the equivalent power system impedance. 
 
Therefore, when the measuring instrument is located at the point of common coupling (customer’s 
electrical entrance) and a dip is observed it can be determined to have come from the customer’s 
installation if a corresponding increase in the current is measured and from the system if no significant 
increase in current is observed. 
 
For example, according an UIE publication [101], can be applied the following method: When a dip 
occurs, the instantaneous power (in VA) is calculated and weighted by an empirical factor of 0,8 which 
underscores the difference between system dips and customer’s dips. This factor was determined on 
the basis of field tests. At each cycle, the instantaneous power is multiplied by the differentiation factor 
and substracted from the actual mean power (calculated every 3 minutes). These values are added 
together during the dip : if the result is positive, the dip comes from the customer. If the result is 
negative, the dip comes from the system.  
 
∆S kS Scr inst average= −∑ ( )min.3   
with : 
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Scr  power variation during the dip (VA), 
Sinst  instantaneous power (VA), 
S average3min  actual mean power over 3 minutes, 
k  differentiation factor = 0,8. 
 
3.4.5 Reduction of the number and effect of faults 
 
The following measures are possible to reduce the number and effects of faults : 
 
 use underground cables instead of overhead lines to reduce the number of non permanent faults, 
 increase short-circuit power at delivery points to decrease the depth of dips, 

 
 ring the HV power system, with adequate protection, to decrease the number of short 

interruptions. This measure increases the short circuit power, which decreases the amplitude of 
voltage dips. However, the total number of dips may increase. The sensitivity of the customer has 
to be studied carefully in order to check that the situation is improved from the point of view of his 
equipment. If the customer is sensitive to low amplitude voltage dips (case of paper industry for 
example), then the situation might be worse if the HV power system is meshed ; 

 
 attenuate the effect of lightning surges, by installing surge diverters or shunt circuit breakers in MV 

circuits, 
 
 separate the secondary busbars of two transformer substation, with underground feeders on one 

busbar and overhead lines on the other, to increase the quality of supply to the « underground » 
busbar. 

 
Industrial users should improve the efficiency of their electrical networks’ protection in order to reduce 
the clearance time of internal faults to a minimum. 
 
The advantage of this measure is to reduce : 
 
 operating malfunctions, 

 
 and the duration of the consequences of these disturbances on the supplier's system and 

consequently, the duration of the same disturbances affecting other customers. 
 
This leads to implementing the use of selective and specific electrical protection which should be 
immune to normal operating currents and in particular, re-acceleration currents generated by 
mitigation systems. 
 
In addition, it is necessary to safeguard priority consumers by autonomous energy sources where 
necessary. 
 
3.4.5.1 Calculation of the voltage drop produced by load switching 
 
The connection of a load produces a voltage drop that is a function of the load impedance and the 
short-circuit power.  
 
The following formula gives an approximation of the voltage drop produced by a load that consumes 
an active power P and a reactive power Q, connected to a network of impedance Z = R + j.X. 
 

∆U
U

R P X Q
U

=
+. .

2
 

 
The formula above indicates that, to reduce voltage drops, three solutions are available: 
 
1) Connection of the load to a higher voltage level, thereby increasing the denominator U². 
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2) Decrease the network impedance, to reduce the R and X terms in the numerator. That requires an 
increase of the short-circuit power at the connection point. 
 
3) Decrease the power consumed by the switched load. That requires for example the use of a starter 
for an asynchronous motor. 
 
3.4.5.2 Description of mitigation methods [101] 
 
For each possible mitigation method, the table 3.4.3 below gives : 
 
 the quantity of power supplied appropriate to the mitigation method, 

 
 with respect to the time scale, the order of magnitude of break-time of the power system which the 

device is used to remedy, as well as possibly the time needed for the emergency to enter into 
service, the effectiveness of the mitigation method with respect to the duration of voltage dips and 
supply interruptions and the range of supply support times. 

 
Table 3.4.3 : Summary of the main mitigation methods applied to voltage dips, long and short 

interruptions 

DURATION OF THE VOLTAGE DIP AND SUPPLY 
INTERRUPTION 

Quantity of 
power 

supplied 

0  
to  

0,1 s 

0,1 s 
to  

0,4 s 

0,4 s 
to  
1 s 

1 s  
to  

1 min 

1 min 
to  

3 min 

more 
than 
3 min 

MITIGATION 
METHOD 

some VA       Increased time-settings of 
contactors 

< 500 kVA       Rotating machine with flywheel 

some VA       d.c. supply with energy 
storage using capacitors 

< 300 kVA 15 min to several hours 
depending on the power 

of the battery 
d.c. supply with energy 

storage by using batteries 

< 500 kVA Switchover from the defective system to the emergency 
power system may cause a short interruption. Rotating machine with flywheel 

and engine or emergency 
power system 

< 500 kVA 15 min to several hours 
depending on the power 

of the battery 
d.c. motor set batteries 

alternators 

< 1 MVA 15 min to several hours 
depending on the power 

of the battery 
UPS 

< 1 MVA     Switchover of sources 

< 1 MVA    Diesel generator 

Legend :  
 domain where the mitigation method is effective 
 domain where the mitigation method is effective provided care is taken with the  

design 
 domain where the mitigation method is not effective 
 
 
3.4.6 Cost aspects [100] 
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The economic effect of voltage dips / short supply interruptions may differ dependent on the time of 
occurrence related to a specific process [103]. 
 
It may be without any difference to a control system whether a loss of supply is lasting for 100 ms or 
for one or more hours; dependant on the kind of manufacturing process and its vulnerability, regarding 
the before-mentioned consequences and/or service costs for re-establishing a related manufacturing 
process, one case of data loss may result in efforts of up to several thousands of Euros. Depending on 
the branch, voltage dips or supply interruptions result into costs in a range from 10.000,-- € (paper-, 
plastic-, glass manufacturing) to 700.000,-- € (semiconductor manufacturing) per event [112]. 
 
3.4.6.1 Mathematical model 
 
Mathematic modelling of costs of loss of supply interruptions and voltage dips can be done by 
considering these costs consisting of two components: a fix component, that one independent from the 
duration of voltage loss/reduction; another component proportionate to the duration of voltage 
loss/reduction [110] what leads to the related specific costs kA affecting the customers: 
 

PWA ktkk +⋅=  
 
with 

Ak   specific costs of volotage loss/reduction  [€/kW]   

Wk   energy-specific, constant cost component, 
   independent from the duration   [€/kWh]   
t   duration of supply interruption/voltage dip           [h]   

Pk   power-specific costs for voltage dips  [€/kW]  
 
 
3.4.6.2 Some figures on mean cost components 
 
Based on study results in different European countries, mean values for related costs/kW have been 
calculated [110], resulting into the following mean cost components dependent on the duration of 
supply interruption/voltage dip: 
 

Table 6.4.4 – Mean cost components 
Duration 
“0“ 1 15 1 4 8  
min min min h h h 

Household   0,11 2,28 8,2 25,4 
Agriculture 0,006 0,03 0,16 16,8 62 96,2 
Commerce 1,59 1,92 3,99 13 46,5 80,1 

Costs  
(mean values) 
[€/kW] 

Industry 2,6 3,5 8,7 17 49,7 80,3 
 
Applying these values to a diagram and, based on linear interpolation, adding trend lines results into 
the following functions for the mean values for costs of supply interruptions: 
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Fig. 3.4.4 - Diagram Mean cost components 
 
Whilst the gradient of the trendlines is characteristic for the specific costs of interruptions, the starting 
values at “0” h give the specific costs for voltage dips (and short interruptions).  
Therefrom results the following table 3.4.5 for specific voltage dips costs: 
 

Table 3.4.5 
 Specific voltage dips costs kp 
 €/kW 
Haushold 0,29 
Agriculture 0,35 (1,53) 
Commerce 2,47 
Industry 5,49 

 
3.4.6.3 Some other results from research  
 
A Norwegian research project [104, 111] was undertaken during 2002, aiming besides others to 
evaluate customers’ costs associated with voltage dips and short supply interruptions respectively. 
The results showed 
 
- approx. numbers of occurrence per delivery point: 
 
 short supply interruptions, distribution network  13 

 
 voltage dips, distribution network    13 

 
 voltage dips, regional network    63 

 
- overall customers’ costs 
 

associated with voltage dips of          23 – 44 M€/year 
  considering only business customers and 
  voltage dips with voltage levels reduced by 50 %  
  for max. 1 s 
 
associated with short supply interruptions of              80 M€/year, 
  considering only business customers 

 
- the average sum of both being in the order of magnitude of the 
overall customers’ costs associated with long supply interruptions 
       (> 3 min) of             ~ 113 M€/year 

Household 
Commerce 
Industry 
Agriculture 
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average specific interruption costs 
 
 for voltage dips:   € 0,67/kW 

 
 for short supply interruptions: € 0,93/kW 

 
Investigations by EdF [113] resulted in specific costs of short supply interruptions < 1 min of 
0,76 €/kW, whilst the for such shorter supply interruption the Norwegian study resulted in specific 
costs of 0,85 – 1,25 €/kW [112]. 
 
The following example describes the economic effect of losses of supply in the case of a manufacturer 
in textile (threads): 
 
Event: Due to a defective overvoltage protection unit there occurred short supply interruptions, lasting 
for more than 3 s each. Whilst supply interruptions up to 3 s can be bridged by the manufacturing 
systems, longer durations of the voltage loss lead to a stop of the manufacturing process. these 
events have been recognized  
 
Consequences:  
 
 Increased piling up of unsaleable bobbins, due to malfunction of the manufacturing process 

 
 Need for 8 hours time till the entire manufacturing system is regularly working again 

 
 Costs for production loss: € 6.300,--, to be completed by swtaff costs resulting from staff not being 

able to do any work (manufacturing process, telephone, PCs aso), in the considered case to be 
calculated with € 2.000,--/h).  

 
3.4.7 Other considerations on remedial measures and cost aspects [100] 
 
On principle, remedial measures can be taken on different supply network voltage levels, within the 
customer’s installation as well as on equipment design stage, i.e. 
 
 considering modifications of the supply network (HV, MV) design 

 
 on LV level, within the customer’s installation to reduce the effects of voltage dips or short supply 

interruptions, targeted at particularly important devices or processes 
 

 at design and construction of the – more or less -- susceptible device 
 
Voltage dips generally imply a solution that provides some means of supporting voltage, while 
interruptions usually require a source of energy to replace the lacking one from the electricity supply 
network. 
 
Economic considerations play an important part in balancing the cost of the remedial measures with 
the gravity of the possible disturbance arising from voltage dips or short supply interruptions. 
 
3.4.7.1 HV-/MV-network oriented 
 
Voltage dips and short supply interruptions are mainly caused by events in the MV networks, the 
related percentage being reported by more than 80 %. On the network side, the most effective method 
for reduction of ARCs appears to be increased realization of MV lines as buried cables. According to 
some scientific investigations, 100 % cabling would reduce the number of dips by 67 %, but due to 
longer durations of loss of supply the END costs would be reduced only by 1 %. Huge financial efforts 
for reaching comprehensively cabled MV networks would be facing a quite modest success related to 
the supply interruption costs. 
 
Another option is given by dividing given networks. Dividing a network into two halves results into a 
reduction of voltage dips by 50 % each, whilst this measure is followed by a decrease of redundancy, 
of freedom in switching of network parts as well as of power plant use and therefore of security of 
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supply [113]. Based on the measure of dividing a given network, a calculation example may highlight 
the cost relation for – statistically – avoiding one voltage dip. The example is based on an MV network 
with a length of 4.539 km, this one supplying 616.000 customers. Measurements conducted in the 30 
substations of this network show a mean value of 21,2 voltage dips per substation and year to be 
expected  and a statistical occurrence of 0,14 disturbances per km.  
 
2-busbar-operation enables a reduction of occurring voltage dips to a half, i.e. 10,1/substation, year. 
For enabling this kind of operation, costs of around 15,5 M€ or are to be afforded, for 30 Peterson coils 
and 8 transformers. By this measure, over the entire MV network, statistically 10,1 x 30 = 318 Voltage 
dips per year are avoided.  
 
Starting from this point and considering the overall effort of 15,5 M€, the costs for avoiding one voltage 
dip/year for every customer in the considered MV network would statistically amount to around 
15.500.000 : 318 = ~ 49.000,-- €. Without considering the costs for the transformers, this cost would 
amount to around € 25.000,--. 
 
Taking into account the over all costs of 15,5 M€ for the – statistical – avoidance of the reduction of 
the expectable number of voltage dips to a half, , these costs were equal to e. g. providing flywheel 
energy storage (1 MW, € 50.000,--/piece) for 320 enterprises or of flywheel energy storage  for 160 
enterprises (8 M€) + 1.500 smaller UPS (à € 300,--) during 50 years. 
 
Further options are given by the application of voltage stabilizers (dynamic voltage restorers -– DVR), 
with or without using energy storage units. These devices, normally expected to support the load for a 
short period, using heavy-duty batteries, super capacitors or other forms of energy storage such as 
high-speed flywheels, generates the missing part of the supply [106]. 
 
For shallow dips, where there is considerable retained voltage, so that energy is still available, but at 
too low voltage to be useful to the load, there are several established automatic voltage regulator 
technologies (automatic voltage stabilizers) [106]. 
 
They rely on generating full voltage from the energy still available at reduced voltage during a dip. 
Because there is no need for any stored energy mechanism, these devices can be used for long 
duration events. 
 
Attention is to be drawn to the selection of an automatic voltage stabilizer in a way to solve the 
particular problem without creating additional ones. E. g. an inappropriate connection of a ferro-
resonant stabilizer to the output of an inferior generator aiming at a reduction of voltage variations 
would result in the affection by frequency fluctuations of the inferior generator which would produce an 
AC voltage change of 1,5 % for each 1 % change of frequency. 
 
3.4.7.2 Customer’s installation/User oriented 
 
Opposite to the options for voltage stabilizing at MV network level, a well-proven measure to reduce 
the effect of voltage dips or short supply interruptions is the application of a UPS to retain the supply of 
the considered system at least for a time to arrange an orderly shutdown, so protecting the data, and 
therefore enabling the immediate re-start of the process after return of the supply.  
 
Such UPS cover a range from very small home user systems to huge systems for the protection of 
industrial processes. 
 
UPS  for home or small commercial applications, e. g. for the protection of PCs or smaller servers cost 
about € 300,--/piece. When considering cost aspects related to the protection of PCs respectively 
smaller EDP systems, for 2003, a number of PC shipments for Western Europe of 31,076,639 units is 
reported, and for 2004, a number of such shipments of 33,720, 772 units is forecasted [114]. 
 
For a huger 230/400 VAC UPS used in a customer’s installation, the following data may serve as an 
example for the features / costs: 
 
 Max. storageable energy: 2,7 MJ 
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 Bridgeable time at 100 % loss of supply: 1,4 s at 1.400 kVA, 2,8 s at 800 kVA 
 

 Purchase costs 1999: ~ 840.000 USD, operating costs per year: ~ 50.000,-- € 
 

 Effect: 126 successful carry overs within 55 months 
 
The effect of application of this UPS is to be evaluated by comparing the overal costs for purchaseing 
and operation with the costs to be expected due losses resulting from 126 events over the time, i. e. 
 

Expected costs = # Events x $/Event 
 
Alternatively, a buffering unit with electrolytic capacitor can be applied. Compared with UPS, buffering 
units are smaller, don’t need any maintenance and are cheaper. Operating without any battery, 
buffering units cause less problems at operation and dsiposal in general. 
 
DC-UPS or buffering unit should ensure 

- bridgeing of a voltage dip / supply interruption by delivery of Ersatz-current 
- notifying of the occurrence of a voltage dip / supply interruption to the supplied control unit for 
starting data storage for the case the reserve energy would be used up. 

 
3.4.7.3 Device oriented 
 
It is possible to cope with voltage dips / short supply interruptions by enhancing the immunity of 
electrical equipment and systems  from these phenomena – an option which most economically were 
to be used at designing equipment/systems. Sometimes the replacement of older existing equipment, 
systems or control units may be the most economic solution. 
 
See Brauner-Study. Typical supply dip characteristic and ITIC curve [115] 
 

 
Fig. 3.4.5 - Typical supply dip characteristic and ITIC curve 
 
3.4.8 Conclusions 
 
It appears as very costly to try to cope with the phenomena of voltage dips and short supply 
interruptions by improving the network performance. Through this way of solution, elimination of dips 
may be recognized as probably impossible. In some special cases, where the need justifies the 
expense, it may be possible to arrange for dual supplies that are derived from sufficiently separated 
parts of the grid as to be considered independent. 
 
Considering the different options for coping with voltage dips and short supply interruptions, Fig. 3.4.6 
[106] shows the given cost situations, being characterized by a steady increase of costs when moving 
frrom equipment through plant o infrastructure.  
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The cheapest solution appears to be consideration of dips and short supply interruptions at equipment 
design, with small effort per piece to make it resilient to the effects of dips and short interruptions. 
 
In most cases, some form of mitigation equipment is applied within the customer’s installation, due to 
the kind of equipment/system to be protected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.4.6 - ..... 
 
 
3.5.- EVALUATION OF HARMONICS COST IN PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
An electric power supply system is inherently passive in terms of the production of harmonics. 
Harmonic currents are mainly generated by loads having non-linear voltage-current characteristics, 
such as TV receivers, IT equipment or other appliances using switched-mode power supplies in the 
residential and commercial environment. Examples of industrial loads being a source of significant 
harmonic distortion are power converters (rectifiers), variable speed drives, induction furnaces, arc 
furnaces, etc.. The ratio of non-linear loads to linear loads has rapidly increased in recent years. 
 
Cumulative effects of harmonics can be of great significance in relation to conducted low frequency 
disturbances when considering mass-produced equipment. 
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Fig. 3.5.1 – Distorted wave: fundamental, 5th harmonic 
 
The evaluation of supplementary extra-costs due to harmonic components should be applied to 
transmission and distribution networks, basically to aerial lines and cables as well as transformers in 
substations or transformation centers from HV to MV and LV. 
 
The cost study should be based on the calculation of heating losses (Joule), insulation ageing and 
other secondary technical/economical effects. 
 
An inventory database should be needed for estimating losses at global level or by regional areas. 
 
For more general information concerning harmonics in equipment, see chapter 2.2 of this Guide: 
“Assessment of Financial Losses due to Inadequate Quality of Electricity Supply, case for harmonics”. 
 
The effects of harmonic distortion  on the electricity supply network are not instantly visible but can 
have serious consequences in the medium and long term, the most important ones being: 
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 causing equipment in both electricity users’ installations and the network to be subjected to 
voltages and currents at frequencies for which it was not designed. 

 
 derating of network equipment, such as cables and overhead lines, due to the additional harmonic 

load. 
 

 derating and overheating of transformers, particularly due to saturation effects in the iron core. 
 

 premature ageing of network equipment and consumer appliances, due to the exposure of e.g. 
insulation materials or electronic components to excessive harmonic currents.  

 
 additional Joule losses in the conductors. Du to harmonic currents the losses in the conductors 

are increased above the level due to the 50-Hz-current. 
 

 neutral conductor overload.  Due to the cumulative action of currents at harmonic orders of odd 
multiples of three , an excess amount of such harmonics might cause overload.  

 
 destruction of power factor correction capacitors in customers’ installations due to the amplification 

of the normal operating current, by resonance.   
 
3.5.1 Method of calculus of harmonic losses in power networks. Database used for calculation 
 
Accounting for the calculation of different types of harmonic losses throughout the power network, it 
should be taken into account the following steps. 
 
3.5.1.1 Joule losses in aerial and underground power networks 
 
This grows with the square of the growth of the harmonic voltage.  
 
Joule losses in aerial and underground power networks can be calculated according to the proposed 
simplified method as follows:  
 

LIZ
n

nnCU ⋅⋅= ∑
∞

=2

2ρ
 (kW)  x 3  x  10-3  x  8760 (h/year)  x  E (euros/kWh) =   $ euros/year 

 
where: 
ρCU = losses (quantified in euros/year) 
Zn = impedance harm. n (Ω/km) 
In = averaged current harm. n (A) 
L = total lengths of line (km) 
E = price energy (euros/kWh) 
The total ρCU value of the whole power system is then calculated by addition of partial ρCU values 
corresponding to different ranges of networks 
 
3.5.1.2 Losses in transformers 
 
According to paper [119] from Roger Bergeron, losses (kW) in transformers due to harmonic 
components could be calculated using the following algorithm: 
 
 

 
1

2
1 tg2

1
δπ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= VCfP od
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where: 
PN = total harmonic losses 
Pd1 = sinusoidal nominal losses 
V1 = fundamental voltage 
Vn = harmonic voltage of order n 
 
Calculation of PN individually can be onerous. Instead, a simplified method can be proposed based on 
the application of a simple algorithm by regrouping transformers according their size. 
 
3.5.1.3 Losses in generators 
 
In this case, it can be proposed to applied a similar method of calculus than that been applied for the 
case of transformers. 
 
According to paper [119], losses (kW) in generators and motors due to harmonic components could be 
applied using the following algorithm: 
 

Where: 
Pn = total harmonic losses 
PN = sinusoidal nominal losses 
V1 = fundamental voltage 
Vn = harmonic voltage of order n 
 
3.5.1.4 Dielectric losses in capacitor banks 
 
According to [119], losses (kW) in capacitors due to harmonic components could be applied using the 
following algorithm: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Where: 
Pd1 = losses at fundamental frequency (W) 
Pn = losses due to harmonic n component (W) 
f0 = frequency (hZ) 
C = capacity (F) 
V1 = fundamental component voltage (V) 
Vn = harmonic voltage of order n 
tgδ1 = dielectric losses factor at fundamental frequency 
n = order of harmonic 
 
3.5.1.5 Calculation of ageing of equipment in power networks 
 
The reduction of equipment useful life can be quantified in economic terms. 
 
The calculation can be based on the thermal evolution (determination of temperature growth du to 
harmonic Joule losses) of equipment. 
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3.5.1.6 Losses due to complaints with clients 
 
The calculation should be based on the cost of salary x person x hours dedicated to treat the problem 
with the client, in addition to the cost for transportation and measuring equipment investment. 
 
3.5.1.7 Other losses due to harmonics and their economical impact 
 
Accounting for the resonance phenomenon. Evaluation of its negative effects in power systems. 
 
Other factors to be considered. I.e., other losses due to harmonics and their economical impact. 
 
The cost of building extra production facility require for the harmonic losses should not be neglected. 
 
(more to be implemented) 
 
3.5.2 Example of practical cases 
 
See Appendix F 
 
 
3.6.- EVALUATION OF VOLTAGE VARIATIONS TOLERANCE BAND CHANGE IN PUBLIC 
DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): very important. but  … no solid research 
and data on that 
JOSE LUIS: to implement data of Vn 
PHILIPPE, MARIO: try find from EDF and HQ available information on cost evaluation … if any 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): JOSE LUIS to provisionally implementing part of doc. C4.107 059  
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To discuss 
 
Evaluation of voltage variations tolerance band in public distribution networks [120] 
 
For the purpose of this section, the term “voltage variations” is meant to describe slow variations of the 
supply voltage around the nominal voltage Un, under normal operating conditions within a range of Un 
+10/-10 % in Europe. 
 
Cenelec BT 109 has decided that until the year 2008 the acceptable range for low voltage is to be as 
specified in HD 472 S1 [121].  
 
Variations of supply voltage arise from the independent switching on and off of literally hundreds or 
thousands (in the case of networks) of items of utilisation equipment in each network, and are 
characterized by daily, weekly and seasonal cycles, which under normal operating conditions are 
within the range as set out in [121]. In that case, voltage variations are not supposed to adversely 
affect any equipment connected to the supply network, or to create annoyances to human beings. 
 
In some situations, however, the magnitude of the supply voltage could be outside that range, with 
possible unwanted consequences for equipment connected to the network. Examples for such 
situations are: 
 
 electricity supplies in remote areas with long lines, in which case the voltage might drop below the 

lower tolerance value 
 

 connection of dispersed generation units to the LV network, which involves the risk of raising the 
supply voltage above the upper tolerance value. 

 
If certain types of equipment, e. g. electric motors, are exposed to excessive undervoltages, this could 
result in a degradation of the performance or damage by overheating due to the additional current 
input. On the other hand, exposure of any type of equipment to excessive overvoltages has the 
possible consequence of reduced lifetime or damage. 
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In assessing supply voltage magnitude, measurement has to take place over a relatively long period of 
time to avoid the instantaneous effects on the measurement caused by individual load switching (e.g. 
motor starting, inrush currents) and faults. 
 
For these reasons the 10 min. r.m.s. value is used to characterize these slow variations with their 
associated long cycle times. Variations outside of these limits of shorter duration are characterized as 
voltage dips or overvoltages. 
 
(more to be implemented) 
 
3.6.1 Example of practical case 
 
See in Appendix H. 
 
 
3.7.- EVALUATION OF FLICKER COST IN PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
The voltage of an electrical network varies all the time under the influence of various switching on and 
off operations of electrical equipment connected to the supply network. 
 
The voltage variation can be slow or fast, depending on whether it is a progressive variation of the 
total load supplied by the grid, or it is an abrupt variation of a large load. 
 
The level of voltage variations emitted by an electrical equipment into the supply network to which it is 
connected depends on the network impedance. With increasing impedance, the level of voltage 
variations will increase. 
 
The variations of the voltage creates flicker, a perturbation which affects the lightning equipment and 
creates a impression of unsteadiness of the visual sensation. 
 
Complaints due to flicker are usually a localised problem. As a consequence, routine measurement 
campaigns are not carried out often. On the other hand, the available data confirm that the long term 
and short term flicker levels are commonly below those levels that might give rise to complaints. 
Values in excess of the EN 50160 value do occur, however. 
 
Especially in remote areas, flicker levels might increase up to critical values, as demonstrated by other 
measurement results. 
 
Given the localised nature of complaints arising from flicker, excessive flicker values tend to be found 
in the framework of measurements that are targeted specifically at areas of complaint.  
 
Given the immediate visibility of the phenomenon and the severe human discomfort that can be 
caused, each case of complaint must be taken very seriously. In order to prevent flicker becoming a 
widespread problem, appropriate emission limitation is essential,  with due allowance for the 
cumulative effect across the network levels (different from the harmonic cumulative effect) .  
 
(more to be implemented) 
 
 
3.8.- EVALUATION OF OTHER DISTURBANCES EXISTENT IN PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORKS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): transient overvoltages = stand by (no 
volunteers to work on this) 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): no input  
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To discuss 
 
 
(to be implemented) 
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CHAPTER 4.- STANDARDIZED PROPOSED METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS COST 
OF POWER QUALITY 
 
 
4.1.- GENERAL 
 
The methodology of PQ cost assessment can be proposed by several different approaches depending 
on sequence of information being collected and processed but also emphasizing some methodology 
components and or simplifying other aspects, all to arrive at required assessment accuracy level. It will 
be helpful to introduce some taxonomy for further considerations, first. 
  
4.1.1.- Critical Sectors 
  (which are in general PQ critical and demonstrate similar PQ sector sensitivity, for which the 
methodology can be potentially targetted  
 

Industrial sectors 
 

1. Automotive industry (NACE 34) 
2. Continuous or highly automated or precision manufacturing – not defined in other sector - 

metal products (NACE: 28 fabricate metal products  - except structure work 28.1 , 30 - office 
equipment, 31- electrical equipment, 32 – except 32.1 – RTV and telephony electronics, 33 – 
medical equipment) 

3. Food / Beverage (production processing and preserving, NACE 15)  
4. Glass, ceramics, cement, lime and stone (NACE 26)  
5. Manufacture of machinery (NACE 29 and 31)  
6. Metallurgy (NACE 27) 
7. Pharmaceutical ( NACE 24.4) 
8. Plastic and rubber (NACE 25)  
9. Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media (NACE 22) 
10. Pulp and Paper industry ( NACE 21) 
11. Refineries, chemical industry (NACE 23.2, 24 except 24.4) 
12. Textile (particularly preparation, spinning and manufacture NACE 17.1 and 17.5) 
13. Wood and wood products (particularly production of sheets, boards and panels NACE 20.2)  
14. Semiconductor industry (NACE 32.1) 

 
Services sectors 

 
1. Air transport  (NACE 62)  
2. Database activities e.g. hosting services (NACE 72.4)  
3. Financial intermediation (particularly central banking but also other general transactions, 

section J; NACE 65-67) 
4. Hospitals (NACE 85.1) 
5. Hotels (NACE 55.1) 
6. Railways (NACE 60.1) 
7. Telecommunication (NACE 64.2) 

 
4.1.2.- Cost Super Categories 
 

1. Production outage – the consequences of production process trip characterized by C1 and C2 
and partly C4 (restart cost) 

2. Equipment related costs (C3 and partly C4 – additional maintenance) 
3. Other and indirect cost     

 
4.1.3.- Cost Categories 
 (also section 1.1.2.3) - Operating consequences 
 

1. WIP loss, often referred to as production loss or production damage. This category includes 
this part of labour and material cost which has been inevitably lost. This category has two 
major components labour and material cost       
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2. Working capacity loss – basically quantifies efforts to make up this part of production which 
still can be repaired or reused 

3. Equipment related cost including its damage and expenses required to buy new equipment, 
necessary repair or cost to rent and run back up equipment if necessary      

4. Other related costs when quantification using above mentioned categories is not easily 
possible. These could be process slow down when it cannot reach its nominal efficiency 
including process restart cost, additional maintenance costs. 

5. Indirect costs e.g. consequences of late delivery like penalties to clients, extra compensation 
to personnel, cost of personnel or equipment evacuation, extra insurance cost 

6. Savings from unused resources (labour, energy, material)  
 
4.1.4.- PQ Phenomena  
  

1. Voltage sags and short interruptions   
2. Harmonics (current and voltage)   
3. Surges & transients   
4. Flicker  
5. Unbalance  
6. Earthing & EMC  

 
4.1.5.- Equipment: PQ source and  PQ affected  
 

1. Capacitors  
2. Contacts and relays  
3. Electric motors  
4. Electronic equipment  
5. Lighting equipment  
6. Processing equipment  
7. UPS uninterruptible power supplies  
8. VSD and other static converters  
9. Welding and smelting equipment 

 
4.1.6.- PQ Consequences 
 

1. Circuit breakers (incl. protective devices) nuisance tripping 
2. Capacitors damage 
3. Capacitors – dielectric loss 
4. Computers lock up  
5. Computers / other electronics damaged  
6. Data loss  
7. Electric shocks  
8. Lights flicker or dim  
9. Loss of synchronization of processing equipment  
10. Motors / process equipment - malfunction or damage 
11. Motors overheating – energy losses   
12. Noise interference to telecom lines  
13. Relays /contactors nuisance tripping  
14. Transformers / cables overheating with related energy losses,  
15. Premature aging and reliability loss of electrical equipment   
16. Overheating of neutral conductor in lines and transformers and related problems (e.g. 

transient overvoltage, RCD’s tripping, losses) 
 
4.1.7.- Solutions 
 

1. Backup generator  
2. Dynamic voltage restorers  
3. Harmonic filter  
4. Isolation transformers  
5. Line conditioners or active filters  
6. Multiple independent feeder  
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7. Oversizing equipment  
8. Shielding and grounding  
9. Site generation capable of substituting supply  
10. Static transfer switches  
11. Static Var Compensator  
12. Surge protectors on key pieces of equipment  
13. Uninterruptible Power Supply UPS devices  
14. Voltage stabilisers  

 
4.1.8.- Occurrence and Severity of Disturbances 
 

1. Standards and reported data (e.g. Unipede – DISDIP, IEEE, CEER reports) 
2. Historical data – from the public networks (T&D) published regularly by TSO or DSO (e.g. 

SAIFI, SAIDI, MAIFI, ENS, AIT)  
3. PQ measurement according to standards (e.g. EN50160) or other PQ logs 

 
Attention: system dips and customer dips 

 
4.1.9.- Equipment and Process Sensitivity – Probability of Process Trip (see Appendix A)  
 

1. Equipment manufacturer information on immunity and standards and limits (CBEMA, SEMI 
F47 curves) as raw data – definition of one single sensitivity chart  

2. In depth analysis of critical equipment (e.g. dip contours for PLC’s, power supplies, contactors 
and relays, process equipment – motors / inverters) – defining uncertainty and relation 
between different processes    

    
    
4.2.- DIRECT COST ASSESSMENT 
 
Direct cost assessment can be performed using a method of in depth interview with staff responsible 
for production like internal service, maintenance and if possible management responsible for site 
operation but also production cost issues. Basically it is performed by assessing cost categories {B 
and C} for every PQ phenomena {D}.  
 
This method was applied in LPQI PQ cost survey http://lpqi.org/custom/1035/england.htm uses the 
following formulas for cost assessment:       
 
4.2.1.- WIP  
 

WW. WIP (work in progress) lost - wasted due to process disruption. Material and labour wasted 
as a consequence of the particular PQ disturbance. 

 
When production and services (WIP) are wasted in part then only this part of WIP that will be 

unrecoverable shall be specified 
 
WW11  = Material + Labour  
(in general without overheads) both expressed in monetary value ($)  
 
and  
 
for the part of WIP that can be reused W2 to estimate these recovery costs - Labour needed 

to make up for lost production, sales, or services  (such as overtime pay, extra shifts, etc.) 
 
WW22  = LaborToRecover [hrs] x AvManHourRate 

 
4.2.2.- Process 
 

MM.. Equipment malfunctioning. If the equipment is affected by the particular power quality 
disturbance the consequence can be the slowing down of the company activity or that part of 
the production runs out of specification. 
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The value or estimate on an annual basis or value per single event  
 
MM11. The reason of process slow down is that the production process cannot reach its nominal 

efficiency because of it runs at a reduced rate (capacity or speed), necessary equipment 
restarts, resets, repeating operations, time needed for additional adjustments to and 
maintenance of equipment. If so what is the consequence of such a reduction to your activity 
due to the particular PQ disturbance.  

 
M1= (TotalTimeEquipMalf x %ActDecl x SalesValue) / TotalHrs  
where 
TotalTimeEquipMalf  - is the total time - annually - of the equipment malfunction, hrs 
%ActDecl   - is percentage of activity decline due to equipment malfunction, %   
SalesValue   - is the value of sold products or services, $   
TotalHrs   - is the total number of company working hours annually, hrs     
 
and 
 
MM22. The reason of the products running out of specification can be equipment loss of accuracy, 

“slips” in synchronization, multiple operation repetitions. If so, this is the value of products 
running out of specification and / or value of insufficient quality of products as a 
consequence of the particular PQ disturbance.   

 
M2 is expressed as Value of products running out of specification and / or value of insufficient 

quality of products – annually, $ 
 

4.2.3.- Equipment 
 

DD.. Equipment damage. If the equipment is affected by the particular power quality disturbance 
the consequence can be its damage, shortening of its lifetime, premature components wear 
out and need for additional maintenance or repair 

The value or estimate on an annual basis or value per single event  
 
DD11. Equipment damage direct costs. Cost of equipment being damaged (completely and 

scrapped) or cost of its repair as a direct consequence of the particular power quality 
disturbance in a year. If this is likely to happen less frequently than annually, specification of 
pro-rate of the cost to an annual equivalent (ie $100 over 2 years = $50 pa). This category 
typically includes transformers, capacitors, motors, cables, contactors, relays, protective 
equipment, electronic equipment and lighting bulbs.     

 
D1 is expressed as either: 
Equipment damage cost, $ 
 
and / or 
 
Cost to run and/or rent backup equipment if necessary and any other “D1” related costs 
 
DD22. Equipment life shortening. Cost of equipment premature replacement as a consequence of 

this particular PQ disturbance.   
 
D2 = LifeTimeRed x EquipValue 
where  
LifeTimeRed  - Average equipment life time reduction compared to designed lifetime which is a 

consequence of this particular  
    PQ disturbance, % 
EquipValue    - Total value (price of a new unit) of equipment affected, $ 
 
DD33. Additional maintenance costs because of excessive equipment components wear out as a 

consequence of this particular PQ disturbance. Usually this includes bearings if a machine is 
unbalanced due to distorted power, insulating, disconnecting and protective / signalling 
components. 
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D3 is expressed as Average cost of additional maintenance, $ 

4.2.4.- Harmonics – energy losses, billing   
 

EE. Electricity bill – harmonics – assesses on yearly basis only. Operating your non- linear loads 
or running your equipment from harmonics polluted network you may experience additional 
eddy currents, heat dissipation and consequently energy losses. It is however not easy to 
measure them (a full harmonic spectrum is needed). As an indication, a typical, large office 
environment generates ~50% extra losses in transformers. Other possible problems which 
may arise from harmonic pollution refer to the correct measurement of electrical energy 
consumption and problems with utility imposing penalties for harmonic pollution 

 
E is expressed as:  
- Additional cost of losses in site installation and equipment - yearly, $ 
and  
- Other costs related to problems caused by harmonics* (incorrect measuring and penalties 

from utility) - yearly, $  
 

4.2.5.- Other cost 
 

OO.. Other costs related to this particular PQ disturbance: 
The value or estimate on an annual basis or value per single event 
 
OO11 is expressed as: 
• Penalties due to contract non-delivery or late delivery  
• Environmental fines / penalties 
• Cost of evacuation of personnel and equipment (also external)  
• Costs of personnel injury (additional inability to work)  
• Increased insurance rates (equipment, personnel, liability)  
• Compensation paid out 
• Other – to be specified...  
and 
 
OO22. For flicker only. Annual basis only. Flicker can cause migraine and can be responsible for 

so called “sick building syndrome”. Could you estimate if and in what percentage flickering 
lights in your site reduces  personnel work efficiency? This can be defined for example as a 
comparison of staff error rates between flicker free and flicker environments, where (Pst, Plt) 
values exceed permissible limits.    

 
O2 = StaffEffRed x TotalLabCost      
 
where 
 
StaffEffRed  - is the average for the whole site reduction in staff work efficiency, % 
   or is expressed as the value of errors which can be attributed to flicker, $ 
 

4.2.6.- Savings 
 

SS. Savings. 
 
Note: It is likely that interrupted operations can save money or defer expenditure. This 

usually is defined in terms of “unused raw materials”, “unpaid wages for contracted/ 
temporary staff” or “savings for reduced energy usage”. 

 
Because of idle time resulting from PQ related disruption some “savings” are generated. The 

value of these savings as a consequence of the particular PQ disturbance can be:  
 
• Savings from unused materials or inventory, $  
• Savings from wages that were not paid, $  
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4.3.- POSSIBLE METHODOLOGIES 
 
Next charts and subsequent comments give schematic overview on possible methodologies presented 
in the guide, when possible, with appropriate references to the guide content. 
 

 
*values are indicatory only 
 
Comments:  
Charts from 1 to present more conventional approach where the methodology starts from the purpose 
and then goes to particular type of disturbance. Further the charts explain different steps required to 
achieve the final result which is PQ cost assessment at assumed accuracy.    
 
Chart no. 1 presents all methods, differentiated by method accuracy. Simply the most accurate 
method for anticipated costs exists for voltage sags presented in 3.4. and for some particular aspects 
in Appendix 1. This method is referred to as level 4 accuracy voltage sag method and according to 
Appendix 1 takes into account single event cost based on normalized CIC (customer interruption 
costs). Better idea would be to assess sag event cost according to Direct Cost Assessment method 
(this section) or 2.1 (more particularly 2.1.4.2). 
 
For other methods the idea is to advice on level of accuracy which is needed to meet the purpose of 
assessment, first. Secondly, different elements required to be analysed for all methods are presented 
by arrows and their directions.      
 
Charts 2 to 5, for simplicity reason only, present the chosen methods as separated            
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The chart below presents alternative method of PQ cost assessment. It applies to high or very high 
assessment accuracy requirement (3 or 4). In this methodology the focus is on precise assessment of 
consequences of PQ event, which is either production outage or consequence for equipment or other 
cost. Of course the consequence is a function of disturbance type and its severity but the effort is to 
normalize these relations. For this kind of method of anticipated PQ cost assessment the 
recommendation could be to hypothetically assess what will happen under forehand defined scenario. 
Of course the accuracy would be better if the historical, but deep post mortem PQ cost assessment 
can be used for calculation of single event cost. 
 
The disturbance occurrence aspect is assumed to be answered by in depth PQ data acquisition (and 
subsequent correlation between disturbance occurrence and severity and type of consequence). 
 
 
 
 
 

A2 Customer 
site 
characteristics

1. General PQ cost 
assessment; the actual 
value may vary by not 
defined factor  

2. PQ cost assessment to 
start undefined 
preventive / mitigation 
action; the actual value to 
be within 0 3* 3*

3. PQ cost assessment to 
decide about initiating 
specific investment 
analysis into different PQ 
mitigation techniques; the

4. PQ cost assessment to 
provide PQ cost side 
equation of specific 
investment analysis into 
different PQ mitigation

5. PQ cost post mortem 
analysis – actual loss 
calculation for the 
purpose of compensation 
etc

A - Company 
profile  

A0 - General electricity 
profile 
 
- Peak or 

H1 - 
OCCURENCE 
AND 
SEVERITY 
OF 
DISTURBAN
CE 
 
C i i f

I1- Process 
sensitivity 
 
- Equipm

ent 
immunity 

I2- Process 
sensitivity 
 
- Proven 

time 
correlation 

D2 Harmonics 
( t d

H2 - 
OCCURENCE 
AND 
SEVERITY OF 
DISTURBANC
E 
 
Voltage sags 
- Informa

tion from 
TSO / DSO, 

H3 -
OCCURENCE 
AND 
SEVERITY OF 
DISTURBANC
E 
 
All 
disturbances 
- PQ 

measuremen
l

D5 Surges & 
transients

D4 Flicker  D3 Unbalance  D6 Earthing & 
EMC

D1 Voltage sags 
d h t

D0 All  

Using 
equivalency 
models - factors

Using empirical 
relation 
between system 

Equipment sag 
sensitivity 
contours –

Definition of 
process trips 
interrelations

Cost assessment 
of single event 
E – Equipment

Cost assessment 
on annual basis 
(pro rata if not 
possible)

H 3.1 – 
Harmonic 

A1 Customer 
category – 
working hours

H 3.2 – 
Flicker Pst 

Cost assessment 
on annual basis 
(pro rata if not 
possible) 
Harmonics  
- Energy

Other aspects: 
Equipment 

Purpose of cost 
assessment – 

FINAL 
RESULT

Other aspects: 
Time value of 

U b l d t th ith

Direction 

Chart no 5 – methods ()D4, ()D5, 
()D6
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Finally the table below presents summary on analysed methodologies, pros and cons.  
 
Methodology 
description 

Application area Pros Cons 

Direct cost 
assessment -  

Post mortem analysis used 
(also) for future cost 
assessment  

The only way to have full 
picture of losses 

Not easy  
Not always 
representative 

Disturbance based 
methods 

Can be used for all 
disturbances, but effectively at 
practical level (4) only 
developed for voltage sags. 
Need to develop more concrete 
for other disturbances 
particularly harmonics.  
For accuracy levels 1 and 2 
(sags) very simple to use.   

Voltage sags – good 
covered  

Other than voltage sags 
methods still require 
development 

Consequences 
approach 

All disturbances 
 

More production site 
oriented 
Less models more 
practice 

Sometimes too 
hypothetical 
PQ measurement 
systems are in fast 
development and 
deployment but so far 
not so many open public 
experience  
Practical value not so 
much proven 

1. General PQ cost 
assessment; the actual 
value may vary by not 
defined factor  

2. PQ cost assessment to 
start undefined 
preventive / mitigation 
action; the actual value to 
be within 0 3* 3*

3. PQ cost assessment to 
decide about initiating 
specific investment 
analysis into different PQ 
mitigation techniques; the

4. PQ cost assessment to 
provide PQ cost side 
equation of specific 
investment analysis into 
different PQ mitigation

5. PQ cost post mortem 
analysis – actual loss 
calculation for the 
purpose of compensation 
etc

A - Company 
profile  

A0 - General electricity 
profile 
 
- Peak or 

G1 - 
OCCURENCE 
AND 
SEVERITY 
OF 
DISTURBAN
CE 
 
C i i f

H1- Process 
sensitivity 
 
- Equipm

ent 
immunity 

H2- Process 
sensitivity 
 
- Proven 

time 
correlation 

C2 Harmonics 
( t d

G2 - 
OCCURENCE 
AND 
SEVERITY OF 
DISTURBANC
E 
 
Voltage sags 
- Informa

tion from 
TSO / DSO, 

G3 - 
OCCURENCE 
AND SEVERITY 
OF 
DISTURBANCE 
 
All disturbances 
- PQ 

measurem
ent at least 1

C5 Surges & 
transients

C4 Flicker  C3 Unbalance C6 Earthing & 
EMC

C1 Voltage sags 
d h t

C0 All  

Using 
equivalency 
models - factors

Using empirical 
relation 
between system 

Equipment sag 
sensitivity 
contours –

Definition of 
process trips 
interrelations

Cost assessment 
of single event 
E – Equipment

Cost assessment 
on annual basis 
(pro rata if not 
possible)

G 3.1 –
Harmonic 

A1 Customer 
category – 
working hours

G 3.2 – 
Flicker Pst 

Cost assessment 
on annual basis 
(pro rata if not 
possible) 
Harmonics  
- Energy

Other aspects: 
Equipment 

Purpose of cost 
assessment – 

FINAL 
RESULT

Other aspects: 
Time value of 

Cost assessment 
of single event -  
B – Super

C cost categories

Chart no 6 -  consequences approach   
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CHAPTER 5A.- LPQI SURVEY PQ COST MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY 
 

 Questionnaire in 7 languages, internet based submission 
  http://lpqi.org/custom/1035/england.htm   
 
5A.1.- WIP 
 
W. WIP (work in progress) lost - wasted due to process disruption. Material and labour wasted as a 
consequence of the particular PQ disturbance. 
 
When production and services (WIP) are wasted in part then only this part of WIP that will be 
unrecoverable shall be specified 
 
W1 = Material + Labour  
(in general without overheads) both expressed in monetary value ($)  
 
and  
 
for the part of WIP that can be reused W2 to estimate these recovery costs - Labour needed to make 
up for lost production, sales, or services  (such as overtime pay, extra shifts, etc.) 
 
W2 = LaborToRecover [hrs] x AvManHourRate 
 
5A.2.- Process 
 
M. Equipment malfunctioning. If the equipment is affected by the particular power quality disturbance 
the consequence can be the slowing down of the company activity or that part of the production runs 
out of specification. 
The value or estimate on an annual basis or value per single event  
 
M1. The reason of process slow down is that the production process cannot reach its nominal 
efficiency because of it runs at a reduced rate (capacity or speed), necessary equipment restarts, 
resets, repeating operations, time needed for additional adjustments to and maintenance of 
equipment. If so what is the consequence of such a reduction to your activity due to the particular PQ 
disturbance.  
 
M1= (TotalTimeEquipMalf x %ActDecl x SalesValue) / TotalHrs  
where 
TotalTimeEquipMalf  - is the total time - annually - of the equipment malfunction, hrs 
%ActDecl   - is percentage of activity decline due to equipment malfunction, %   
SalesValue   - is the value of sold products or services, $   
TotalHrs   - is the total number of company working hours annually, hrs     
 
and 
 
M2. The reason of the products running out of specification can be equipment loss of accuracy, “slips” 
in synchronization, multiple operation repetitions. If so, this is the value of products running out of 
specification and / or value of insufficient quality of products as a consequence of the particular PQ 
disturbance.   
 
M2 is expressed as Value of products running out of specification and / or value of insufficient quality 
of products – annually, $ 
 
5A.3.- Equipment 
 
D. Equipment damage. If the equipment is affected by the particular power quality disturbance the 
consequence can be its damage, shortening of its lifetime, premature components wear out and need 
for additional maintenance or repair 
The value or estimate on an annual basis or value per single event  
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D1. Equipment damage direct costs. Cost of equipment being damaged (completely and scrapped) or 
cost of its repair as a direct consequence of the particular power quality disturbance in a year. If 
this is likely to happen less frequently than annually, specification of pro-rate of the cost to an annual 
equivalent (ie $100 over 2 years = $50 pa). This category typically includes transformers, capacitors, 
motors, cables, contactors, relays, protective equipment, electronic equipment and lighting bulbs.     
 
D1 is expressed as either: 
Equipment damage cost, $ 
 
and / or 
 
Cost to run and/or rent backup equipment if necessary and any other “D1” related costs 
 
D2. Equipment life shortening. Cost of equipment premature replacement as a consequence of this 
particular PQ disturbance.   
 
D2 = LifeTimeRed x EquipValue 
where  
LifeTimeRed  - Average equipment life time reduction compared to designed lifetime which is a 
consequence of this particular  
    PQ disturbance, % 
EquipValue    - Total value (price of a new unit) of equipment affected, $ 
 
D3. Additional maintenance costs because of excessive equipment components wear out as a 
consequence of this particular PQ disturbance. Usually this includes bearings if a machine is 
unbalanced due to distorted power, insulating, disconnecting and protective / signalling components. 
 
D3 is expressed as Average cost of additional maintenance, $ 
 
5A.4.- Harmonics – energy losses, billing 
   
E. Electricity bill – harmonics – assesses on yearly basis only. Operating your non- linear loads or 
running your equipment from harmonics polluted network you may experience additional eddy 
currents, heat dissipation and consequently energy losses. It is however not easy to measure them (a 
full harmonic spectrum is needed). As an indication, a typical, large office environment generates 
~50% extra losses in transformers. Other possible problems which may arise from harmonic pollution 
refer to the correct measurement of electrical energy consumption and problems with utility imposing 
penalties for harmonic pollution 
 
E is expressed as:  
- Additional cost of losses in site installation and equipment - yearly, $ 
and  
- Other costs related to problems caused by harmonics* (incorrect measuring and penalties from 
utility) - yearly, $  
 
5A.5.- Other cost 
 
O. Other costs related to this particular PQ disturbance: 
The value or estimate on an annual basis or value per single event 
 
O1 is expressed as: 

• Penalties due to contract non-delivery or late delivery  
• Environmental fines / penalties 
• Cost of evacuation of personnel and equipment (also external)  
• Costs of personnel injury (additional inability to work)  
• Increased insurance rates (equipment, personnel, liability)  
• Compensation paid out 
• Other – to be specified...  

and 
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O2. For flicker only. Annual basis only. Flicker can cause migraine and can be responsible for so 
called “sick building syndrome”. Could you estimate if and in what percentage flickering lights in your 
site reduces  personnel work efficiency? This can be defined for example as a comparison of staff 
error rates between flicker free and flicker environments, where (Pst, Plt) values exceed permissible 
limits.    
 
O2 = StaffEffRed x TotalLabCost      
 
where 
 
StaffEffRed  - is the average for the whole site reduction in staff work efficiency, % 
   or is expressed as the value of errors which can be attributed to flicker, $ 
 
5A.6.- Savings 
 
S. Savings. 
 
Note: It is likely that interrupted operations can save money or defer expenditure. This usually 
is defined in terms of “unused raw materials”, “unpaid wages for contracted/ temporary staff” 
or “savings for reduced energy usage”. 
 
Because of idle time resulting from PQ related disruption some “savings” are generated. The value of 
these savings as a consequence of the particular PQ disturbance can be:  
 

• Savings from unused materials or inventory, $  
• Savings from wages that were not paid, $  
• Savings on your energy bill, $ 

 
 
 
CHAPTER 5B.- CATEGORIES OF COSTS TO EVALUATE. PROPOSED ENQUIRY 
BY C4.107 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): ALICE (+ JOVICA) = presented a 
scheme/list (questionnaire doc. 063) of factors to consider for evaluate / calculate costs  
This should be a base for other members asking for get information in their own countries/utilities 
JOSE LUIS: to receive from every body available information derived from the “Alice+Jovica” 
scheme. 
PHILIPPE, BILL, DETMAR, BYRNE, MARIO: will fulfil this questionnaire (doc. C4.107 063 - The 
categories of costs that we would like to have 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008):. received questionnaire from BYRNE (doc. C4.107 071 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To discuss 
 
1. Costs incurred while answering/responding to customer PQ enquiries/complaints, 
including costs of: 

- Call centres 
- Responding crew 
- Inspection 
- Monitoring 
- Consultation 
- Mitigation 
- Follow-ups  

These do not have to be given as separate entries, or at least not all of them. 
 
2. Costs incurred to maintain/improve quality of supply 

- Fuse replacements (reliability) 
- Reclosing schemes (reliability) 
- Fast switching with instantaneous protection (voltage sags)  
- Pole and tower grounding improvements (voltage sag)   
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- Increased sectionalizing (reliability and voltage sags)  
- Surge arrestors and transient voltage surge suppressors (transients)  
- Lightning protection – shield wires (transients, voltage sags and reliability)  
- Conductor spacing modification (reduce faults)  
- Insulate/cover overhead conductors (reduce faults)  
- Underground cables (reduce faults) 
- Harmonic filters (harmonics) 
- Increase size of neutral conductor (harmonics) 
- Zigzag transformer (harmonics) 
- Redundant feeders (voltage sags, reliability) 
- Fault current limiting (voltage sags)   
- Capacitors for voltage regulation (voltage regulation) 
- FACTS devices (voltage regulation and other) 
- Animal guards (reduce faults)  
- Arc suppression coil earthing with time grading protection  
- Feeder design modification to increase reliability   
- Protection co-ordination modification to increase reliability 
- Loop schemes  
- New/replacement of old feeders/transformers to improve reliability and power quality 

These do not have to be given as separate entries, or at least not all of them. 
 
3. Maintenance costs 

- Tree trimming 
- Insulator washing 
- Cable and transformer maintenance 
- Switchgear maintenance (odrzavanje prekidaca) 

 
4. Costs to provide standard quality of supply to customer. 
All costs involved in order to provide a certain/standard quality of supply to a particular 
customer, which could be avoided if the customer was not connected to the network. 

- Switchgear (circuit breakers, ring main units, auto reclosers, switch disconnectors, 
sectionalizers, expulsion fuses) 
- Transformer 
- Cable 
- Overhead conductors (insulated, uninsulated, and covered) 
- Steel tower and wood pole structures (struktura dalekvodnih stubova I bandera) 

 
 
5B.1.- Power Quality Questionnaire ESB Networks 
 
 
Expenditure on Power Quality (All 

amounts in 
€M )  

    
 Network 
Operator 

ESB 
Networks 

 Number of customers 2.064.000 at end of 
2006 

     
    GWh distributed 24.873 during  

2006 
    

Expenditure Category 2007   Expenditure Estimate of 
Expeniture           

2005-2010 (5 Years) 

Comment 

   OPEX  CAPEX OPEX CAPEX 
   €M €M €M €M 

1 Response to voltage complaints 0,60 5,87 2,98 0  
    
 Handling 
calls at call 
centre 

 0,025 0 0,125 0 Apportionm
ent of Call 
Centre 
Csots 
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 Investigatin
g 
complaints 

 0,570 2,85 Estimated 
based on 
the number 
of 
compalints 
received 

 Reinforcing rural networks following valid 
compalint  5,87 

  

    
2 Improvements in Power  Quality 0 14,47 0 99,25  

    
 Install 
SCADA 
control at 
38/MV 
substations 

Improves 
reliability 

 
0,86 

5

 Reclosing & 
remote 
control 
switching 
on rurla MV 
feeders 

Improves 
reliability 

 
2,35 

10

 Splitting 
rural 
feeders 

Improves 
reliability 

 
1,22 

2,75

 Clashing 
reduction 
on rural 
overhead 
lines 

Reduces number of faults and 
voltage sags 

6,5 Part of 
remedial 
work on 
Approx 
6,500 km of 
MV line 

 Upgrading 
feeders 
form 10kV 
to 20kV 

Improves 
voltage 
regulation 

 10,05 75 Approx 
3,000km 
rural 
feeders 
upgraded to 
20kV in 
2007 

    
3 Maintenace Costs (relevant to Power 

Quality) 
16,53 0,00 82,60 0,00  

    
 Timber 
cutting on 
rural MV 
lines 

Reduces 
harmonic 
distortion or 
flicker  

 
13,81 

69,0

 Operational 
testing of 
circuit 
breakers 

Improves 
reliability 

 
0,34 

1,7 Provides 
assurance 
that breaker 
will operate 
if required 

 Circuit 
breaker 
maintenanc
e  

Improves 
reliability 

 
2,38 

11,9 Provides 
assurance 
that breaker 
will operate 
if required 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Basis for reported Expenditures Expenditure  Estimation 
of cost of 
investigati
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ng voltage 
complaints 

   2007 
   €M Complaints 

per annum 
 Call centre 
cost (gross) 

  
6,29 

    Average 
time spent 
investigatin
g each 
complaint  

 Area 
attendence 
cost  

  
10,43 

    Prime cost 
per network 
technician 
manday 

 Maintenanc
e costs 

  

    Overehad 
rate on time

 38kV timber 
cutting 

  
0,86 

 MV  & LV 
timber 
cutting 

  
12,95 

Annual 
expenditure 
on voltage 
complaints 

    
 110kV 
Stations 
Ops test 

  
0,13 

   38kV 
Stations 
Ops test 

  
0,21 

    
 110kV 
Plant 
overhaul 

  
0,61 

 38kV 
Stations 
plant 
overhaul 

  
1,77 

    
    
 Correction of Validated voltage complaints 

5,87 
  

    
 Continuity 
related 
expendifure 

  

 Split 
feeders 
only  

  
1,22 

 Installation of remote controlled reclosers & 
Soule switches 2,35 

  

 SCADA    
0,86 
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CHAPTER 6.- CONCLUSION 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007):  
Actual situation (Feb 2008):  
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): To propose text 
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APPENDIX 0: TERMS AND DEFINITIONS OF POWER QUALITY 
 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): moved from Clause 1.2.2 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): pending action 
 
From International Electrotechnical Vocabulary, Chapter 161: Electromagnetic compatibility. IEC 50 
(161): 1990 
 
Section 1 - Basic concepts 
 
Electromagnetic noise. A time–varying electromagnetic phenomenon apparently not conveying 
information and which may be superimposed on or combined with a wanted signal.  
 
Unwanted signal, undesired signal. A signal that may impair the reception of a wanted signal.  
 
Interfering signal. A signal that impairs the reception of a wanted signal.  
 
Electromagnetic disturbance. Any electromagnetic phenomenon which may degrade the 
performance of a device, equipment or system, or adversely affect living or inert matter. 
   
Note  – An electromagnetic disturbance may be an electromagnetic noise, an unwanted signal or a change in the propagation 
medium itself.  
 
Electromagnetic interference [EMI (abbreviation)]. Degradation of the performance of equipment, 
transmission channel or system caused by an electromagnetic disturbance. 
   
Note - The English words “interference” and “disturbance” are often used indiscriminately.  
 
Electromagnetic compatibility [EMC (abbreviation)]. The ability of an equipment or system to 
function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment without introducing intolerable 
electromagnetic disturbances to anything in that environment.   
 
(Electromagnetic) emission. The phenomenon by which electromagnetic energy emanates from a 
source.  
 
(Electromagnetic) radiation. The phenomenon by which energy in the form of electromagnetic 
waves emanates from a source into space.  Energy transferred through space in the form of 
electromagnetic waves.  
 
Note – By extension, the term “electromagnetic radiation” sometimes also covers induction phenomena.  
 
Inter – system inference. Electromagnetic interference in one system due to an electromagnetic 
disturbance produced by another system.  
 
Intra – system interference. Electromagnetic interference occurring in a system due to an 
electromagnetic disturbance produced within the same system.  
Natural noise. Electromagnetic noise having its source in natural phenomena and not generated by 
man – made devices.  
 
Man – made noise. Electromagnetic noise having its source in man-made devices.  
 
Degradation (of performance). An undesired departure in the operational performance of any device, 
equipment or system from its intended performance.   
 
Note – The term “degradation” can apply to temporary or permanent failure.  
 
Immunity (to a disturbance). The ability of a device, equipment or system to perform without 
degradation in the presence of an electromagnetic disturbance. 
  
(Electromagnetic) susceptibility. The inability of a device, equipment or system to perform without 
degradation in the presence of an electromagnetic disturbance.   
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Note – Susceptibility is a lack of immunity.  
 
Section 2 – Disturbance waveforms 
 
Transient (adjective and noun). Pertaining to or designating a phenomenon or a quantity which 
varies between two consecutive steady states during a time interval short compared with the time–
scale of interest.  
 
Pulse. An abrupt variation of short duration of a physical quantity followed by a rapid return to the 
initial value.  
 
Impulse. A pulse that, for a given application, approximates a unit pulse or a Dirac function.  
 
Spike. A unidirectional pulse of relatively short duration.  
 
Burst (of pulses or oscillations). A sequence of a limited number of distinct pulses or an oscillation 
of limited duration.  
 
Impulsive noise. Noise which, when incident on a particular equipment, manifests itself as a 
succession of distinct pulses or transients.  
 
Impulsive disturbance. Electromagnetic disturbance which, when incident on a particular device or 
equipment, manifests itself as a succession of distinct pulses or transients.  
 
Continuous noise. Noise the effects of which on particular equipment cannot be resolved into a 
succession of distinct effects.  
 
Continuous disturbance. Electromagnetic disturbance the effects of which on a particular device or 
equipment cannot be resolved into a succession of distinct effects.  
 
Discontinuous interference. Electromagnetic interference occurring during certain time intervals 
separated by interference–free intervals.  
 
Random noise. Noise the values of which at given instants are not predictable.  
 
Fundamental (component). The component of order 1 of the Fourier series of a periodic quantity.  
 
Harmonic (component). A component of order greater than 1 of the Fourier series of a periodic 
quantity.  
 
Harmonic number Harmonic order. The integral number given by the ratio of the frequency of a 
harmonic to the fundamental frequency.  
 
Nth harmonic ratio. The ratio of the r.m.s. value of the nth harmonic to that of the fundamental 
component.  
 
Harmonic content. The quantity obtained by subtracting the fundamental component from an 
alternating quantity.  
 
Fundamental factor. The ratio of the r.m.s. value of the fundamental component to the r.m.s. value of 
an alternating quantity.  
 
(Total) harmonic factor. The ratio of the r.m.s. value of harmonic content to the r.m.s. value of an 
alternating quantity.  
 
Pulsating. Applies to a periodic quantity of non–zero mean value.  
 
Ripple content, Alternating component. The quantity derived by removing the direct component 
from a pulsating quantity.  
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Peak – ripple factor. The ratio of the peak-to-valley value of the ripple content to the absolute value of 
the direct component of a pulsating quantity.  
 
R.m.s. – ripple factor. The ratio of the r.m.s. value of the ripple content to the absolute value of the 
direct component of a pulsating quantity.  
 
Section 3 – Interference control related terms 
 
Level (of a time varying quantity). A mean or otherwise weighted value of a time varying quantity, 
such as a power or a field quantity, evaluated in a specified manner during a specified time interval.   
 
Note – The level of a quantity may be expressed in logarithmic units, for example in decibels with respect to a reference value.  
 
Mains–borne disturbance. Electromagnetic disturbance conducted to a device via the lead 
connecting it to a power supply.  
 
Mains immunity. Immunity from mains–borne disturbance.  
 
Mains decoupling factor. The ratio of a voltage applied at a specified point of the mains to a 
corresponding voltage applied at a specified input port of a device that yields the same disturbing 
effect to that device.  
 
Internal immunity. Ability of a device, equipment or system to perform without degradation in the 
presence of electromagnetic disturbance appearing at its normal input terminals or antennas.  
 
External immunity. Ability of a device, equipment or system to perform without degradation in the 
presence of electromagnetic disturbances entering other than via its normal input terminals or 
antennas.  
 
Limit of disturbance. The maximum permissible electromagnetic disturbance level, as measured in a 
specified way.  
 
Limit of interference. Maximum permissible degradation of the performance of a device, equipment 
or system due to an electromagnetic disturbance. Notes -  Because of the difficulty of measuring 
interference in many systems, frequently the term “limit of the interference” is used in English instead 
of “limit of disturbance”  
 
(Electromagnetic) compatibility level The specified maximum electromagnetic disturbance level 
expected to be impressed on a device, equipment or system operated in particular conditions.   
 
Note – In practice the electromagnetic compatibility level is not an absolute maximum level but may be exceeded by a small 
probability.  
 
Emission level (of a disturbing source). The level of a given electromagnetic disturbance emitted 
from a particular device, equipment or system, measured in a specified way.  
 
Emission limit (from a disturbing source). The specified maximum emission level of a source of 
electromagnetic disturbance.  
 
Emission margin. The difference between the electromagnetic compatibility level and the emission 
limit for a device, equipment or system.  
 
Immunity level. The maximum level of a given electromagnetic disturbance incident on a particular 
device, equipment or system for which it remains capable of operating at a required degree of 
performance.  
 
Immunity limit. The specified minimum immunity level.  
 
Immunity margin. The difference between the immunity limit of a device, equipment or system and 
the electromagnetic compatibility level.  
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(Electromagnetic) compatibility margin. The difference between the immunity level of a device, 
equipment or system and the emission limit from the disturbance source.  
 
Coupling factor. The ratio of an electromagnetic quantity, usually voltage or current, appearing at a 
specified location of a given circuit to the corresponding quantity at a specified location in the circuit 
from which energy is transferred by coupling.  
 
Coupling path. The path over which part or all of the electromagnetic energy from a specified source 
is transferred to another circuit or device.  
 
Disturbance suppression. Action which reduces or eliminates electromagnetic disturbance.  
 
Interference suppression. Action which reduces or eliminates electromagnetic interference.   
 
Suppressor, Suppression component. A component specially designed for disturbance 
suppression.  
 
Screen. A device used to reduce the penetration of a field into an assigned region.  
 
Electromagnetic screen. A screen of conductive material intended to reduce the penetration of a 
varying electromagnetic field into an assigned region.  
 
Section 4 – Measurements 
 
Disturbance voltage, interference voltage (deprecated in this sense). outage produced between two 
points on two separate conductors by an electromagnetic disturbance, measured under specified 
conditions.  
 
Disturbance field strength, [interference field strength (deprecated in this sense)].- The field 
strength produced at a given location by an electromagnetic disturbance, measured under specified 
conditions.  
 
Disturbance power, [interference power (deprecated in this sense)]. Electromagnetic disturbance 
power, measured under specified conditions.   
 
Reference impedance. An impedance of specified value used in the calculation or measurement of 
the electromagnetic disturbance caused by an appliance.  
 
Differential mode voltage, symmetrical voltage. The voltage between any two of a specified set of 
active conductors.  
 
Common mode voltage, asymmetrical voltage. The mean of the phasor voltages appearing 
between each conductor and a specified reference, usually earth of frame.  
 
Common mode conversion. The process by which a differential mode voltage is produced in 
response to a common mode voltage.  
 
Bandwidth (of an emission or signal). The width of the frequency band outside which the level of 
any spectral component does not exceed a specified percentage of a reference level.  
 
Section 5 – Power controls and supply network impedances 
 
Input power control. The regulation of the electric power supplied to an apparatus, machine or 
system to achieve the required performance.  
 
Output power control. The regulation of the electric power supplied from an apparatus, machine or 
system to achieve the required performance.  
 
Cyclic on/off switching control. A power control which operates to switch the supply to an 
equipment on and off in a repetitive manner.  
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Program (of a control system). A set of command and information signals necessary for the 
achievement of a specific sequence of operations.  
 
Multicycle control (by half-cycles). The process of varying the ratio of the number of half-cycles of 
current conduction to the number of half-cycles of non-conduction 
 
Note – The various combinations of times of conduction and non-conduction enable, for example, the average power supplied to 
the controlled load to be varied.  
 
Synchronous multi-cycle control. Multi-cycle control in which the starting and stopping instants of 
the conduction intervals are synchronized with respect to the instantaneous values of line voltage.  
 
Burst firing control. Synchronous multi-cycle control in which the starting instant is synchronized at 
voltage zero and current flows for an integral number of complete half cycles.  Note – Burst-firing 
control is employed with resistive loads.  
 
Generalized phase control. The process of varying, within the cycle or half cycle of the supply 
voltage, the time interval or intervals during which current conduction occurs.  
 
Phase control. The process of varying, within the cycle or half cycle of the supply voltage, the instant 
at which current conduction begins; in this process the conduction ceases at or about the passage of 
current through zero.  Note – Phase control is a particular case of generalized phase control.  
 
Delay angle. The phase angle by which the starting instant of current conduction is delayed by phase 
control.  Note – The delay angle can be either constant or variable and is not necessarily intended to 
be the same for positive and negative half cycles.  
 
Symmetrical control (single phase). Control by a device designed to operate in an identical manner 
on the positive and negative half cycles of an alternating voltage or current.  
  
Note – On the basic of identical positive or negative half cycles of the input source:  
generalized phase control is symmetrical if the current waveform is the same for both positive and negative half cycles; multi-
cycle control is symmetrical if within each conduction period the number of positive and negative half cycles is equal. 
 
Asymmetrical control (single phase). Control by a device designed to operate in a different manner 
on the positive and negative half cycles of an alternating voltage or current.   
 
Notes: 
 
1 – Generalized phase control is asymmetrical if the current waveform is not the same for both positive and negative half cycles. 
 
2 – Multi-cycle control is asymmetrical if within each conduction period the number of positive and negative half cycles is 
unequal.  
 
Cycle. The complete range of states or of values through which a phenomenon or a set of quantities 
passes in a given repeatable order.  
 
Cycle of operation. A series of operations that may be repeated at will or automatically.  
 
Point of common coupling, [PCC (abbreviation)]. The point of the public supply network, 
electrically nearest to a particular consumer’s installation, and at which other consumers’ installations 
are, or may be, connected.  
 
Supply system impedance. The impedance of the supply system as viewed from the point of 
common coupling.  
 
Service connection impedance. The impedance of the connection from the point of common 
coupling up to the user’s side of the metering point.  
 
Installation wiring impedance. The impedance of the wiring between the user’s side of the metering 
point and a particular outlet.  
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Appliance impedance. The output impedance of an appliance as seen from the end of the flexible 
cord remote from the appliance.  
 
Section 6 – Voltage changes and flicker 
 
Voltage change. A variation of the r.m.s. or peak value of a voltage between two consecutive levels 
sustained for definite but unspecified durations.  
 
Relative voltage change. The ratio of the magnitude of a voltage change to a rated voltage.  
 
Duration of a voltage change. Interval of time for the voltage to increase or decrease from the initial 
value to the final value.  
 
Voltage change interval. Interval of time which elapses from the beginning of one voltage change to 
the beginning of the next voltage change.  
 
Voltage fluctuation. A series of voltage changes or a cyclic variation of the voltage envelope.  
 
Voltage fluctuation waveform. The envelope of the peak voltages as a function of time.  
 
Magnitude of a voltage fluctuation. The difference between the maximum and minimum values of 
r.m.s. or peak voltage during a voltage fluctuation.  
 
Rate of occurrence of voltage changes. The number of voltage changes occurring per unit of time.  
 
Voltage unbalance, Voltage imbalance. In a poly-phase system, a conduction in which the r.m.s. 
values of the phase voltages or the phase angles between consecutive phases are not all equal.  
 
Voltage dip. A sudden reduction of the voltage at a point in an electrical system followed by voltage 
recovery after a short period of time from a few cycles to a few seconds.  
 
Voltage surge. A transient voltage wave propagating along a line or a circuit and characterized by a 
rapid increase followed by a slower decrease of the voltage.  
 
Commutation notch. A voltage change, with duration much shorter than the a.c. period, which may 
appear on an a.c. voltage due to the commutation process in a converter.  
 
Flicker. Impression of unsteadiness of visual sensation induced by a light stimulus whose luminance 
or spectral distribution fluctuates with time.  
 
Flicker meter. An instrument designed to measure any quantity representative of flicker.  
 
Threshold of flicker perceptibility. The minimum value of a fluctuation of luminance or of spectral 
distribution which gives rise to a flicker perceptible to a specified sample of the population.  
 
Threshold of a flicker irritability. The maximum value of a fluctuation of luminance or of spectral 
distribution which gives rise to a flicker tolerated without discomfort by a specified sample of the 
population.  
 
Fusion frequency, Critical flicker frequency. Frequency of alternation of stimuli above which flicker 
is not perceptible, for a given set of conditions.  
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APPENDIX A (of chapter 2) 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): C4.107 055 Appendix A, B and C 
Possibly to subdivide into three subchapters: 
A1: Voltage dips costs calculation 
A2: Study results 
A3 Discussion 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): no comments. Appendix divided in three parts. (29Feb 2008): 
Corrections by Bill and Jovica 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): discussion / review 
 
A1.- VOLTAGE DIPS COST CALCULATION 
 
Overview of Interruption Cost Calculation 
 
The evaluation of customer outage costs (COC) for a particular service area utilizes three models [25] 
- System model which describes the performance of the power system serving the area, Load model 
describing the load connected in the service area at various load points and Cost model representing 
the costs due to supply interruptions as a function of interruption duration for a particular customer 
mix. 
 
Since the duration of supply interruptions at load points are decided by the operating time of protective 
devices, isolation and switching times of sectionalizing switches and/or repair time of the faulty 
component, the method of Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) [77] is used for preparing the 
system model. This method centers on randomly sampling the UP and DOWN times of each 
component to produce a simulated sequence of component UP and DOWN times. Then the individual 
failure modes and their effects are evaluated at various load points by combining the simulated 
sequences of various components between a fault point and the load point of interest, taking into 
account whether the components are connected in series and/or meshed/parallel with each other. The 
Monte-Carlo simulation is used for this purpose.  In case of series (radial) system, the failure of a 
single component causes supply interruption at the load point whereas meshed/parallel systems 
require considering the overlapping failures of the components. After failure modes and effect 
analysis, a system model is obtained in terms of a failure rate, average outage duration and annual 
outage time at each load point as illustrated in Table A-I for two arbitrary selected buses in the system. 

 
TABLE A-I: SYSTEM MODEL 

Index Bus “n” Bus “k” 

λλ  ((ffaauullttss//yyrr)) 0.48 0.46 

r (hours) 0.95 0.99 

U (hours/ yr) 0.46 0.46 

 
A load model used can be in the form of either average load or actual time-dependant load curves at 
each load point. This is used to obtain the annual energy consumed and peak demands for a 
customer or sector at given load point. A typical load model is as shown in Table A-II [25,78].  
 

TABLE A-II: LOAD MODEL 

Sector y E (MWh) Pmax 
(MW) 

Load 
Factor 

Residential 8700 2.43 0.409 
Commercial 14600 3.97 0.420 

Industrial 9800 2.00 0.559 
Total 33100 8.40 0.450 

 
The preparation of the cost model requires the customer survey of the service area to collect 
perceived costs of interruptions of various durations for the customer mix supplied. The cost model is 

Comentario [JLGI70]: I am 
not sure if  these are really typical? 
What load factor means? 
Capacity[MVA] x cos phi x 
(load/load max average) annually, 
where; at transformer, feeder, 
counter? The same question may 
apply about how representative are 
values from table AIII where I 
think typically the characteristic is 
more flat while values are higher 
(~100 times of cost of energy 
unsupplied for 1 hour interruption 
would give ~ 5 pounds)     
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then prepared for each load point in the area as the normalized costs due to supply interruptions as a 
function of interruption duration. A typical cost model is shown in Table A-III [25,78]. 

 
TABLE  A-III: COST MODEL 

Duration (ri) C(ri) (£/MWh) 
Mom. 0.50 
1 min. 0.52 

20 min. 1.34 
1h 2.84 
4h 9.32 
8h 17.2 

24h 22.91 
 
Using the above models, the COC at a load point j supplying ny sectors can be calculated as follows: 

1
( )

ny

j jy j j j
y

COC E C r λ
=

⎛ ⎞
= × ×⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑  (in £)         (A-1) 

 
where Ejy is the annual energy consumed by sector y.  
 
A summation of the COC at all the relevant load points b of a service gives the annual COC due to 
supply interruptions SCOC as follows: 

b

j
j b

SCOC COC
∈

=∑       (in £)                (A-2) 

 
I Voltage Sag Costs Calculation 
 
The evaluation of the impact of voltage sags at particular site in the network involves three basic steps 
- fault-analysis, voltage sag analysis and economic analysis.   
 
In fault analysis, the method of fault-positions [79] is used in which various types of faults (symmetrical 
and asymmetrical) are simulated at numerous locations throughout the system network and 
corresponding expected voltage magnitudes and durations (assuming 100% reliable primary 
protection, i.e., the duration of voltage sags is determined by the primary protection settings) are 
determined at various network buses. 
 
In subsequent voltage sag analysis performed at a point-of-common-coupling (PCC), the frequency of 
sags of specified sag magnitude and duration over a period of interest is determined by associating it 
with the historical fault performance (fault per km per year) of all network buses, overhead lines and 
underground cables.   
 
This information is generally available from historic data obtained through long term monitoring at 
respective locations in the network. The corresponding duration of voltage sags depends on fault-
clearing times of protective devices used in the power system network. (In this analysis it is assumed 
that the primary protection is 100% reliable and that all the faults are cleared by the primary 
protection.)    
 
The final and the most crucial step for the economic assessment of power quality requires the 
information about the consequences of expected voltage sags on the performance of industrial 
processes. In order to determine whether the equipment will trip/malfunction or ride-through the sag of 
specified magnitude and duration, expected voltage sags are compared with the sensitivity of process 
equipment connected at a given bus. This procedure requires preparing a sag performance chart for a 
particular bus in the system and coordination of the customer equipment responses with these voltage 
sags on a single graphic display [80]. For this purpose, the precise information about the equipment 
sensitivity is required for the accurate quantification of their nuisance trips due to voltage sags. The 
information about the equipment sensitivity may be gathered from the equipment manufacturer or by 
testing.  The testing of each and every piece of equipment is neither justifiable nor possible. Therefore, 
sensitive industrial equipments are classified into various equipment categories based on equipment-
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types and then the testing is performed on a suitable number of equipments picked up randomly from 
each category. However, even though the equipment may belong to the same equipment category, it 
might not exhibit the same sensitivity to voltage sags [81]. This makes it difficult to develop a single 
standard that defines the sensitivity of process equipment.  In addition to this, it is also possible that a 
process may be disrupted due to tripping of individual equipment or it may require the tripping of a 
group of equipments depending upon their interconnections. Therefore, for any assessment of 
financial losses incurred in a customer facility due to voltage sags, the precise counting of process (not 
individual equipment) trips is essential. The probabilistic assessment of the number of process trips 
incorporates the uncertainty coupled with the equipment sensitivity as well as the uncertainty 
associated with possible connections of various equipments involved in an industrial process. The only 
way to deal with those uncertainties is to apply probabilistic calculations relying on expert advice and 
limited number of field/laboratory tests related to equipment/process sensitivity to voltage sags.  
 
The main emphasis of this example, therefore, is to suggest a probabilistic approach for precise 
quantification of process trips incorporating the uncertainty involved with equipment sensitivity and 
consequently with the process sensitivity.  
 
A. Overview of equipment sensitivity  
 
 The equipment sensitivity to voltage sags is usually expressed only in terms of the magnitude and 
duration of voltage sag. For this purpose, the rectangular voltage-tolerance curve (as shown in Fig. A-
1) is used. It indicates that voltage sag deeper than the specified voltage magnitude threshold (Vmin) 
and longer than the specified duration threshold (Tmax) will cause malfunction (or trip) of the 
equipment.  However, in practice, some equipment like motor-contactors and household electronics 
items has non-rectangular voltage tolerance characteristics [82-85]. Other two parameters, which may 
be detrimental to sensitivity of some of the industrial equipments (though to a lesser extent than 
voltage sag magnitude and duration) such as motor-contactors, are point-on-wave of sag initiation and 
phase-shift during the sag [79, 83-85].  
 

 
Fig A-1. Equipment Voltage-Tolerance Curve 

 
The information about the sensitivity of individual equipment can be obtained either from the equipment 
manufacturer, standards available or through laboratory tests. In case of non-availability of prior 
information, testing is the most reliable and efficient way to identify equipment sensitivity to voltage 
sags. However, determining equipment sensitivity is the most difficult task when analyzing voltage sag 
concerns as different categories of industrial equipment have different sensitivities to voltage sags [79]. 
Furthermore, in case of testing it is not reasonable to test all the sensitive equipments in customer 
facilities. Therefore, equipments are classified into various categories based on device type.  
 
Testing of an adequate number of devices representing one equipment category justifies 
generalization of the acquired results. Since different brands of the same equipment type and even 
different models of the same brand often have different sensitivity, a typical sensitivity data with 
appropriate statistical deviation and error parameters can be determined for the equipment type. The 
sensitivity information so obtained needs to be updated continuously as and when more test results 
become available. 
 
B. Uncertainty involved with equipment sensitivity  
 

Comentario [JLGI71]: Very 
true
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After laboratory tests, when the voltage-tolerance characteristics of all the equipments from the same 
equipment type are drawn on a two-dimensional (magnitude/duration) chart, it is found that all the 
equipments belonging to a particular equipment category do not exhibit same sensitivity against 
voltage sags [82-87]. Even the same equipment acquires different sensitivities depending on power 
system conditions and loading of the equipment. However, all equipment-types except motor-
contactors exhibit, more or less, perfect rectangular characteristics. Voltage magnitude-threshold and 
duration-threshold of three equipment types namely PLCs, ASDs and PCs may vary between Vmin and 
Vmax and between Tmin and Tmax, respectively. The values of these parameters (obtained in tests) are 
different for different categories of equipments. The Vmin and Vmax are 30% and 90%, respectively for 
PLCs [86, 88], 46% and 63%, respectively for PCs [87], and 59% and 71%, respectively for ASDs [82], 
and corresponding Tmin and Tmax are 20ms and 400ms for PLCs, 40ms and 205ms for PCs, and 15ms 
and 175ms for ASDs, respectively.  
 
Therefore, the voltage-tolerance curves of these equipments may occur anywhere inside the shaded 
region on Voltage sag magnitude v/s duration chart shown in Fig. A-2, such that the knee point of 
curve always remains inside sub-region C. 

 
 

Fig. A-2. The region of uncertainty for sensitivity curves of PCs, PLCs and ASDs 
 
Similarly, the area of uncertainty related to the ac contactors’ sensitivity can be represented by the 
shaded region shown in Fig. A-3. Their voltage tolerance curves may appear any where in the shaded 
region acquiring non-rectangular form for 00 point-on-wave of sag initiation and rectangular form for 
900 point-on-wave of sag initiation [83-85].  
 

 
 

Fig A-3. Probable regions for voltage-tolerance curve of contactors 
 
(Note: To simplify the calculations without any loss of generality, the characteristics obtained with 00 
point-on-wave of sag initiation is modified as shown with dotted line in Fig. A-3). 
 
C. Counting of process trips 
 
The quantification of expected process trips due to voltage sags over a specified period of time 
requires the knowledge about the mutual connection of sensitive equipments that control the process. 
Sometimes, tripping of a single equipment may disrupt a complete industrial process, i.e., it is a non-
redundant system from reliability point of view and therefore, all the participating equipments are 
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assumed to be connected in series. On the other hand, the process might be disrupted only when 
more than one equipment mal-function/trip, i.e., sufficient redundancy is present which can be 
represented with the parallel connection of participating equipments. Therefore, the response of a 
complete process against voltage sag will depend strongly on the response of individual equipment/ 
equipment-type participating in the process. The overall probability of process trip can be determined 
by knowing the probability of trip of individual equipment and their mutual connections. For example, 
consider a simple process consisting of four sensitive devices having mutual connections as shown in 
Fig. A-4. 

 
Fig. A-4. Typical connections of sensitive equipments participating in a process 

 
The overall probability of process trip is given by 
 

( ) ( ) ( )4321 1111 ppppPtrip −⋅−⋅−−=                (A-3) 
 
where pi,  (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the cumulative probability of tripping of ith device. In general, the probability 
of a process trip can be written as 
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where m is the number of series connected equipment/equipment groups and n is the number of 
parallel-connected equipments in ith equipment group. jip , is the cumulative probability of tripping of jth 
equipment of the ith serially connected equipment group. The reason for considering cumulative 
probability (instead of probability) of equipment trip jip ,  is as discussed below.  

 

 
Fig. A-5. Expected behavior of sensitive equipment against voltage sags of different characteristics 

 
There is an uncertainty involved with equipment sensitivity (as discussed in the previous section) as 
equipment may not have a single sensitivity curve but a family of curves inside the region of 
uncertainty associated with the equipment-type. A piece of equipment may have any voltage-tolerance 
characteristic inside permissible range. This paves way for the stochastic assessment of likelihood of 
equipment having a particular sensitivity inside the permissible range at the time of occurrence of 
voltage sag and consequential impact on the equipment operation. Let us consider six different 
voltage sag events namely, A1, A2, B, C1, C2 and C3 on the voltage sag chart as depicted in Fig. A-5. 
It is obvious from the figure that voltage sags A1 and A2 will not cause any malfunction or trip of the 
equipment and therefore the probability of equipment trip is zero. Similarly, voltage sag event ‘B’ will 
certainly cause the tripping of the equipment and hence the probability of the equipment trip is unity. 
However, the behavior of the equipment for voltage sags C1-C3 will depend on the actual sensitivity 
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characteristics of the equipment at the time of these voltage sags.  It implies that there is a certain 
probability of equipment either surviving these voltage sags or tripping when exposed to them. In the 
case of voltage sag ‘C1’, any sensitivity characteristics occurring on the left of voltage sag ‘C1’ will 
result in equipment trips. Therefore, we have to consider the probability of all these sensitivity 
characteristics. This can be taken care of by considering the cumulative probability in such a way that 
its value increases gradually from zero (for the left-most characteristic, i.e., left hand side thick solid 
line) to one (corresponding to the right-most characteristic, i.e., right hand side thick solid line). 
Similarly, all the sensitivity characteristics occurring above the voltage sag ‘C2’ will lead to tripping of 
the equipment and thus, we have to consider cumulative probability (instead of probability) of 
occurrence of these characteristics such that its value increases from zero (corresponding to top-most 
characteristic, i.e., left hand side thick solid line) to unity (corresponding to bottom-most characteristic, 
i.e., right hand side thick solid line). In the case of voltage sag ‘C3’, all the characteristics falling on the 
left and above ‘C3’ will cause the tripping of the equipment. 
 
Having in mind previous discussion, the variation in equipment sensitivity can be represented in terms 
of uni-variate random variable (T) in sub-region A, uni-variate random variable (V) in sub-region B and 
bivariate random variable (T, V) in sub-region C (see Fig. A-2) where T and V are assumed to be two 
statistically independent discrete random variables. T is the voltage duration-threshold varying 
between Tmin and Tmax (determined by the protection settings) and V is the voltage magnitude-
threshold varying between Vmin and Vmax. Therefore if pX(T) and pY(V)  are the probability distribution 
functions for random variable T and V respectively, then the joint probability distribution function for the 
bivariate random variable (T, V) in sub-region C is given by Bayes rule [89] as follows: 
 

pXY (T,  V)  =  pX(T) pY(V);                             (A-5) 
 

maxmin TTT ≤≤ , maxmin VVV ≤≤    
 
The general trend of sensitivity (e.g. high, moderate, uniform or good ride-through) of a particular 
equipment or equipment-type can be represented by assuming various types of probability density 
functions [90] in the sub-regions of uncertainty for one/two random variable(s), i.e., voltage threshold V 
and/or duration threshold T. For example, two types of sensitive behavior – highly sensitive and 
moderately sensitive are considered in this study with the help of exponential and normal probability 
density function respectively, as depicted in Fig. A-5. (Note: Actual, specific, distribution of sensitivity 
curves inside the uncertainty region can be obtained either from laboratory measurements on large 
number of individual devices or from experts involved in design and manufacturing of particular 
devices.) 
 
Similar discussion applies to probabilistic assessment of ac contactor sensitivity except that in this 
case the region of uncertainty is slightly more complicated as depicted in Fig. A-3. 
 
In case of AC contactors (see Fig. A-3) the region of uncertainty associated with their voltage-
tolerance curves is not simple L-shaped region (see Fig. A-2) as in the case of other types of 
equipment. The characteristics obtained with 00 point-on-wave of sag initiation are therefore modified 
so as to make it piecewise-rectangular (shown as dotted line in Fig. A-3). With this approximation, the 
whole region of uncertainty can be divided into four rectangular sub-regions as shown in Fig. A-6.  
This figure shows a particular case for the sensitivity trend of contactors assuming the combination of 
uniform and/or normal probability distribution along different axes.  
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Fig. A-6. Representation of contactors’ sensitivity with the combinations of uniform and/or normal 

probability distributions in various sub-regions of uncertainty 
 

After calculating probability distribution functions as discussed above, the expected number of process 
trips, considering one type of equipment sensitivity at a time, can be determined as follows: 

 
Total process trips =∑∑ ⋅

T V
trip VTNVTP ),(),(     (A-6)   

      
where ( )VTPtrip ,  is the trip probability of the process as defined in (A-4) against the voltage sags with 
sag magnitude V and sag duration T and N (T, V) is the number of such voltage sags expected at the 
specified site over specified period of time.  
 
D. Cost Assessment 
 
As evident from equation (A-6), total number of trips of a given industrial process is dependent upon 
the location of the process in the system network and the overall sensitivity of the process against 
voltage sags. For economic assessment of financial losses due to voltages sags, it is pre-requisite to 
have the information about the type of industrial/commercial process, customer type and the 
associated damage cost per sag event. Some of the customers quote very high cost for the single trip 
whereas for others, it might not be that substantial. Moreover, it might happen that at the time of the 
occurrence of a particular sag at the given location, the process connected to the bus may not be a 
continuous process or it may not be running at all due to the working trend of the particular customer 
and therefore, for more precise cost assessment, one has to take into account the working trends of a 
particular category of customer. Also, the mitigation devices that might be installed, if any, which may 
provide the ride-through for industrial/commercial process against voltage sags of particular 
characteristics have to taken into account. Therefore in case of the mitigation device installed, even 
though the annual voltage sag occurrences at the customer locations may be high the actual number 
of process trips attributed to the customer will be much lower than the number of voltage sags. All 
these aspects have to be taken into account for a reliable and accurate assessment of financial losses 
due to voltage sags for the individual customer or for the system as a whole. 
 
Finally, total costs incurred due to voltage sags and interruptions should be added together in order to 
come up with a total network financial losses for a given network topology. This procedure for the 
assessment of financial losses should then be repeated for different network topologies and topologies 
should be ranked by taking into account both, financial losses incurred by interruptions and those 
incurred by voltage sags. 
 
The implementation aspects of the Bayesian methodology for the assessment of financial losses due 
to voltage sags described above are given in the sequel. 
 
The results presented here are based on calculations performed with a generic 295-bus distribution 
system. In order to come up with a more realistic assessment of financial losses, relevant assumptions 
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are made as and when needed in the absence of the actual data. To overcome the problem of data 
unavailability and to account for wide variety of equipments and processes probabilistic calculations 
based on Bayesian methodology have to be and are applied making use of limited number of 
laboratory tests related to individual equipment sensitivity to voltage sags and expert knowledge about 
possible equipment connections in various industrial processes. Different network designs/topologies 
are considered in order to compare and minimize the total financial losses in the system.  
 
 
A2.- STUDY RESULTS 
 
The study was performed on a generic distribution system (GDS) comprising of four 275-kV 
transmission infeeds, 132-kV and 33-kV sub-transmission networks (predominantly meshed) and 11 
kV distribution network (predominantly radial)  [91, 92]. The GDS consists of 295 buses, 296 overhead 
lines and underground cables and a large number of switches and circuit breakers in order to alter the 
network topology for preventive control and better reliability of the system. A large number of 
transformers having different (Yd, Yy, etc.) winding connections (generally present in the UK 
distribution networks) are also modeled.  
 
The base case topology consists of 18 switches in their open position. Additional 40 topologies were 
derived more or less arbitrarily from the base case topology by opening/closing of some of the open 
switches for the purpose of PQ-cost comparison. Some of the actions taken to generate different 
network topologies are illustrated in Table A-IV. For all these topologies, both interruption and voltage 
sag costs are determined. Customer surveys provide the best and the most comprehensive approach 
to evaluate the financial impacts of interruptions to customer service due to failures in electric energy 
supply. 
 

TABLE  A-IV: VARIOUS NETWORK TOPOLOGIES CONSIDERED 
Topolog
y 

Switching action performed 

1 Base case 
2 All switches closed 
3 Line 75-231 closed 
. . 
40 Lines 3-74, 51-52, 85-87, 75-231, 79-223, 

123-129 closed 
41 Lines 60-64, 61-62, 61-55, 65-55, 66-67, 3-74, 

179-26, 25-26, 27-28, 44-222, 36-37, 10-12, 
51-52, 85-87, 123-129, 215-225 closed; Lines 
249-235, 250-236 open. 

 
In the absence of customer survey data for the test network used, the input data about the customer 
interruption costs for different categories of customers are adopted from [25] and shown in Table A-V. 
For the interruption cost calculation as previously described, the Monte-Carlo simulation is used. The 
total system costs due to supply interruptions experienced by customers over a period of one year for 
the various topologies considered are shown in Table A-VI in the decreasing order. 
 

TABLE  A-V: CUSTOMER INTERRUPTION COSTS (£) VALUES 
CIC(£) for an interruption duration of : Customer 

Type 
Mom. 1 min. 20 

min. 1h 4h 8h 24h 

Res. - - 0.19 0.70 4.78 - - 
Com. 11.47 11.74 49.12 106 345 719 1.0k 
Ind. 1.2k 1.5k 2.9k 4.3k 7.6k 12.0k 16.3k 
L. user 216k 216k 219k 233k 329k 413k 581k 

 
TABLE  A-VI: TOTAL INTERRUPTION COSTS FOR DIFFERENT TOPOLOGIES 

Rank Cost 
(M£) 

Topology 
No. Rank Cost 

(M£) 
Topology 

No. 
1 685.40 2 22 381.56 17 
2 649.67 38 23 379.43 23 
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3 630.75 37 24 376.96 22 
4 618.75 41 25 375.70 13 
5 614.83 35 26 372.66 21 
6 612.61 40 27 366.40 18 
7 611.97 32 28 365.49 12 
8 598.38 34 29 364.25 14 
9 595.52 31 30 358.82 16 
10 552.92 29 31 357.43 27 
11 536.46 28 32 355.49 11 
12 414.94 39 33 354.16 10 
13 406.14 36 34 349.32 5 
14 404.52 15 35 346.46 4 
15 403.90 26 36 342.40 8 
16 400.71 33 37 326.10 7 
17 397.85 30 38 319.45 9 
18 391.19 25 39 316.17 6 
19 390.07 24 40 311.87 3 
20 388.22 20 41 309.01 1 
21 383.91 19    

 
On the basis of the interruption costs only, it is clear from Table A-VI that topology 2 results in huge 
financial losses whereas the topology 1 is the most economic one. All other topologies result in the 
interruption costs in between these two extremes. 
 
For the voltage sag assessment, the method of fault positions is used considering fault positions on 
network buses as well as on transmission lines (one fault position per bus and six fault positions per 
line) [91]. Voltage sag magnitudes at the network buses are calculated for symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical faults at these fault positions spread throughout the GDS (total of about 8,300 faults). 
For simplifying calculations, in case of the unsymmetrical voltage sags a conservative approach is 
adopted, i.e., the lowest of all phase voltages is considered as the sag-magnitude for counting process 
trips due to voltage sags and it was assumed that the sensitive equipment is connected to the phase 
experiencing the lowest sag magnitude. In case of three phase loads and asymmetrical sags it was 
assumed that all three phases are exposed to a symmetrical sag having the magnitude equal to the 
magnitude of the voltage sag in the most affected phase. The duration of voltage sags is determined 
by the protection fault-clearing time assuming that all faults are cleared by the primary protection (i.e., 
100% reliable primary protection system). The adopted fault rates and durations are given in Tables A-
VII to A-IX [93, 94]. 
 
Ten network buses, namely bus no. 16, 111, 34, 40, 66, 76, 89, 137, 243 and 247 are selected 
arbitrarily as the buses of interest at which sensitive industrial processes are running. Out of these ten 
buses, first eight are 11 kV buses whereas the last two are 33 kV buses. 
 

TABLE  A-VII.  SYSTEM FAULT STATISTICS FOR BUSES 

Type of Fault 
Bus Fault  

Rate (Event per 
Year) 

Distribution  
of Type of Fault 

Fault Rate
 per Bus 

Single line-to-ground fault 0.08 0.73 0.0584 
Double line-to-ground fault 0.08 0.17 0.0136 

Line-to-line fault 0.08 0.06 0.0048 
Three phase fault 0.08 0.04 0.0032 

 
TABLE  A-VIII. SYSTEM FAULT STATISTICS FOR LINES 

Voltage level 
11 kV  132 kV 33 kV OH lines Cables 

Fault rate (Event/100 km/year) 0.6 3.7 8.7 4.9 
 

TABLE  A-IX.  TYPICAL FAULT CLEARING TIME 

Voltage Level (kV) Typical Fault Clearing Time 
(ms) 
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Bus faults 60 
132 80 
33 150 
11 300 

 
For the stochastic assessment of process trips taking into account the voltage sag performance at the 
site and the sensitivity of individual equipment participating in the industrial process, six different 
generic process configurations, as shown in Fig. A-7, comprising of series/parallel connections of four 
pieces of commonly used industrial equipments – PLCs, ASDs, PCs and ac contactors are 
considered. From these six basic process configurations, 37 distinct processes are derived with two 
additional assumptions: 1) four sensitive devices participating in a process belong to the same 
equipment-type; 2) all four sensitive devices participating in a process belong to different equipment-
types. The tripping probabilities for these individual devices are as shown   [95].  
 

 
Fig. A-7: Six typical configurations considered for industrial processes 

 
Since these four sensitive devices (either belonging to the same equipment category or to different 
categories) are connected in series/parallel combinations, the overall sensitivity of a particular process 
depends on the equipment-type(s), expected range of variation of the sensitivity of individual 
equipment-type and their mutual connections. Tripping probabilities are determined for all 37 
considered processes assuming that all four sensitive devices controlling the process are either highly 
sensitive or moderately sensitive. Due to the space limitations, the resultant sensitivities of only six 
processes chosen arbitrarily with moderately sensitive equipment are depicted in [95].  
 
In order to get realistic cost assessment (in the absence of exact information about process 
distribution among network buses), it is decided to allocate any ten randomly selected processes (out 
of 37 available) among ten network buses of interest such that one process is connected to each bus. 
(Note: This assumption allows for the same process to be connected to more than one bus at the 
same time.) To achieve this, Monte Carlo simulation is used. Firstly, the order of 10 selected buses 
(16, 111, 34, …, 247) is fixed and 10 random numbers having values between zero and one are 
generated. Secondly, the interval between zero and one is divided into 37 equal sub-intervals. 
 
Depending on the sub-interval to which the first random number belongs, the corresponding process is 
assigned to the first bus and so on. (E.g., second generated random number 06793 corresponds to 
process no. 26, so the process no. 26 is assigned to second bus, i.e., the bus no. 111). About 10,000 
trials were made for the random allocation of processes among ten network buses to get the maximum 
and minimum range for the system-wide nuisance process trips, once assuming high sensitivity of 
participating equipments and then assuming moderate sensitivity. The variation in the number of total 
process trips for the system, obtained in some initial trials, is shown in Fig. A-8. It is observed, as 
expected, that the high sensitivity of participating equipments leads to higher number of process trips. 
 
After the random allocation of processes, their nuisance trips are determined and used for the 
evaluation of financial losses assuming different categories of customers connected at respective 
network buses. For the economic assessment of customer losses due to voltage sags, it is assumed 
(conservatively again) that every nuisance trip of an industrial process requires 24 hours of restoration 
time. (Any other duration adopted would not affect the methodology used.). The damage costs 
reported by various categories of customers for 24 hours long interruption [25] are taken as the 

Comentario [JLGI72]: I 
already made a comment if all 
really critical components have 
been considered 
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damage costs for process trips due to voltage sags. These costs for different categories of customers 
are shown in Table A-X. 
 
In the absence of the proper information about the type and the nature of operation of the sensitive 
customers connected at the selected network buses several assumptions are made in order to 
account for those in the most realistic way. The selected ten buses of the network are ranked in the 
decreasing order of their total connected load and then classified into three different groups: Group-I 
consisting of buses with high loads (>2MW); Group-II consisting of buses with medium loads (between 
approximately 1MW and 2MW); and Group-III consisting of buses with loads up to approximately 1 
MW as shown in Table A-XI. Then, the distribution of total connected load at respective buses among 
different categories of customers and the corresponding costs per sag are assumed as shown in Table 
A-XII. For Group-I buses, 70% of the total load connected is assumed to be large customer loads 
which runs continuous automated industrial processes like chip manufacturing plants, glass 
manufacturing, etc. and remaining 30% comprised of general industrial load. Group-II buses mainly 
supply general industrial load (70%), some large user load, e.g., packaging plants, bottling plants, 
dairies (20%) and a small amount (10%) of commercial load out of which 5% represent users  (e.g., 
banks, data centres) who report huge financial losses due to voltage sags (see Table A-XII). For 
Group-III buses it was assumed that 50% of the total load connected is residential load whose 
financial losses due to voltage sags are generally small and therefore they were not counted in the 
economic assessment of the total incurred costs. Further 20% of the connected load comprised of the 
industrial load whereas the remaining 30% is commercial load out of which 5% represent users who 
report huge financial losses (as above) due to voltage sags (see Table A-XII).  
 
To improve further the accuracy of the economic assessment   the general working trends of various 
customer types are also considered (see Table A-XIII).  The total number of process trips after 
comparing their sensitivities against voltage sags experienced at a specific location was therefore 
multiplied by a suitable correction factor to get the actual number of process trips attributed to each 
customer category at a given bus over a year. For example, the commercial establishments generally 
remain closed at least for one day in a week – either on Sunday or on Friday and are open only for 10 
hours a day – from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Therefore, a correction factor of [{(365-52)/365}*10/24] = 0.3573 
is used to get actual number of process trips affecting commercial facility (i.e., a voltage sag 
occurrence when the commercial facility is closed is not going to disrupt any process). Similarly, to 
prevent frequent process disruption and consequential huge financial losses, large industries (like chip 
manufacturing companies or financial organizations) generally install mitigation devices (e.g., UPS 
etc.), which provide ride-through for over 95% of the voltage sags. 
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Fig. A-8: Variation in the number of process trips for the system. (HS – highly sensitive equipment; MS 
– medium sensitive equipment) 

 
TABLE  A-X.  ASSUMED COSTS PER VOLTAGE SAG [2] 

Type of 
Customer 

Load 

Sag Cost/event (£) assuming one 
day long interruption of 

production 
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Residential - 

Commercial 1,000 

Industrial 16,300 

Large User 581,000 

 
TABLE A-XI.  CATEGORIZATION OF NETWORK BUSES 

Ran
k

Bus 
N

Peak Load 
(MW)

Grou
1 247 51.19 
2 243 34.79 I 
3 89 1.44 
4 66 1.15 
5 137 1.15 
6 40 1.05 
7 34 0.87 
8 76 0.87 

 
II 

9 111 0.15 
10 16 0.04 III 

 
TABLE A-XII.  DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS AND LOAD TYPES AMONG CUSTOMER CATEGORIES 

Group Type of load Load 
(%) Cost/sag (£) 

Large User 70 581k I Industrial 30 16.3k 
Large User 20 581k 
Industrial 70 16.3k 

9.5 (95%) 1k 
 
II Commercial 0.5 (5%) 581k 

Residential 50 0 
Industrial 20 16.3k 

28.5 
(95%) 1k 

 
III Commercial 

1.5 (5%) 581k 
 

TABLE A-XIII.  CONSIDERATION OF CUSTOMER ACTIVITIES 

Customer type Working trend of customer Correction factor 
Residential - - 

Commercial • One day off per week 
• 10 hr/day N = NT* 0.3573 

Industrial • Two days off 
• 8 hr/day N = NT* 0.2384 

Large Users 

• Continuous process 
• Installed mitigation devices 

correct 95% of PQ 
disturbances 

N = NT* 0.05 

(NT – Total number of process trips at the customer site before correction 
N – Actual number of process trips at the customer site before correction) 

 
Therefore, only about 5% of the total voltage sags per year at such customer’s location will still be able 
to disrupt their processes.  Finally, the upper limit of maximum one trip per day is enforced on the 
actual number of process trips attributed to a particular customer type (i.e. maximum number of 
process trips per year experienced by a customer type is 365) as the initial assumption was that each 
trip causes 24 hours disruption of a production process. 
 
After the above-mentioned corrections for the process trips and cost criteria, total voltage sag costs for 
the system considering processes with highly sensitive equipments and then with moderately sensitive 
equipments in first two (out of about 10,000) trials are as shown in Table A-XIV. The variation in 
voltage sag costs for the system obtained in first 12 trials with highly sensitive and moderately 
sensitive equipments is shown in Fig. A-9. It is observed, as expected, that the higher number of 
process trips reported at individual buses when participating equipments have higher sensitivity results 
in higher sag costs for the system. 
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The variation in the voltage sag costs for one selected topology (topology 20) is shown in Fig. A-10. It 
can be seen that the variation in costs due to voltage sags can be very high (between £0.14M and 
approx. £61M in case of moderately sensitive equipment) depending on the allocation of processes to 
different system buses. The figure also shows that the sensitivity of the equipment involved in process 
can increase the costs up to 50% (e.g. total costs with moderately sensitive equipment for trial 1 are 
about £61M and with highly sensitive equipment about £88M.) 
 
Finally, the interruption costs and voltage sag costs for 10 different network topologies are added 
together and the results are shown in Fig. A-9. It can be seen that the voltage sag costs, when added 
to the interruption costs, may alter the total financial losses in the system and in some cases alter the 
ranking of the topologies based initially on interruption costs only. (E.g., topology 20 with sag costs 
included becomes “more expensive” than topology 39 for about £3.3M per year). The numerical 
results illustrated in Figure A-11 are shown in Table XII. By inspecting Table A-XV it can be seen that 
the total network losses due to voltage sags account for up to about 23% (the averages for minimum 
and maximum are 0.07% and 14.65% respectively) of the total network losses due to interruptions. 
 

TABLE A-XIV.  TOTAL VOLTAGE SAG COSTS FOR BASE CASE TOPOLOGY 
(a) With highly sensitive equipments

Trial 0 Trial 1
Bus Proces

s Trips Cost (M£) Bus Process Trips Cost (M£) 
16 30 10.214 1.679 16 15 95.159 6.921 

111 9 26.768 1.947 111 26 59.401 4.320 
34 14 12.027 0.129 34 5 119.90 1.287 
40 9 11.027 0.118 40 25 55.871 0.600 
66 33 3.243 0.035 66 24 220.66 2.368 
76 2 58.662 0.63 76 6 139.36 1.495 
89 7 11.887 0.128 89 21 116.38 1.249 

137 17 10.801 0.116 137 12 50.904 0.546 
243 2 2.6 0.004 243 5 210.83 0.296 
247 22 58.814 0.083 247 27 132.17 0.185 

Total  206.04 4.87 Total  1200.64 19.27 
(b) With moderately sensitive equipments

Trial 0 Trial 1
Bus Proces

s Trips Cost (M£) Bus Process Trips Cost (M£) 

16 30 3.546 0.583 16 15 47.21 3.434 
111 9 0.631 0.046 111 26 53.181 3.868 
34 14 9.383 0.101 34 5 91.154 0.978 
40 9 2.86 0.031 40 25 57.335 0.615 
66 33 3.597 0.039 66 24 71.352 0.766 
76 2 0.022 0 76 6 114.04 1.224 
89 7 2.979 0.032 89 21 74.785 0.803 

137 17 0.29 0.003 137 12 54.831 0.588 
243 2 3.048 0.004 243 5 91.848 0.129 
247 22 0.733 0.001 247 27 114.695 0.161 

Total  27.09 0.84 Total  770.43 12.57 
 

Comentario [JLGI73]: Just a 
thought about using the some 
reference currency especially here 
in the example. €, $ seem more in 
common use? 
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Fig A-9. Variation in sag costs due to process trips for the whole system (HS – highly sensitive 

equipment; MS – medium sensitive equipment) 
 

Though these results are obtained completely independently and using various assumptions and 
Bayesian approach  described above it was interesting to find out that they agree very closely with the 
published results of industrial survey conducted in the USA (EPRI’s CEIDS Report Published in 2001) 
which show that the total USA economic losses due to power quality account for about 14.5% of the 
total costs due to outages. This agreement, which is beyond any expectation, should only be 
considered as a verification of the methodology used and the relevance of the assumptions made in 
working out the costs.      
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Fig. A-10.  Variation in total voltage sag cost for network topology 20 

 
 
A3.- DISCUSSION 
 
The example illustrated the methodology for comprehensive assessment of financial losses incurred to 
individual customers and the whole network over a specified period of time due to two main power 
quality disturbances – interruptions and voltage sags.  
 
The study performed considers modeling of uncertainties involved with the equipment and process 
sensitivity and their influence on the quantification of process trips due to voltage sags. In the absence 
of the accurate data related to equipment and process sensitivity and corresponding trip/failure costs, 
which is a common and wide spread occurrence in this type of studies, a probabilistic approach is 
applied that leads to an estimate of the expected number (range) of process trips and consequential 
financial losses. The estimated range of financial losses due to voltage sags compared to the losses 
due to outages is in agreement with the reported results based on field surveys as discussed in 
previous section. The example further compares total financial losses in the network incurred by 
interruptions and voltage sags for various network topologies. It is observed that the costs to individual 
customers and the whole network due to voltage sags alone could be quite substantial (depending on 
the equipment and process sensitivity) and therefore could have great influence on the total power 
quality costs. 
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The methodology proposed can be ultimately used for determining the best network topology (i.e., the 
topology resulting in the lowest financial losses in the network) with respect to both interruption and 
voltage sag costs and as a tool in network planning for the overall power quality improvement. 
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Fig. A-11.  Comparison of interruption and voltage sag costs for the system: Influence of sag costs on 

total financial losses for the system with various topologies considered 
 

TABLE A-XV.  TOTAL ANNUAL NETWORK FINANACIAL LOSSES FOR TEN NETWORK TOPOLOGIES 
Sag Cost Total cost 

variation 
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High 2.6 – 56.1 1 309 Mod. 0.3 – 41 
0.3 – 56.1 

(0.09 - 18.15%) 309.3 – 365.1 100.09– 118.15 

High 3.2 – 92.3 2 685.4 
Mod. 0.3 – 60.8 

0.3 – 92.3 
(0.04 - 13.52%) 685.7 - 777.7 100.04– 113.52 

High 2.3 – 87.7 20 388.2 
Mod. 0.3 – 60.8 

0.3 – 87.7 
(0.07 – 22.58%) 388.5– 475.9 100.07– 122.58 

High 2.2 – 56.3 27 357.4 
Mod. 0.3 – 41.1 

0.3 – 56.3 
(0.08 – 15.76%) 357.7 - 413.7 100.08– 115.76 

High 2.8 – 68.2 34 598.4 Mod. 0.3 – 50.3 
0.3 – 68.2 

(0.05 – 11.4%) 598.7 - 666.6 100.05– 111.40 

High 2.3 – 56.4 8 342.4 
Mod. 0.3 – 41.1 

0.3 – 56.4 
(0.09 - 16.48%) 342.7 - 398.8 100.09– 116.48 

High 0.9 – 17.8 3 311.9 
Mod. 0.1 – 14.3 

0.1 – 17.8 
(0.05 - 5.71%) 312.0 - 329.7 100.05– 105.71 

High 2.8 – 57.9 21 372.7 Mod. 0.3 – 49 
0.3 – 57.9 

(0.08 – 15.55%) 373.0 - 430.6 100.08– 115.55 

High 2.7 – 57.6 39 414.9 
Mod. 0.3 – 41 

0.3 – 57.6 
(0.07 – 13.89%) 415.2 - 472.5 100.07– 113.89 

38 649.7 High 2.7 – 87 0.3 – 87.1 650.0 - 736.8 100.05– 113.41 

Comentario [JLGI74]: Excell
ent! I think there is no more doubt 
about preferred methodology for 
sags... and interruptions
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APPENDIX B (of chapter 2) 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): Text extracted from Appendix B of doc. C4.107 
055 (PAOLA) 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): Corrections by Bill and Jovica 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): discuss / review 
 
 

Table B-I CIC (£) values. Adopted from [30] 
CIC (£) for an interruption of duration 

Sector 
momentary 1 min 20 min 1 hour 4 hour 8 hour 24 hour 

Residentia
l - - 0.19 0.7 4.78 - - 

Commerci
al 11.47 11.47 49.12 106 345 719 1.0k 

Industrial 1.2k 1.5k 2.9k 4.3k 7.6k 12.0k 16.3k 
Large user 216k 216k 219k 233k 329k 413k 581k 

 
Table B-II Estimated costs for industrial sectors. Adopted from [7] 

Voltage Sag Cost (% of total yearly power cost) Industrial process Category A Category B Category C 
Semiconductor 0 to 2 2 to 10 5 to 6 
Pharmaceutical 0 to 0.8 1 to 5 2 to 4 

Chemical 0 to 1 1 to 3 2 to 4 
Petrochemical 0 to 1 2 to 5 1.5 to 3.5 
Manufacturing 0 to 0.2 0 to 1 0.8 to 1 

Metallurgy 0 to 0.2 0 to 1.5 1 to 1.5 
Food 0 to 0.5 0 to 1.5 0 to 2 

 
Table B-III Financial losses due to voltage sags. Adopted from [32] 

Industry Typical financial loss per event (€) 
Semiconductor production 3,800,000 

Financial trading 6,000,000 per hour 
Computer centre 750,000 

Telecommunications 30,000 per minute 
Steel works 350,000 

Glass industry 250,000 
 

Table B-IV Financial losses of large commercial and industrial customer for various disturbances. 
Adopted from [33] 

Scenario Financial Losses ($) 
4 hour outage without notice 74,835 
1 hour outage without notice 39,459 

1 hour outage with notice 22,973 
Voltage sag 7,694 

Momentary outage 11,027 
 

Table B-V Impact of voltage sag on industry. Adopted from [37] 

Industry Loss per voltage sag ($) 
Paper manufacturing 30,000 

Chemical industry (plastic, glass, etc.) 50,000 
Automobile industry 75,000 

Equipment manufacturing 100,000 
Credit card processing 250,000 
Semiconductor industry 2.5 million 
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Table B-VI  Summary of all outage cost studies. Adopted from [38] 

Study Average cost per hour Cost per interrupted   
kW or kWh Cost per event 

Population 
Research Systems 

$61,949 for large industrial 
and commercial 
All regions - $59,983 
Northwest - $28,609 
Southwest - $51,908 
Southeast - $86,477 
West - $52,734 
Midwest - $28,735 

  

ASCO Cellular – $41k 
Telephone – $72k 
Airline reservation – $90k 

  

EDF  $0.67/kW  
$8/kWh up to 30MWh 
$17.4/kWh from 30 to 50 MWh 

 

ESOURCE   $583k over 800 
commercial and 
industrial customer 
over 1 year 

IEEE 493-1997  Industrial - $6.43/kW + 
$9.11/kWh 
Commercial – $21.77/kWh 

 

CEIDS EPRI $7795 for digital 
establishments 
$14,746 for continuous 
process manufacturing 

  

Primen Mass 
Survey 

$21,688 for 19 businesses 
surveyed 

  

ICF Consulting   80 to 100 times the 
cost of retail electricity 

 
Table B-VII Comparison of interruption costs of industrial customers (in year 2000 US$/kW). Adopted 

from [39] 

Study/Duration 
2 

secon
d 

1 
min 

20 
min 

1 
hour 

2 
hour 

4 
hour 

8 
hour 

24 
hour 

Canada 
(small industrial) 1.07 2.55 3.65 7.71 13.68 28.13 52.06 82.87 

England 
(industrial) 14.49 15.24 33.62 59.5 - 170.1 283 354.3 

USA 
(industrial) - - - 9.64 - - - - 

Nepal 
(industrial - 0.11 0.23 0.42 0.58 1.50 3.00 10.99 

Greece 
(industrial) 2.10 2.55 7.35 12 16.75 21.80 - 46.86 

Taiwan 
(high-tech) 37.03 55.15 60.90 87.6 118.1 167.1 242.4 425.2 

 
Table B-VIII Voltage sag sensitivity factors for different industries. Adopted from [21] 

Category Sag sensitive factor 
Semiconductor (SC) 1 

Computer and peripherals (CP) 0.4 
Telecommunications (TC), and 0.4 

Optoelectronics (OE) 0.6 
Precision machinery (PM) 0 

Biotechnology (BT) 0 
 

Table B-IX Industries surveyed. Adopted from [40] 
SIC 

number Industry Number of samples Ratio 
(%) 

1 Food, beverage 5 2.9 
2 Textile, clothes 24 14.0 
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3 Lumber, wood 7 4.1 
4 Pulp, paper 6 3.5 
5 Publication, printing 14 8.1 
6 Petroleum, chemistry 9 5.2 
7 Ceramic 5 2.9 
8 Basic metal 5 2.9 
9 Fabricated metal 11 6.4 

10 Other machinery 13 7.6 
11 Office apparatus 11 6.4 
12 Electricity apparatus 14 8.1 
13 Sound, image 12 7.0 
14 Medical, optical 5 2.9 
15 Motorcar 10 5.8 
16 Other transport 5 2.9 
17 Furniture, others 11 6.4 
18 Recycling 5 2.9 

 
Table B-X Interruption cost by duration (unit: Won). Adopted from [40] 

Interruption cost by duration (Won) SIC 
numbe

r 3 second 5 minute 30 minute 1 hour 4 hour 8 hour 
1 4E+06 1E+07 1E+07 1.4E+07 - - 
2 4374.8 20999 4E+06 1.5E+07 707138 1E+07 
3 - - - - - - 
4 237.18 282.4 434.9 842.82 218.82 2188.2 
5 34377 61114 2E+05 263554 61114 152785 
6 1E+07 2E+07 4E+07 5.5E+07 2E+07 2E+08 
7 - - - 2217.14 1276.7 24168 
8 8818.1 - 8818 - - - 
9 10660 18100 3E+05 1809955 482534 1E+07 

10 23207 46414 1E+05 2900886 380177 1E+07 
11 207135 2E+06 5E+06 7077791 1E+06 2E+07 
12 - 8751 28005 75707.6 15499 328180 
13 - 9757 54796 129261 24720 2E+06 
14 290323 3E+06 5E+06 2165806 452903 1E+07 
15 - 20398 1E+06 5609533 940423 2E+07 
16 - - - - - - 
17 - - 3078 4519.88 1004.3 15064 
18 77005 77005 2E+05 57754 17328 300321 

(1 US$ = 960 Won, October 2006 value) 
 

Table B-XI Expected losses due to voltage disturbance. Adopted from [41] 

Industry Losses due to voltage 
disturbance ($/kVA per event) 

Semiconductors 80-120 
Glass 10-15 

Automotive 6-10 
Plastics 4-7 
Textile 3-8 

 
Table B-XII Cost per event of interruption 

Industry Cost per Event of Interruption 

Paper Industry $10,000 - $30,000 

Textile Industry $10,000 - $40,000 
Data Processing $10,000 - $40,000 
Plastic Industry $10,000 - $50,000 

Semiconductor Industry $10,000 - $50,000 
Automotive Manufacturing $15000 

Source: EPRI – Power Quality Applications Guide for Architects and Engineers 

Comentario [JLGI75]: !!!This 
is most probably a mistake. Look 
at values in row 4 cost of 4 hour 
is less than 5 min. In general 4 
hour is less by far from other 
columns! Or is there an 
explanation?  
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Table B-XIII Average cost of outages. Adopted from [26] 

Industry Average cost of downtime ($/hour) 

Mobile communications 41,000 
Telephone ticket sales 72,000 

Airline reservation 90,000 
Credit card operations 2,580,000 
Brokerage operations 6,480,000 

Source: US Department of Energy’s Strategic Plan for Distributed Energy Resources (2000) 
 

Table B-IV Estimated voltage sag costs. Adopted from [26] 

Industry Duration Cost/sag 

UK steel work 30% for 3.5 cycles £250k 
US glass plant Less than 1 second $200k 

US computer centre 2 second $600k 
US car plant Annual exposure $10M 
South Africa Annual exposure $3B 

 
 

 
Fig. B-1 Annual costs due to voltage sag for five Finnish distribution companies [1] (copyright to be 
checked) 
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Fig. B-2 Voltage sag related cost in different industries. Adopted from [31]  
 

 
Fig. B-3 Normalized cost per sag as a function of plant power. Adopted from [3] (copyright to be 
checked) 

 

 

Comentario [JLGI76]: Do we 
have permission from Elena to use 
the data presented in Casino? 
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Fig. B-4 Industry specific costs of power quality. Adopted from [36] 
 

 
Fig. B-5 Customer damage functions for different high-tech industry categories. Adopted from [21] 
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APPENDIX C (of chapter 2) 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): Text extracted from Appendix C of doc. C4.107 
055 (PAOLA) 
Actual situation (29Feb 2008): Corrections by Bill and Jovica 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): discuss / review 
 
 
I On the economical values of energy losses 
Let us initially refer to the case of a single electrical component continuously subject to hmax 

harmonics of voltage or current maxh1h G,...,G in the time interval T∆ . The operating costs kDw  
are: 

( ) T)G,..,G(PKwG,..,GDwDw maxh1h
k

maxh1h
kk ∆ == , (C-1) 

where Kw is the unit cost of electrical energy and )G,..,G(P maxhh
k

1 represents the losses due to the 

harmonics maxh1h G,...,G  on the kth component. 
 
The operating costs in T∆ for the whole system, in which m components and equipment's operate, 
can be computed as the sum of those of each one: 

∑
=

=
m

1k
kDwDw .  (C-2) 

To evaluate the operating costs of the system components with reference to more years, usually the 
electrical system life, it is then necessary to take into account both the variation of the unit cost of the 
electric energy in the years and the present worth value of the costs taking place in every year of the 
system life. The following relationships can be assumed for the variation of the electric energy unit 
cost: 

1n1n 1KwKw −) + ( )( =)( β ,    (C-3) 
and for the present worth value: 

( )
1n

n
n
pw

1

DwDw
−+

=
)(

 
α

, (C-4) 

where � is the variation rate of the electric energy unit cost and � is the present worth discount rate. 
 
Finally, the present worth expected value of the operating costs of harmonic losses, referred to the 
whole electrical system period of NT years, is: 

( ) ∑∑ −
=

TT N

1n 1n

nN

1n

n
pw

1
DwDwDw

== )+(
= 

α
,   (C-5) 

where Dwn is  the sum of the operating costs for the whole system in all the time intervals �Tj occurred 
in the generic year n. 
 
II Methods for probabilistic evaluations 
 
First step in probabilistic approach is to recognize that output economical figures to be computed are 
statistical quantities. In the most general cases, their probability density functions (pdf’s) completely 
describe their statistical features. However, for the sake of estimating the economical value of losses 
and premature aging due to harmonics, it is adequate referring to the total expected value as: 

)( + )( = )( DaEDwEDE ,  (C-6) 

where symbol E(.) indicates the expected value of the quantities already introduced. When estimating 
expected values for a period of time, it is needed to consider their present worth values as: 

pwpwpw )( + )( = )( DaEDwEDE .    (C-7) 

Comentario [JLGI77]: I know 
the complexity of this issue but 
there are certain forecasts how 
much industrial electricity cost will 
be. Europrog for EU?  
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The present worth expected economical value of losses due to harmonics losses, 
pw)(DwE  , 

referred to the whole electrical system life of NT years, is: 

( ) ∑∑ −
=

TT N

1n 1n
n

N

1n

pw
n

1

DwE
DwEDwE

==

pw

)+(

)(
= )(

α
,    (C-8) 

where ( )pw
nDwE is the present worth expected value of the harmonic losses in the nth year, 

nDwE )( is computed summing the economical value of harmonic losses of each component in each 
jth combination characterized by mj components operating in the same time period �Tj: 

( ) ( )∑
=

=
jm

1k
j,kj DwEDwE .  (C-9) 

For the gncombinations taking place in year n, it is: 

( ) ∑ ∑ ∑
= = =

==
n n jg

1j

g

1j

m

1k
j,kjn )Dw(E)Dw(EDwE      (C-10) 

 
It is clear from relation (B-10) that it is necessary to compute the expected value of harmonic losses 

for each component of the system, that is j,k)Dw(E
. Considering each single electrical component 

continuously subject to a hmax harmonics of voltage or current harmonic 
maxh2h1h G,..,G,G  

characterized in the time interval T∆  by the joint pdf  
maxh1h G,..,G

f
, j,k)Dw(E

 is computed as : 

( ) maxh1h
G,..,G0

maxh1h
j,k0 0j,k dG..dGfGG(Dw..DwE maxh1h    ),..,∫∫ ∫

∞∞ ∞=  (C-11) 

with  

( ) T)G,..,G(PKwG,..,GDwDw maxh1h
j,k

maxh1h
j,kj,k ∆ ==   (C-12) 

For the most common components of industrial energy systems, the harmonic losses 

)G,..,G(P maxh1h
j,k in (C-12) can be obtained by summing up the losses due to each harmonic so 

that the integral in (C-11) can be strongly simplified as: 

( ) ∑ ∫
=

∞=
maxh

1hh

h
0 G

h
j,k dGfGDwDwE h )( .   (C-13) 

In spite of the apparent complexity of models from (C-8) to (C-13) it is necessary to evidence that the 
methods practically require the estimation of losses due to harmonics for each component of the 
system paying attention to preliminarily ascertain definite states of operating conditions. 
 

The computation of losses, )( hGDw in (C-13), does not present particular difficulties, several studies 
in literature addressed this subject for the most common components and equipment like 
transformers, cable line, capacitors, and so on [62-67 ]. 
 
Main difficulties can arise for deriving in each state the pdf’s of voltage and current harmonics. For 
existing systems, this can be obtained both from measurements and from simulations adopting well 
stated probabilistic methods of harmonic analysis [68-73].  
 

The present worth economical value of premature aging in (C-7), pw)(DaE , is evaluated summing 
the present worth expected value of the aging costs of each of the N components of the system: 

∑
=

=
N

1k

pw
k

pw )Da(E)Da(E ,  (C-14) 
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where the value of pw
k)Da(E  is calculated  starting from the knowledge of the useful lives of the 

various components by the relation: 

pw
k)( - )( =)( s

pw
kns

pw
k CECEDaE .  (C-15) 

where  )( pw
ksCE and pw

k)( nsCE  are the present worth expected value of the costs for buying the 
component during the system life in sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal operating conditions, respectively.  
 
The actualization of the costs can be effected in similar way as in (C-3) and (C-4) considering both the 
discount rate and the cost variation for buying the component; the expected value of cost to be met for 
buying each component at year n in sinusoidal and non sinusoidal regime is linked to the expected 
value of the component life in these conditions, respectively. To estimate these figures again the 
cumulative damage theory can be applied, as in the case of deterministic methods. In such a case, we 
have to refer to the expected value of relative loss of life in the study period, E[∆RL] computes as: 
 

∏∫∫
∞∞

=
n

1
i

0 n21

x..xx

0
cL dx

)x,..,x,x(L

f
...T]R[E n21∆    (C-16) 

 

being nxxxf ..21  the pdf of the n random variables on which the component life L depends. The 
successive estimation of the useful life can be carried out, as previously mentioned, summing the 
expected values of the relative losses of life until reaching the unity. 
 
The main critical point of this method is linked to the complexity of computing the N dimensional 

integral of (C-16) and, overall, to assign the joint pdf nxxxf ..21 . Indeed, some simplifications 
introduced by life models of actual insulated components can greatly help. First of all, in the most 
cases it is adequate to consider electrothermal stress models. Moreover, it is demonstrated that they 
can be reduced to an even simpler models like: 

 )(-B cexpK'LL pn
p0 θ−

=   (C-17) 

where L0’ is life at nominal sinusoidal voltage and reference temperature; cθ =1/θ0 - 1/θ is the so-
called conventional thermal stress, θ is absolute temperature, θ0 is a reference temperature (generally 
the room temperature); np and B are model parameters. In particular, np is the coefficient related to 
the effect of peak of the distorted voltage waveform on life (thus, the larger this coefficient, the 
stronger the influence of peak voltage).  
 
Using model (C-17), the general equation (C-16) becomes: 
 

θ
θ

∆
θ

ddK
),K(L

f
T]R[E

pKT

p
c

DD
p

p

K
L ∫∫=

  
   (C-18) 

 

where θpKf
 is the joint pdf of the peak factor Kp and of the equipment temperature θ, defined in the 

time interval Tc, pK
D

and Dθ are the variation domains of Kp  and θ, respectively, and L(Kp, θ) 
represents the equipment life model expressed by (C-17). 
 
Equation (C-18) still can present some difficulties in deriving the joint pdf of the random variables Kp 
and θ, that is generally not directly available. Even in the case in which the statistical characterization 
of the variables is known, the computation of (C-18) is not immediate, mainly due to the fact that Kp 
cannot be expressed in closed form as function of voltage harmonics and fundamental component 
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(infinite different combinations of harmonic vectors can provide a given value of Kp). Then, the 
application of (C-18) in real cases requires the use of Monte Carlo simulation procedures.  
 
 Some simplifications can be pursued only in particular cases.  
 
 i) As an example, having the aim to highlight only the influence of voltage and current harmonics on 
component life, the voltage and current at fundamental frequency, the ambient temperature and the 
elements of the system admittance matrices at the fundamental and at harmonic frequencies can be 
assumed deterministic quantities. Under this assumption, the voltage harmonics are directly linked to 
the current harmonics injected by non linear loads via the elements of the system harmonic 
admittance matrix. In such a case, the expected value E[∆RL] of all the MV/LV power system 
components are function of only the pdf of the magnitude and phase of the current harmonics injected 
by non linear loads, thus reducing the number of random variables to be accounted for. 
 
 ii) Further simplifications can be achieved computing the life reduction in the worst condition, i.e. 
that occurring when peak voltage is the arithmetic sum of the voltage harmonic peaks. Applying this 
simplification, there is no need to know the pdf of the phase of harmonic currents injected by the non 
linear loads; moreover in presence of only one group of non linear loads as the main cause of 
harmonic pollution the useful life can be evaluated also with closed form relations, with the simplified 
procedure proposed in [43]. 
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APPENDIX D (of chapter 2): HARMONICS FLOWCHART 
 
 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): Scheme extracted from doc. C4.107 061 = 
PAOLA:contribution on new appendix, containing two flowcharts on evaluation procedure for aging costs 
due harms. losses  (to be distributed to members) 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): pending action 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): pending action 
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APPENDIX E - 1998 HYDRO-QUEBEC-IREQ REPORT FOR ECONOMICAL 
ASPECT OF HARMONICS ON DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): in course of elaboration by MARIO 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): pending 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to review 
 
 
In 1998, Hydro-Quebec finalized a technical and economical study on the impact of voltage and 
current harmonics on distribution network [125].  Previous studies have been done earlier at a smaller 
scale covering only a few lines.  The 1998 study was one of the first to cover an entire distribution 
network and the results were published in 1999 [126]. An interesting estimation of worldwide harmonic 
cost was then presented, based on a gross national product extrapolation of countries. 
 
Systematic methodologies were developed for the study considering the literature and know-how of 
that time.  Formulas representing every aspect of harmonic losses were analyzed.  Those formulas 
cover power losses (heating) and equipment loss of life.  The study includes analysis of distribution 
and end user equipments.   
 
Three level of voltage harmonic were considered corresponding to 50%, 100% and 150% of the 
planning level fixed by IEC 61000-3-6. This approach gives a good figure of the projected economic 
losses in term of harmonic level and the results can be used to evaluate the impact of harmonic 
emission limit changes, which is mainly ruled by the network regulator. 
 
E1 HARMONICS POWER LOSSES EVALUATION 
 
The evaluation of harmonic losses requires the knowledge of voltage and current harmonic level at 
PCC.  For this reason, a typical Hydro-Québec distribution line was used to evaluate the harmonic 
current from the voltage harmonic planning level of the IEC 61000-3-6.  The harmonics losses of this 
typical line were then used to extrapolate the results to Hydro-Québec overall distribution network. 
 
The power losses formulas used in this study are the same as those presented in the chapter on 
“ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL LOSSES POINT OF VIEW OF UTILITIES”. 
 
The loss of life formulas used in the study are based on the well known Arrhenius law as described in 
the chapter “ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL LOSSES POINT OF VIEW OF USERS”.  In loss of life 
evaluation, Hydro-Québec study has considered that the equipments are constantly at rated load.  
This is really a worst case scenario.  More, the fluctuation of the ambient temperature has not been 
considered, which can be a major factor in applying Arrhenius law especially in Canada where 
temperature variations are considerable.  The result will not reflect the true loss of life value for the 
equipment, but could be considered as an upper limit.  A different approach should be taken for a 
more realistic premature aging evaluation including line load and ambient temperature statistics.  For 
those reasons, the results of lost of life will not be presented. 
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E2 HARMONICS LOSSES EVALUATION 
 
The following table gives the overall evaluation of power losses for the distribution network.  The 
equipments and lines were considered as loaded at nominal capacity. 
 
 
Table 1 - DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS AT RATED 
LOAD 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS AT RATED LOAD 

(kW) 

 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

LV Line 9109 36424 81957 
MV Line 6894 27575 62043 

Transformer 2679 10713 24105 
Capacitor 141 565 1271 

Total 18823 75277 169376 
 
A similar evaluation was done for the industrial load, which is presented in the following table. 
 
Table 2 - INDUSTRIAL POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS AT RATED POWER 

INDUSTRIAL POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS AT RATED POWER (kW) 

 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

Motors 18286 73145 164575 
Capacitors 111 443 997 

 
In the following tables, factors were applied to present a more realistic figure for the lines and the 
equipments loading (Lines = 33.8% ; Transformers = 36.4% ; Capacitors = 97% ; Motors = 36.7%).  
Those factors were determined by Direction Distribution, Hydro-Québec based upon the 1998 
operating costs and use factor as a function of the annual fluctuation of network load.   
 
Table 3 - ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS 
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS (kW) 

 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

LV Line 3078 12311 27701 
MV Line 2330 9320 20970 

Transformer 975 3899 8774 
Capacitor 137 548 1233 

Total 6491 26078 58678 
 
Table 4- ESTIMATED INDUSTRIAL POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS 

ESTIMATED INDUSTRIAL POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS (kW) 

 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

Motors 6711 26844 60399 
Capacitors 108 430 967 

 
 
E3 HARMONIC LOSSES COST EVALUATION 
 
A cost of 0.085$US for each kWh of energy sold was used to produce the annual cost shown in the 
next table.  This rate is based upon the projected production cost of a kWh in a thermal plan for year 
2000. 
 
Table 5- DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM ANNUAL COST PRODUCED BY HARMONICS 
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST FOR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY 

HARMONICS (k$US) 
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 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

LV Line 2290 9167 20626 
MV Line 1733 6940 15614 

Transformer 726 2903 6533 
Capacitor 102 408 918 

Total 4833 19418 43692 
 
 
Table 6- INDUSTRIAL ANNUAL COST PRODUCED BY HARMONICS 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST FOR INDUSTRIAL POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY 
HARMONICS (k$US) 

 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

Motors 4997 19988 44973 
Capacitors 80 320 720 

 
 
E4 CONCLUSION  
 
Considering that in 2000 the total annual Hydro-Québec distribution electrical consumption was 
150TWh, the following table presents the percentage of energy losses caused by harmonics. 
 
Table 7- ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS 
IN PERCENT OF TOTAL ENERGY USED 
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM POWER LOSSES PRODUCED BY HARMONICS (% of 

energy consumption) 

 Harmonics level of 
50% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
100% IEC 

Harmonics level of 
150% IEC 

LV Line 0.018 0.072 0.162 
MV Line 0.014 0.054 0.122 

Transformer 0.006 0.023 0.051 
Capacitor 0.001 0.003 0.007 

Total 0.038 0.152 0.343 
 
At the time of the study, the harmonics level of Hydro-Quebec’s distribution network was evaluated at 
a near the 50% IEC planning level.  This represents a 0.038 percent of losses caused by harmonics.  
For comparison, a similar study [127], done over the Greek MV and LV distribution network, gives 
values in the range of 0.15% to 0.20%, which is more like a harmonics level of 100% IEC level of the 
Hydro-Québec study.  In Greek publication, simplifications and assumptions was maid in order to 
obtain an over estimation of the economical impact of harmonics in the distribution network.  The aim 
was to conclude that it is useless to put effort in network harmonics improvement.  Both results could 
not be directly compared in term of network configuration, equipments characteristics, harmonics level, 
technique used and assumptions maid but they are quite similar.   
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APPENDIX F - EVALUATION OF EXTRA-COSTS IN THE HV/MV/LV POWER 
NETWORK OVER A COUNTRY 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): C4.107 059 A2 to be included in “Appendix” ? 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): see attached 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): review 
 
Evaluation of extra-costs in the HV/MV/LV power network of Spain 
 
The process for the calculation of extra-costs in this case includes only losses due to networks and 
transformers. 
 
Data tabled hereafter corresponds to this utility. 
 
The average voltage harmonic level existing throughout networks is nearly THD = 4% 
  
The price of the kWh has been estimated at 0,06 euros (year 2002). 
 
In table A2.1is extracted the process of calculation of the extra-losses and extra-costs due to the three 
assumed harmonic component levels in power aerial and underground lines. 
 

Table A2.1: Classification of lines and extra-costs 
length of lines (km)  
HV MV LV 

aerial 24669 80641 111685 
underground 467 22943 33325 
total 25136 103584 145010 
Z (average) 
Ω/km 

0,05 0,8 1,0 

I (average) A 1000 300 200 
total losses 
kWh/year 

11010 106 65332 106 50812 106 

losses and costs 
due to harmonics 

53 106 kWh/year 
3,17 106 
euros/year 

314 106 kWh/year 
18,82 106 
euros/year 

244 106 kWh/year 
14,63 106 
euros/year 

total extra-cost 
due to harmonics 
million euros / 
year 

 
36,62 106 euros/year 

 
NOTE 1: For simplification purposes, there has been assumed that the value of the impedance of 
underground lines (cables) is the same than that for aerial lines. 
 
NOTE 2: The author estimates that the given value of length in kilometers for LV power lines is not 
real, and in fact should be higher (to be investigated) 
 
In table A2.2 is extracted the process of calculation of the extra-losses and extra-costs due to the 
three assumed harmonic component levels in transformers. 
 

Table A2.2: Number of transformers and extra-costs (gross estimation) 
Average
d size 
kVA 

Number of 
transforme
rs 

Estimated total 
losses 
kWh/year · 106 

losses + costs 
due to 
harmonics 

150000 147 2897 
75000 84 828 
60000 301 2373 
30000 181 713 
500 47700 3134 
250 71830 2359 
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total  kWh/year 12304 66 106 
kWh/year 

cost in million euros  (1kWh = 0,06 
euros) 

3,94 106  euros

 
Total cost per year (lines + transformers): 40,56 million euros 
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APPENDIX G - POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): text extracted from Appendix A3 of C4.107 059  
Actual situation (Feb 2008): see attached 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): review 
 
 
In all areas of business it is widely accepted that the users must pay their fair share towards the 
infrastructure that supports their business be it transport, communication or any other common 
service. Therefore it seems entirely appropriate that the provision of an electricity supply is treated in a 
similar manner i.e. the user (customer) will pay a proportion of the overall network charges related to 
the size and type of his demand (load). 
 
The cost to the customer for provision of an electricity service from a public electricity network is 
related to both the customer’s demand and the existing network that is already in place. The public 
electricity network is designed to provide a supply of electricity within tolerable limits for known and 
planned levels of network demand. With regard to power quality the European network operators who 
are members of Eurelectric will always attempt to comply with the limits set in EN 50160. 
 
In the event that a customer wishes to operate a demand (load) outside of the parameters for which 
the network has been designed either in terms of capacity or power quality it will be necessary for that 
customer to pay for network upgrading or take other measures within the customer’s installation to 
contain the risk of a power quality breach before the load can be connected.   
 
In the event that the network operator is not made aware of a customer’s load that is causing a breach 
of the power quality limits until after the load has been installed, the network operator will require that 
the customer take steps to bring the power quality parameter(s) back within acceptable limits. This can 
be achieved either by paying for the network operator to upgrade his network or by the customer 
taking mitigation measures within his installation. The latter option is most often the most cost effective 
since it can be focussed on the offending item(s) of equipment, rather than the network as a whole.   
 
The principle that the action of one customer should not unduly interfere with the supply to another 
customer(s) is actually enshrined in national legislation of some members of Eurelectric (UK, …).  
Therefore the network operators have a statutory duty to ensure that the provision of a service to a 
particular customer will not cause the quality of other services to fall outside of recognised limits. Very 
often this is referred to as the principle of  “the polluter pays”, since it is the customer who causes the 
reduction in power quality who has to pay for the necessary mitigation measures to rectify the 
situation. 
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APPENDIX H -  VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): text extracted from Appendix A4 of C4.107 059  
Actual situation (Feb 2008): see attached 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): review 
Extract of a report of Mr. Kurt Heidenreiht to the IEC SC77A WG1 
 
63 voltage measurements were carried out at different places (transformer busbars, distribution 
feeders, household connections) in different LV networks in Hamburg. The measurements usually 
covered about 1 week, measuring periods randomly spread during all seasons of the years 2001 - 
2003. Reasons for the recordings where controls after changing network parameters, examinations of 
customer load behaviour or customer complaints with or without delivery problems.  
 
Measurement values were evaluated as the average of all 200ms-values during each 10-min-interval. 
A 95%-value indicates that 95% of the 10-min-results are lower than the respective value. 
The method how these measurements were taken should be interpreted as a snapshot of the voltage 
conditions in Hamburg but not as a systematic survey. 
 
In figures 1 to 4 all results of the 63 measurements are arranged in the same order so that the 
measurement numbers are directly comparable.  
 
Results 
Fundamental voltage 
The measurement results are given in figures 1-4. Figure 1 shows 56 of 63 voltage values between 
100% and 105% of the nominal voltage 230 V. 6 values are between 95% and 100%, one below 95%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.4.1 Fundamental voltage, 100% corresponds to 230V line-zero 
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APPENDIX Y 
 
Y.1.- WEB-REPOSITORY 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): to include in the Guide 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): none 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to discuss 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Y.2.- LINKS TO OTHER PQ ECONOMICS WEBS 
 
Previous decision/agreement in Cassino (Nov 2007): to include in the Guide 
Actual situation (Feb 2008): none 
Action in San Francisco (Mar 2008): to discuss 
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